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Adagio OrderEntry — License Agreement
The use of Adagio OrderEntry from Softrak is governed by the following agreement. You
demonstrate your acceptance of the terms of this agreement by using Adagio OrderEntry and
its associated materials. You may terminate this agreement at any time by sending a letter to
Softrak Systems Inc. stating that all copies of the software have been destroyed. The letter
must be signed by an officer of the company.

Usage Rights
For the fee you have paid, Softrak Systems Inc. hereby grants to you and you accept a license
to use this application and the related materials on a single computer system only. To use this
application on more than one computer system, you must either purchase a license for
another copy of Adagio OrderEntry or arrange for a multi-user license from Softrak Systems
Inc. You may not copy any of the materials received with Adagio OrderEntry, in whole or in
part, except for archival and backup purposes.

This license is not transferrable.

Registration and Support
To receive technical support and notices of upgrades and announcements, your copy of
Adagio OrderEntry must be registered.

To register, install Adagio OrderEntry as you would any other Windows application. When
you start up Adagio OrderEntry for the first time, you will be presented with a screen that
gives you the option to register. Enter your company information and print the registration
form to be mailed or faxed to Softrak Systems Inc.

This software requires registration within 60 days of first use. It will cease to operate after
60 days have elapsed without a registration code.

Liability
You agree that regardless of the form of any claim, the liability of Softrak Systems Inc. for any
damages to you or to any other party shall not exceed the license fee paid for the materials
included in Adagio OrderEntry. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as a product
warranty and all such warranties are explicitly and expressly denied.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Adagio OrderEntry automates your sales order entry and invoicing, allowing you to
manage and track back orders, future orders and standing orders, invoices and credit
notes.

• Prints, emails, or faxes Order Confirmations, Picking Slips, Invoices and Credit
Notes designed with Softrak’s “drag-and-drop” forms designer with
multi-copy control

• Includes item details, miscellaneous charges, comments, shipping instructions,
serial numbers and taxes on orders and invoices

• Supports multiple invoices per order with option for automatic back-ordering
• Order action reports highlight orders that can be satisfied from current

inventory
• Runs with Adagio Inventory or standalone with a price list
• Add items “on the fly”
• Apply cash payments when entering an order and add customers “on the fly”
• Automatically prices an order or allows over-ride
• Copy orders, invoices or credit notes to create new documents
• Keeps a complete invoice and credit note history
• Allows for reprinting of orders, invoices, and credit notes from the history

function
• Restoration of orders from history is permitted, for creation of new orders
• Backs up data directly from within the program
• Launches other Adagio programs from a special Adagio menu
• Customizes the grid displays through the Column Editor
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• Includes Smart Finder with ability to print the results, or to save the results in
the Smart Finder list until the next time a search is conducted

• Menu level security and Order Template by Group or User

Adagio OrderEntry requires Adagio Receivables.

Adagio Fundamentals
Other important information about Adagio OrderEntry is included in your Adagio
Fundamentals manual. Adagio Fundamentals covers information and functions that
are similar across all Adagio applications, such as keyboard shortcuts for data entry
and how to use the fax function. Be sure to read Adagio Fundamentals for valuable
information about working with Adagio OrderEntry.

About Adagio
Adagio accounting is designed for organizations that manage over $1 million in
sales/revenue, with significant transaction volume and at least one person
responsible for managing those transactions. This modular accounting system
combines a batch interface that is easy to understand and control with online
processing in order entry and inventory control. Additionally, Adagio provides
dynamite-looking invoices, checks and statements on blank paper. All of this
without being forced to use a mouse during data entry or any of the other accounting
procedures. Simple procedures and built-in software make it a snap to email or fax
invoices and customer statements.

About Softrak
For over 25 years, Softrak has created accounting and reporting software to make the
tasks required in the accounting department simple and straightforward, even in
high volume businesses. If you have any suggestions about how we can improve
this module, please visit our website at www.softrak.com.

Adagio Fundamentals
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Chapter 2
Configuring

OrderEntry

Before you can start using Adagio OrderEntry, you must take the time to complete
the setup procedures in this chapter and in the next. It can take some time to perform
all of the steps, but a complete setup will ensure that you benefit from all the features
of the software.

This procedure is usually completed by a system administrator. This person should
be knowledgeable about both your computer system and your company’s inventory
and accounting procedures.

In this chapter, we will explain the following procedures:

• Logging into Adagio OrderEntry
• Setting the Workstation Options
• Entering the Company Profile
• Defining Default Order and Invoice Templates
• Entering Salesperson Data
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Logging into Adagio OrderEntry
When you start Adagio OrderEntry from the Windows Start menu, the Open Adagio
OrderEntry Data dialog will automatically appear. This allows you to enter your
user ID and password, and select a data set to open.

Adagio OrderEntry comes preloaded with the user ID of SYS and a
password that is also SYS. You must log in with this user ID and
password the first time you use Adagio OrderEntry. This is the default
system administrator user ID. It cannot be deleted but it can be
changed. Since it provides access to all Adagio OrderEntry screens
and functions, you may want to change both the system
administrator user ID and password for security purposes. Refer to
your online Help or Adagio Fundamentals manual for instructions on
changing the user ID and password.

The following table describes each field:

Field Description

UserID/Password Each Adagio OrderEntry user should be assigned a
user identification code. Refer to your online Help
documentation or Adagio Fundamentals manual for
more information about setting up users.

Remember user name Turn this option on to have the Adagio user name
remembered and authenticated by the Windows user.
This allows you to default your Adagio user name by
logging into Windows (on the same station).

Logging into Adagio OrderEntry
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Field Description

Remember user
password

Turn this option on to have the Adagio password
remembered and authenticated by the Windows user.
This allows you to default your Adagio password by
logging into Windows (on the same station).

Date This is the session date. It defaults to the current
system date. If you need to change the date, use the
calendar button to the right, or type in the desired
date.

NOTE: If you want to log in to OrderEntry using a
session date within the month and year that initially
display in the Date field, all you need do is type one or two
numbers representing the date you want to use. (Eg. If the
date displayed initially is 12/12/2008 and you now want to
log in using a session date for 12/15/2008, all you need do is
type 15 in the date field. The month and year will populate
automatically.)

You are able to use the one or two-character date entry
method in any ‘date’ field within Adagio OrderEntry.

Last access This is the session date used when you last accessed
or ran Adagio OrderEntry with the data path that
initially displays in the Data path.

Logging into Adagio OrderEntry
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Field Description

Data path Enter the drive and data path for your company's data
by clicking once in this field and typing the
information in, or by clicking the Browse button and
selecting the correct drive and data path from the
Data Selection dialog box that appears.

There is another button to the far right of this field.
Click this 'multiple folder' button to view a list of
Previously Opened data sets. This feature is
especially helpful if you are maintaining multiple data
sets (e.g. Adagio Order Entry data for multiple
companies). If you wish to use one of these
previously-opened data sets, simply click the desired
Company Name to select it, then click Open.

NOTE: Adagio OrderEntry can remember what datasets
have been access by each Adagio OrderEntry user. The first
time each user logs into OrderEntry, they will be prompted
to respond whether or not they want Adagio OrderEntry to
also load a default (historical access) list of companies.
Select Yes to have OrderEntry retain the original list of
companies all users have accessed and then remember which
subsequent companies / datasets have been accessed by each
user separately. Select No to begin with a blank Previously
Opened window and have only the list of datasets accessed
since the installation of OrderEntry display each time the
Previously Opened window is opened by that user.

Extension Enter the extension used by your company's data
here. For example, to use the sample data, you would
enter SAM here.

Adagio will automatically select the current date as the session date. Click the Open
button to open the selected data set and begin using Adagio OrderEntry.

You may be asked to indicate the location of some required program files.

Logging into Adagio OrderEntry
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If you are a new Adagio user, please select the Softrak\System folder located on the
drive you installed Adagio to on your server or on your local PC if running
standalone. (Refer to your Adagio OrderEntry Readme help for other
considerations.)

A Note About Adagio Inventory
If you install Adagio OrderEntry and you do not have Adagio Inventory installed,
OrderEntry will assume that you want to use it as a stand-alone order entry and
inventory program. When you do this, certain inventory functions will also be
installed.

If at some point you create Adagio Inventory data in the same directory, Adagio
Inventory will reclaim those inventory functions from OrderEntry. This means that
certain inventory functions will be removed from OrderEntry, since you will use
Adagio Inventory for these functions.

For example, if you create OrderEntry data without IC present, OrderEntry will
maintain its own items. If IC is added later, all of the items will be converted into IC.

Logging into Adagio OrderEntry
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Setting Workstation Options
To configure the options for this program that affect how and where you print
reports and specifications, select Workstation Options from the File menu. The
options on the General tab are displayed below and affect reports. Options that
affect printing of specifications are available on the Specifications tab.

General Tab
The following table describes the fields on the first tab of this window.

Field Description

Report Printer Check the Default printer button if you use your
default printer to print reports. If you want to use a
different printer to print reports, check the Specific
button and select a printer from the dropdown list.

Setting Workstation Options
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Specifications Tab
The second tab, the Specifications Tab, allows you to select default specifications for
Invoices, Credit Notes, Picking Slips and Order Confirmations.

Select the specification to use for each item. You can also select a different printer if
you are not using your default Windows printer for printing specifications.

If you also have the Returned Materials Authorization (RMA) add-on installed, you
will also have the options to set a default specification and printer for the RMA
documents you create. Otherwise, those fields will not be seen on the tab.

Click OK when you are finished editing these fields. These options can be changed
again at any time.

Settings Saved by Station
The options you set on the Workstation Options tabs will be saved by Windows user
so that, if different users are connected to different printers, each user can set up their
own printer and specification options without affecting other users.

Setting Workstation Options
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Setting Currency Information
Adagio OrderEntry will use the currency codes you’ve set up in your Receivables
data set. Currency code editing is documented in the Adagio Fundamentals manual
or in your Adagio Receivables or Adagio MultiCurrency help file.

Security Settings
Adagio OrderEntry includes a User Setup function that allows the system to prevent
unauthorized users from entering the system and restricts users from accessing
certain areas of the system.

To do all this, you much first set up user groups, which define what parts of the
program the users within the group are allowed to access. For example, you can
allow only senior staff members access to functions such as the company profile, user
and group setup and viewing costs on orders. Then you can set up the individual
users and assign them to the appropriate group level, depending on the access
privileges you want to grant them.

See the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for complete
information on setting up user groups and users. Entry templates may also be set up
in OrderEntry users groups which will override template settings created using the
Maintenance | Define Order/Invoice Entry Templates.

User Audit Settings
Adagio OrderEntry maintains various order, invoice and credit note user statistics.
These includes settings such as Created by User, Created Date, Created Time, Last
Updated by User, Last Updated Date and Last Updated Time.

As well, stats are maintained for when Picking Slips, Confirmations, Invoices and
Credit Notes are printed.

Use the Column Editor to display this information in the Orders/Invoices/Credit
Notes window. (Refer to the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals
manual for more information on using the Column Editor.) Stats pertaining to when
types of document specifications are printed and by whom may also be printed on
Adagio OrderEntry documents produced by the specifications.

Adagio GridView may be used to view application audit logs which store user
activity within the module including login and menu choices, posting, etc..

Setting Currency Information
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Entering the Company Profile
The Company Profile contains information about your company that is used
throughout Adagio OrderEntry. Initially you are required to enter a lot of
information but you only need to enter this information once, unless changes occur in
your company.

You can access the Company Profile screen by selecting Company Profile from the
Edit menu, or by clicking the Profile button on the toolbar. The Company Profile has
several tabs:

• Company Data
• System Options
• Processing Options
• Specs Options
• Numbering/Tax
• Reports

If Adagio Inventory data is not present, you will also have two additional tabs:

• Price List Option
• Price Determination

If Adagio SalesAnalysis 9 or higher data is present, you will also have the following
tab:

• SA Interface

Entering the Company Profile
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Company Data Tab
The Company Data tab allows you to enter general information about your
company, such as your company name, address and contact numbers.

Complete each field according to the following table.

If Adagio Inventory data is used in conjunction with OrderEntry, then
only the Company Name is editable. All of the other fields are

Entering the Company Profile
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populated with the information found in the Adagio Inventory
company profile.

Field Description

Company name Enter the name of your company as you want
it to appear on all screens, reports and
documents.

Address Enter the address of your company as you
want it to appear on documents. Four lines
are available.

Zip/Postal code Enter the zip or postal code of your company.

Format phone
numbers?

Check this box if you want Adagio
OrderEntry to automatically format phone
and fax numbers in the following fields.

Phone Enter the telephone number of your
company.

Fax Enter the fax number of your company.

Company number Enter a company number to represent your
company.

Contact Enter the name of a contact person who is in
charge of the order entry system for your
company.

Use multicurrency Turn this checkbox on if you want this data
set to be able to read in, post, and process
data from multiple currencies. When you turn
this option on, certain fields and functions
specific to multi-currency data sets will
become available to you.

NOTE: Once you turn the multicurrency
option on, you cannot turn it off again. You
may choose not to use the multicurrency
functions in the future, but you cannot simply
turn it off at a future date.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Home currency This field is not editable, except when
creating a new database.

When you are creating a new database, you
must choose the same currency that Adagio
Ledger and other applications in the
database.

Default Rate Type Select your preferred default rate type for use
in OrderEntry. It should be the rate type you
use most often. However, the default rate
type can be changed as needed when you are
editing batches and so forth.

Rate types are set in the Adagio
MultiCurrency module; for more information
rate types, you should refer to the Adagio
MultiCurrency manual or help file.

Decimals This field display the decimals set in the
currency code in Adagio MultiCurrency.

NOTE: If increased decimal places are being used,
Adagio OrderEntry will not be able to start, as
this is not supported by the program.

Entering the Company Profile
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System Options Tab
The System Options tab allows you to set options for:

• G/L Options
• General Options
• Display Options
• Optional field titles

Entering the Company Profile
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G/L Options section
In this section, you can set how OrderEntry will integrate with Adagio Ledger.

A/R Clearing G/L

Enter or select the general ledger account and/or department to which accounts
receivable are cleared.

When orders/invoices are processed, a receivables clearing account is used as a
temporary “holding” account until the batches are retrieved into and processed in
the General Ledger. At that point, the monies in the A/R clearing account are moved
over to the A/R account itself.

For example, when an invoice is processed in OrderEntry, the following accounting
entries will occur for a $1,235.81 sale which includes taxes and miscellaneous
charges.

Debit Credit

Accounts Receivable Clearing $1,235.81

Sales Tax Payable $58.85

Sales $1,151.96

Postage and Shipping $25.00

----------- -----------

$1,235.81 $1,235.81

That invoice is then retrieved directly or manually into Adagio Receivables, and
eventually processed in an AR batch which is retrieved into Adagio Ledger. At that
point, the monies processed through the A/R clearing account will be handled as
follows:

Debit Credit

Accounts Receivable $1,235.81

Accounts Receivable Clearing $1,235.81

----------- -----------

$1,235.81 $1,235.81

Field Description

Send to G/L description Indicate what Adagio OrderEntry information you
want to appear in the Description field of Adagio
Ledger: Default (the document number) or User
Defined.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

User defined format Adagio OrderEntry can pass customizable
information to the Description field in Adagio Ledger.
This is accomplished with User Defined codes (eg.
%xxx). Depending on the version of Adagio Ledger in
use, OrderEntry will populate either one or two
Ledger description fields. See Appendix B for a
complete list of these codes.

Prompt to consolidate If you consolidate transactions being passed to
Ledger, turn this option on. Running the
Print/Consolidate G/L Transactions report will
prompt you and ask if you would like to consolidate
transactions.

If you never consolidate transactions being passed to
Ledger, turning this option off will ensure
transactions do not get consolidated accidentally.

Validate closed periods Adagio OrderEntry will respect general ledger
periods that have been closed to further posting.
Choose one of three options for determining how you
want OrderEntry to handle invoice and credit note
transactions that would be posted to a closed period
in the general ledger.

� Allow - Users may post OrderEntry invoice and
credit not transactions to any period whether or
not it has been closed within the general ledger.

� Warn only - A warning will display when the user
clicks OK to accept transactions entered. Select No
to revise the date. Selecting Yes will allow the
invoice or credit note to be posted.

� Disallow - An error will display and you will be
unable to close and accept the transaction without
first changing the date or the invoice or credit note.

Validation occurs when posting invoices and credit
notes only.

Entering the Company Profile
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General Options
Complete this section according the table below:

Field Description

Auto-backup after
DIC?

Turn this option on to ensure Adagio OrderEntry
automatically performs a backup of OrderEntry data
immediately after Data Integrity Check completes.
(For more information on Data Integrity Check, please
refer to the online Help documentation or your
Adagio Fundamentals manual.)If integrity is clean, it
appends _Clean to the end of the backup file name.In
the event Data Integrity Check finds errors and
presents the Rebuild button, a backup is performed
prior to rebuilding errors in DIC. The backup will
have _Prebuild appended to the zip file name.

Bypass history in DIC? Turn this option on to have Adagio OrderEntry
bypass (not check) documents already moved to
history when Data Integrity Check is run. This may
reduce the time taken to run a DIC.

Days of warning from
session date

Where 'x' is the number of days specified, if you enter
an order date that is 'x' number of days earlier or later
than the session date, you will receive a warning
message informing you of this. Similarly, if you edit
an existing order wherein the order date is 'x' number
of days earlier or later than the session date, you will
receive the same message.Setting the number of days
to 0 (zero) will eliminate the warning altogether.

Days to delete old
documents

If you do not want to keep history, enter the number
of days you want to keep completed orders. When
orders age past this number, they will be purged
when Day End Processing is run.If you’ve chosen to
retain history, this field is not used. Instead, use the
fields on the Numbering/Tax tab to control when
completed transactions are moved to and purged from
history.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Calculate commission
on

Indicate how you calculate commissions, on either
Sales or Margins. Sales will calculate commission on
the total value of the order (excluding taxes and
miscellaneous charges), while Margins will calculate
commission on the profit margin (selling price less
cost) only. Commissions are shown on the Salesperson
Commission report.

Adagio Receivables
batch type

Indicate the type of batch you want created. Select
Direct if you want Adagio OrderEntry to create
Receivables batches directly in Adagio Receivables
when Day End is run.Select Retrieval if you want
Adagio OrderEntry to create an intermediate batch
file for retrieval into Adagio Receivables. Use the
Retrieve Subledger Batches function in Adagio
Receivables to retrieve these intermediate batch files.

NOTE: Use this option if you need to retrieve batches into a
remote Adagio Receivables database. The intermediate batch
file can be sent to the remote site.

Week starts on This option allows you to specify the day of the week
you would like the Grid Filters functions to begin
with when the Filter uses the Floating Date operation
to update dates by week.

Display Options
Complete this section according to the following table:

Field Description

Sort active documents
by

Indicate how you want to sort active documents on
screen. This includes orders, invoices and credit notes.
You can sort documents by Document number or by
Customer number.

NOTE: You can change the sort order on the
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window by clicking the right
mouse button while in the document list. The pop-up menu
that appears will give you alternative sort options.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Sort historical
documents by

Indicate how you want to sort historical documents on
screen. This includes orders, invoices and credit notes
on the View History window. You can sort
documents by Document number or by Customer
number.

NOTE: You can change the sort order on the
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window by clicking the right
mouse button while in the document list. The pop-up menu
that appears will give you alternative sort options.

Reverse order of order
list

Turn this option on if you want the Enter
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window to display
documents in reverse order (most recent documents at
the top of the list). By default they are shown in
descending order, with the oldest documents at the
top of the list.

Display short credit
check form

As a company default, when this option is turned on,
users will not see the customer financial statistics
information when the Credit Check window (see
page 5-119) opens for a customer on hold or over their
credit limit.It is important to note that this option may
be overridden by the same option within a security
Group Order Template. Please refer to the online
Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals
manual for more information about Group Security.

NOTE: This option has no affect if the Adagio Receivables
option to prompt when a customer is over their credit limit
is turned off.

Include Orders in
credit check

Turn this option on to have the edited order an all
other orders for this customer included in the credit
check total. If the options is off, only the order being
edited is included in the credit check total.

NOTE: This option has no affect if the Adagio Receivables
option to prompt when a customer is over their credit limit
is turned off.
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Optional field titles
This section allows you to specify other fields that you wish to use for your orders.
This gives you the flexibility of saving additional information about orders, in ways
that are specific to your company or industry. When you add a field title for any of
the optional fields here, it automatically appears in the Orders function, under an
Optional fields tab, where you can then store information appropriate that field for
each individual customer.

If exactly the same optional fields are used in the Adagio Receivables
customer file, the optional field values from the customer file will be
used in the document instead of the optional fields you enter here.

And, these same optional fields are transferred to the Customer
Transactions and can be added to the transactions grid using the
Column Editor (refer to the online Help documentation for more
information on using the Column Editor).
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Processing Options Tab
The Processing Options tab allows you to set options that define what occurs during
data entry.
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Transaction Options section

Field Description

Check for duplicate
reference

When this option is turned on, a reference entered on
an order will be checked against references for the
same customer in both existing current orders and
those stored in history to ensure a duplicate reference
is not being entered. This may be useful when using
the Reference field to record PO numbers and such.

NOTE: Checks are upper and lowercase sensitive.

Check for duplicate
credit notes

When this feature is turned on and a Credit Note is
being created against an invoice, Adagio OrderEntry
will display the total dollar value of 'all' credit notes
already issued against the invoice. This will aid in
preventing duplicate Credit Notes from being posted
against an invoice.

For this option to work when the Invoice is in History,
make sure that the Credit Note is created from History
rather than entered by typing in the Invoice number
and Customer number in Enter Orders/Invoices/
Credit Notes.

Allow order for On
Hold customer?

Turning this option on will allow users to create
orders for customers that have been placed 'on hold'.

If the option is left off, users will not be able to create
any orders for a customer that is 'on hold'.

Edit invoiced orders If you want to be able to edit orders that have been
partially invoiced (but are not complete), turn this
option on. You will be able to add additional lines and
increase or decrease the quantity on existing lines, as
well as change the unit of measure and unit price. You
will not, however, be able to edit detail lines marked
“complete” or delete them.
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Field Description

Discount misc charges If your company’s discounts apply to miscellaneous
charges, click a checkmark in this box.

NOTE: If this option is not selected, a miscellaneous charge
field will appear on the Totals tab of an order/invoice. If you
select this option, that miscellaneous charge field will not
appear.

Credits on invoices Credits are normally entered on credit notes. But if
you want to be able to enter credits on invoices as
well, turn this option on.

Allow editing of
invoice/credits

If you want to be able to edit certain header
information (eg. comments, billing or shipping
information) on invoices or credit notes, turn this
option on. You will not be able to edit, delete or add
detail lines.Turning this option on adds the Allowable
Editing Fields list (which provides a list of fields you
can enable for edit on invoices or credit notes) to this
tab of the Company Profile.

NOTE: See also the Orders tab in the create/edit Group
Security feature. on page 2-50.

Calculate tax amount
by

Indicate how you want tax amounts calculated, either
based on Detail lines or the Invoice Total.

Calc. base for disc. with
tax included?

This field affects the way the Discount Base is
calculated on Invoices and Orders. If you want tax
included in the base total, select Included here.
Otherwise, select Excluded.

Default posting to
order

If you sometimes have orders wherein all items
backordered but which do include a miscellaneous
charge that could be invoiced, or if you always want
documents to be posted as Orders even though items
may be marked as shipped, you may want to enable
this option.If you activate this option, in the above
situations a new order will be posted as an order, not
as an invoice. To post it as an invoice, you will have
to specifically select Invoice on the Post Order
window.
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Field Description

Default posting to
RMA

If you do not issue credit notes until after the returned
materials are received, you can enable this option.
After, posting of RMAs will default to being posted as
an RMA. You are still able to manually change the
posting type to Credit Note if required at the time the
document is being posted, as long as an item has been
received on the RMA.

NOTE: This option only appears if the Returned Materials
Authorization RMA Add-on is installed.

RMA Expires after days You may enter a value between 0 and 9,999. The
value at this time is for information only and may be
used to represent the number of days from the date an
RMA is issued to the date the returned materials are
actually received. It provides a default on RMA
creation. Once the number of days has been exceeded,
if the materials have not been received and the RMA
is edited/saved or Day Ended, the RMA will be
flagged as expired.

NOTE: This option only appears if the Returned Materials
Authorization RMA Add-on is installed.

RMA Location defaults To activate the Location dropdown, enable the
checkbox. By selecting a Location, you are selecting
the default location for returned materials. The
default may be changed within the RMA document.

NOTE: This option only appears if the Returned Materials
Authorization RMA Add-on is installed.

Allowable editing
fields

Check the box beside those item detail fields you want
to be able to edit on existing invoices/credit notes.

NOTE: This field will only display if the Allow editing of
invoice/credits option is enabled on this tab. See also the
Order Template tab and Editable Fields tab in the
create/edit Group Security feature on pages 2-46 and 2-46
respectively.
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Detail Options section
This section of the window is where you set your preference for the way data will be
displayed and sorted in Adagio OrderEntry. Complete each field according to the
following table:

Field Description

Use base price list if
not found

You may choose from the following options to
determine how you want items that have not been
added to a particular price list handled:

� Disallow - You will be unable to add the item to
the order until it has been added to the price list or
until the Price list code has been removed from
Edit Detail. An error message will be displayed
and then the item number field will be cleared.

� Warning - A message warning you the item was
not found on the price list will display.
OrderEntry will use the item's base price if the
item has not been assigned to the price list selected
in the Order Header.

� No Warning - No warning message will display.
OrderEntry will use the item's base price if the
item has not been assigned to the price list selected
in the Order Header.

Misc. charges from
main list

If you have a price list but you have not defined Misc
Charges for the price list, this option will allow you to
see the main list of Misc Charges. If this option is not
turned on, you will instead see “*** not in use ***”
when you insert a Misc Charge.

Always use special
price?

As a rule, Adagio will always select the lowest price to
be used (eg. the lowest of price, discounted price, sale
price, special price, etc.).

Turn this option on, if you want Adagio OrderEntry
to always use the special price (if set up) for a
customer.

Edit line extension When turned on, this field allows a user to modify the
calculated extended price for an item on an order. If
you want to give users the ability to override this
calculated value, turn this option on; otherwise, turn it
off.
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Field Description

Suppress zero price
warning

Turn this option on to suppress the warning that
normally displays when you try to post a detail
having 0.00 as its Unit Price.

Warn if price below
cost

Check this box to have OrderEntry display a warning
if an entry attempts to sell an item below cost.

If you have this option activated, Adagio OrderEntry
checks the price against the most recent cost,
regardless of your setting in the Cost to display.

NOTE: If you wish to prevent users from knowing the cost
of items, you can set user security up to deactivate the
warning for users who are assigned to a particular group.
See the section on Creating User Groups on page 2-46 for
more information.

Display cost on order If you want the cost displayed on orders, turn this
option on.

NOTE: You can also set user security to hide the cost on
orders from users who are assigned to a particular group.
See the section on Creating User Groups on page 2-46 for
more information.

Cost to display Select from one of the cost codes defined in Inventory
Control. This field is only active if the Display cost on
order box is checked.

If you’re running OrderEntry standalone (without
Adagio Inventory), the most recent cost will be used.
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Field Description

Serial entry mode Turn this option on if you want to control the way
that OrderEntry adds serial lines.

� If you select ‘None’, no serial lines will be added,
regardless of whether the item requires serial
numbers.

� If you select ‘Auto’, then OrderEntry will
automatically add the blank serial lines to the
bottom of the order detail list for you to edit later.

� If you select ‘Prompt’, OrderEntry will ask you if
you want to add blank serial lines to the bottom of
the order detail list after you’ve entered the detail
line for the item that requires serial numbers. (The
prompt only appears if you’re shipping some quantity of
the item and not back-ordering all quantity; also, it
doesn’t appear if you use the Ship All button.)

Auto-append OE
description?

Use this option to instruct OrderEntry to
automatically append the Additional Information
stored an Inventory item's Additional Info field to the
end of the Item Description see when the item is
added to an order. You may choose to append
whatever is entered in any one of the item's
Additional Info 1 thru Additional Info 4
fields. Trailing blanks are trimmed from the original
Item Description and one space is inserted
immediately prior to the appended information.

NOTE: The Item Description field within an OrderEntry
detail may be a maximum of 75 characters. The Inventory
Item Description may be a maximum of 40 characters and
the Additional Info field that is appended to the Item
Description may be 75 characters. As such, on a
specification, you will need to used more than one Item
Description object and the offset to print as many of the
new characters as possible.

Quantity shipped on
orders

If you want to be able to post an order with the
Quantity Shipped field greater than zero, turn this
option on. Order confirmations can then be printed
showing Quantity Shipped, without having to create
an invoice. Otherwise, OrderEntry will force an
invoice to be created on any line when Quantity
Shipped is greater than zero.
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Field Description

Default shipped as
ordered

This field allows the default quantity shipped on an
order to be equal to the quantity order. Turn this
option on to speed up data entry if you usually ship
all items at the time of the order. You can still change
the Quantity Shipped value upon editing of an order;
this will simply avoid the need to edit that field if you
generally ship out all units ordered at once.

Calculate backorder When entering orders, Adagio OrderEntry can
calculate the number of items to back order when
required, where the back-ordered amount equals units
ordered less units shipped. If you want OrderEntry to
calculate this for you, click a checkmark in this box.

If, however, you would rather indicate the number to
back order yourself, turn this option off.

Warn if IC quantity
below 0

You might turn this option on if you are using
Inventory and have the 'Allow inventory levels to be
below zero' option turned on in Inventory's Company
Profile.

When this option is turned on in OrderEntry, if you
try to Ship an item that has a negative inventory
quantity on hand, you will receive a Warning that
'There is insufficient stock at location xxx'. You will
not be prevented from shipping the item. You are
being warned of this condition and must respond to
the warning to continue. You are not prevented from
invoicing the order.

NOTE: This feature is only functional when Adagio
Inventory data is being used.
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Field Description

Warn if available
below 0

When this option is turned on in OrderEntry, if you
try to Ship an item that has a negative inventory
quantity available, you will receive a Warning that
'There is insufficient stock available at location xxx'.
You will not be prevented from shipping the item.
You are being warned of this condition and must
respond to the warning to continue. You are not
prevented from invoicing the order.

Quantity available is Qty on Hand less Qty on SO plus
Qty on PO (if Include PO in quantity available has
also been turned on).

NOTE: This feature is only functional when Adagio
Inventory data is being used.

Include PO in quantity
available

When turned on, any Qty on PO for the item being
ordered will be added to the Available column of the
Qty on hand grid.

Credit notes to return
inventory

Enable this option if, by default, returned materials
are Returned to Inventory (eg. undamaged). The
setting may be overridden within Credit Note entry.

If the Returned Materials Authorization RMA Add-on
is installed, enabling the option will default that
RMAs are returned to inventory also. The default
may also be overridden within RMA entry.

NOTE: As this is a global default, to provide more
flexibility, it may also be set within the Group Order
Template of users' Security Groups (refer to the online
Help documentation).
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Spec Options Tab
This tab allows you to specify specification printing options for your office along
with default specifications for the different document types you can produce. You
can also indicate different specifications for printed documents, emailed documents,
or faxed documents.

Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Direct IN / CN / RMA
printing

If you want to be able to print invoices, credit notes or
RMAs (if add-on is installed) directly from within the
Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes function, turn
this option on. If this option is turned off, you must
use the specific Order Entry printing menu functions
to print these documents.
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Field Description

Direct label printing If you want to be able to print shipping labels for
invoices directly from within the Enter
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes function, turn this
option on. If this option is turned off, you can still
print the labels from the Order Entry menu or grid.

Miscellaneous charges
last

If you want miscellaneous charges on invoices listed
last, after item lines, turn this option on.

NOTE: This option will not affect miscellaneous charges
marked as Total Only.

Suppress zero qty on
invoices

Items with a zero value for Quantity Shipped /
Returned can be suppressed on invoice and credit
note printing by enabling this option.

Mark faxed invoices as
printed

Turn this option on if you want invoices to be marked
as "printed" after faxing. This eliminates the need to
both fax and print a hard copy of the invoice.

Mark emailed invoices
as printed

Turn this option on if you want invoices to be marked
as "printed" after emailing. This eliminates the need to
both email and print a hard copy of the invoice.

Mark printed to screen
as printed

Turn this option on if you want invoices to be marked
as "printed" after you’ve printed them to screen.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Printing to screen is not the same
as doing a print preview. To print to screen, you must select
“Screen” in the “Destination Options” field of the Print
dialog.
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Field Description

Direct order printing These options affect whether or not Orders are
automatically printed when they are posted. Enable
the option that best suits your organization's needs as
follows:

None - Order documents (eg. Confirmations or
Picking Slips) are printed when the user specifically
selects them to be printed either from the grid or the
OrderEntry menu.

Picking slip - When an order is posted, the Printing
Picking List window is automatically presented so
the document may be printed immediately.

Order conf. - When an order is posted, the Printing
Picking List window is automatically presented so
the document may be printed immediately.

Both - When an order is posted, both document print
windows are automatically presented so the
documents may be printed immediately.

NOTE: Direct order printing affects newly created
documents only.

Export name code Enter an Export name code that defines the filename
used when you print documents to a print
Destination of File. Valid codes are the same as those
defined in Appendix B. If another file of the same
name already exists in the destination folder, Adagio
OrderEntry will append a sequential number
(beginning with _001) to the end of the duplicate
filename being created.

Allow printing of On
Hold orders

Turn this setting on if you want to enable printing of
Picking Slips and Order Confirmations for orders that
have been placed on hold.

The Default Specifications you choose here will be used for new documents
produced if the option Use customer specification is selected when you proceed to
print the documents and the customer does not have a specification saved on the
Invoicing tab of the Customer file. Note that default specifications can be changed as
needed.
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Normally, when running OrderEntry standalone (i.e. without Inventory), you would
not have RMAs; therefore, the RMA specs section has been added to the Spec
Options screenshot for the sole purpose of illustrating it to users having purchased
the RMA add-on for use with OrderEntry and Inventory.

For each document type, an Attachments folder may be entered as a default folder
for storing files when you want OrderEntry to automatically attach a file to a
document(s) being emailed. The folder will be a subfolder of the folder the dataset is
stored in.
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Price List Option Tab
This tab and the Price Determination tab only appear when there is no Inventory
Control data present. When Inventory data is present, this information is drawn from
the Inventory Company Profile.

The Price List Option tab lets you set up information that would normally be
handled in Inventory Control. In particular, you can set your preferred item number
format, and you can indicate the GL accounts which will be affected by inventory
and sales.
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Item Number Format Section
This section of the window is where you set your preferred format for your item
numbers in OrderEntry. Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Sample item number This field cannot be edited, unless you are creating
new data.

If you are creating new data, enter a sample of your
item number, including segment separators (blanks or
-/\.()#). For example, you might enter XXX.XXX-XXX,
where the first segment will be for the kind of product
(e.g. bikes or kayaks), the second segment will be for
the manufacturer (e.g. Peugeot bikes might be PEU),
and the final segment will be the individual
identifying number.

Adagio will use the sample item number to
automatically assign the length of each segment.

You can enter up to four segments for a total of up to
16 characters (excluding separators).

NOTE: If you choose a single-segment item format, item
numbers will display right-justified (flush with the
right-hand margin).

Segment name (1-4) Segments are used to identify items in inventory by
particular item features, such as the department of a
retail store to which the item belongs, the product
type, the product’s style or color, or the product’s
class.

If you wish to use these identifying segments in your
item numbers, you will want to explain what each
segment represents here.

For example, if the first three characters of an item
number will represent the type of product (such as a
bike or a kayak), you could call the segment “Prod.
Type”.
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Field Description

Length The length of each segment refers to how many
characters of the item number pertain to that
segment’s information. For example, if you were using
three characters to represent the product type, such as
“BKH” for “Bike, Hybrid”, the length of the “Prod.
Type” segment would be 3.

This information is automatically completed for you,
based on the sample item number at the top of the
screen.

GL Integration Section
This section of the window is where you set the defaults for the G/L accounts that
your OrderEntry data will be passed to. Complete each field according to the
following table

Field Description

Inventory control Select a default account and/or department to use for
inventory control.

Cost of goods sold Select a default account and/or department to use for
the cost of goods sold.

Sales revenue Select a default account and/or department to use for
your sales revenue.

Sales return Select a default account and/or department to use for
your sales returns.
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Example of GL entries for a sale

When a product is sold and an invoice is issued, the following GL entries will occur.
We are using an example of a $1,235.81 invoice, which included a shipping charge
and taxes.

First, the costs are dealt with in the GL by removing the item out of inventory.

Debit Credit

Inventory $703.96

Cost of Sales $703.96

----------- -----------

$703.96 $703.96

Then, the sale itself is dealt with:

Debit Credit

Accounts Receivable Clearing $1,235.81

Sales Tax Payable $58.85

Sales $1,151.96

Postage and Shipping $25.00

----------- -----------

$1,235.81 $1,235.81

Notes about the above GL entries:

• The Inventory account used in the cost entries is from the account set assigned
to the item being sold.

• The Cost of Sales account used in the cost entries is from the category assigned
to the item being sold. However, if a department is specified in the location,
this department overrides the department from the category.

• The A/R Clearing Account is set in the Company Profile.
• The GL account used for the sales tax is set in the tax group used for this

order/invoice.
• The Sales account credited with the income from the sale is set in the category

assigned to the item being sold. However, if a department is specified in the
location, this department overrides the department from the category.

• The GL accounts used for charges such as the postage and shipping charge
listed are set up in the Miscellaneous Charges function, for each individual
charge used.
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Example of GL entries for a return

When a product is returned and a credit note is issued, the following GL entries will
occur. We are using an example in which a $490.46 credit note is returned, which
includes a reversal of a sales tax entry as well.

First, the costs are dealt with in the GL by returning the item to inventory.

Debit Credit

Inventory $275.00

Cost of Sales $275.00

----------- -----------

$275.00 $275.00

Then, the reversal of the product sale is handled:

Debit Credit

Accounts Receivable Clearing $490.46

Sales Tax Payable $23.36

Sales $467.10

----------- -----------

$490.46 $490.46

Notes about the above GL entries:

• The Inventory account used in the cost entries is from the account set assigned
to the item being returned.

• The Cost of Sales account used in the cost entries is from the category assigned
to the item being returned. However, if a department is specified in the
location, this department overrides the department from the category.

• The A/R Clearing Account is set in the Company Profile.
• The GL account used for the sales tax is set in the tax group used for the

order/invoice that this credit note is reversing.
• The Sales account debited with the expense of the return is set in the category

assigned to the item being returned. However, if a department is specified in
the location, this department overrides the department from the category.
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Price List Options Section
This section of the window allows you to specify some user-defined values for
pricing, and to indicate whether you use fractional quantities or not. Complete each
field according to the following table

Handles fractional
quantities?

If items in your inventory can be stocked in fractional
quantities (to two decimal places), click a checkmark
in this box. Adagio Inventory will then keep track of
fractional quantities in your inventory. Quantities will
display with two decimal places on all screens and
reports.

NOTE: This option can be turned on at any time, but once
it is selected, it cannot be turned off.

Definable cost 1 name

Definable cost 2 name

These fields allow you to define two additional costs.
Just enter the cost names in the empty fields.

These options only apply to the standalone version of
Adagio OrderEntry, where you can indicate costs in
lieu of the usual Adagio Inventory costs. If this is not a
standalone database, the cost information will be
found in Adagio Inventory instead.

Weight unit of measure Enter the default weight unit of measure to use. For
example, you might enter lbs. or kg.

Price Determination Tab
This tab only appears when there is no Inventory Control data present. When
Inventory data is present, this information is drawn from the Inventory Company
Profile.

The Price Determination tab allows you to set a default pricing system that will be
used when you enter new categories and items. This pricing system can be changed
for each category and item entered, but it will save time if you enter the most
commonly used pricing system as the default.
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You can select either a discount or markup system and configure these systems using
the fields on this tab.

Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Selling price based on In this drop-down box, select Discount to indicate
that you are using a discount pricing system; or, select
Markup if you’re using a markup system instead.
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Field Description

Discount on price by /
Markup on cost by

The name of this field will change depending on your
entry in the Selling price based on field above.

Select either Percentage or Amount to indicate how
your discounts or markups are calculated, either by
percentage of the dollar value of the price (discount
system) or cost (markup system), or by a concrete
dollar amount.

Pricing Determined By Select Customer type if your discounts or markups
are dependent upon the customer type field in the
customer record in Adagio Receivables. Or, select Qty
purchased if your discounts or markups are
dependent upon the quantity purchased.

Rounding Method If you are using percentage markups or discounts,
indicate how you want the prices to be rounded.
Select either No rounding, Round up, or Round
down.

Round to the nearest If you’re using rounding (see the Rounding Method
field above), you’ll need to specify what amount
discounts or markups should be rounded to. For
example, to round to the nearest five cents, enter 0.05.

Default item tax status Indicate the tax status you wish to use as a default for
all new items created. For more information on tax
statuses, see the Company Profile Tax Status tab (page
2-43) and Using Tax Groups (page 3-64).

Discount/Markup
percent

Indicate up to five levels of markups or discounts by
entering the percentages or dollar amounts.

NOTE: If your system calculates markups by amount and
by quantity purchased, you will have two columns to fill
out -- one column for markup amounts and the other for
quantity purchased.
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Numbering/Tax Tab
The Numbering/Tax tab allows you to set various numbering options and provide
descriptions for item and customer tax statuses.

As well, you can define if your company will maintain documents in History and for
how long if you do. You can set your preferences for moving documents to history
and when those documents should be purged/deleted from the system.

In the Automatic Numbering section of the tab, complete each field according to the
following table:

Field Description

Order numbering Enable this option to have Adagio OrderEntry
automatically number your orders.
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Field Description

Next order number This field is only active if you first enable the Order
numbering field. Enter the number to be applied to
the next order.

Invoice numbering Enable this option to have OrderEntry automatically
number your invoices for you.

Next invoice number This field is only active if you first enable the Invoice
numbering field. Enter the number to be applied to
the next invoice.

Credit note numbering Enable this option to have OrderEntry automatically
number your credit notes.

Next credit number This field is only active if you first enable the Credit
note numbering field. Enter the number to be
applied to the next credit note.

RMA numbering Enable this option to have OrderEntry automatically
number your RMAs for you.

NOTE: This field only appears if you also have the
Returned Materials Authorization (RMA) add-on installed.

Next RMA number This field is only active if you first enable the RMA
numbering field. Enter the number to be applied to
the next RMA.

NOTE: This field only appears if you also have the
Returned Materials Authorization (RMA) add-on installed.

In the Tax Status section of the tab, enter descriptions for all applicable tax statuses
for both items and customers. These tax statuses correspond to the tax statuses in the
Tax Table. See the section on Using Tax Groups, beginning on page 3-64, for more
information.

Purge Options section
This section of the window allows you to define if your company will maintain
documents in history and for how long if you do. You can set your preferences for
moving documents to history files and when those documented should later be
purged/deleted them from the system.

Entering the Company Profile
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When you run the Day End Processing function, you are presented with the option
to independently move/purge any of the document types, based on document date.
When you choose to Keep History, your entries in this section set the defaults for the
day end processing. However, when you actually run Day End Processing, you can
modify the defaults as needed. For more information on Day End Processing, see
page 5-183.

Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Purge Options:

Keep History Enable the Keep History option if you want
completed documents processed during Day End to
be copied to history.

If this option disabled, no history will be retained and
the documents will be deleted from Current (i.e. the
Enter Orders, Invoices, RMAs and Credit Notes
window) instead based on the number of days setting
in the Days to delete old documents option on the
System Options tab.

NOTE: This field is the only one in this section that cannot
be changed during Day End. In other words, if you choose
here to retain history, you cannot override the setting
during Day End to instead delete the documents during
Day End processing.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Purge orders

Purge invoices

Purge credit notes

Purge RMAs

Indicate if order, invoice, credit note and RMA
documents should be ever be purged/deleted from
Current (the Enter Orders, Invoices, RMAs and Credit
Notes window) during Day End processing, or not.
Generally, History is kept/maintained and documents
are regularly purged out of Current to keep the
information stored in Current more relevant and
easier to work with.

NOTE: If Keep History has been enabled, while the
documents will be purged from Current, they will still be
maintained in History (the Display History window) for
the period specified in the Purge from History after days
fields. If Keep History has been disabled, documents purged
from Current will be removed from the system entirely
based on the number of days specified in the Days to delete
old documents option on the System Options tab.

In either case, these three options allow you to
determine what should be done with documents of
each type during Day End. If you leave one of these
options disabled, then by default that document type
will not be cleared to history or deleted entirely from
OrderEntry during Day End processing. It will
remain in current (but still be copied to History as
long as the Keep History option has been enabled).

NOTE: Each of these three options may be overridden
during Day End.
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Field Description

Purge from Current
after days:

Completed orders

Invoices

Credit notes

RMAs

If the Keep History option is enabled in column one,
these fields can be edited. Otherwise, they will be
inactive and documents will be deleted according to
the Days to delete old documents value set on the
System Options tab (see page 2-22 for more
information), making history maintenance
unnecessary.

Use these fields to indicate how long you want each
document type to remain in the active documents lists
(i.e. the Enter Orders, Invoices, RMAs and Credit
Notes window). The standard is to retain completed
documents for 30 days before they are moved to
history. However, you can enter a different value.

The values entered here will be used to determine the
clear/purge dates you seeduring Day End
Processing. The number of days and dates can be
overridden during Day End.

Purge from History
after days:

Orders

Invoices

Credit notes

RMAs

If the Keep History option is turned enabled in
column one, these fields can be edited. Otherwise,
they will be inactive and documents will be
immediately deleted from the system during Day End
based on the Days to keep old documents setting on
the System Options tab, making these fields
unnecessary.

Use these fields to indicate how long you want each
document type to stay in history before being purged.
The standard is to retain documents for a year in
history. However, you can enter a different value, up
to 9,999 days.

The values entered here will be used to determine the
purge/delete dates you see in the Purge History
function. The dates can be overridden within the
Purge History function.

Entering the Company Profile
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Reports tab
This tab stores information pertinent to how certain reports are run in your office.
Disable or enable some options depending on whether you want to be able to create
related reports or not.

Data Tracking Options
Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Analyze sales data Leave this option turned on if you want
OrderEntry to retain information from invoices
and credit notes, which allows you to print the
Sales Summary Report.

Analyze commission data Leave this option turned on if you want
OrderEntry to retain commission data, which
allows you to print the Salesperson Commission
Report.

Analyze order log Leave this option turned on if you want
OrderEntry to retain data from orders, which
allows you to print the Order Log Report.

If you do not use these reports, leave these options turned off, as the
size of these files can become large over time. For example, if you are
using Adagio Sales Analysis for reporting, you may want to print
reports from Sales Analysis instead.

Report Options
Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Age orders into 0 to Enter the number of days to define three levels of
aged orders. The Aged Orders Report uses these
aging values as the default; although these
numbers can be changed on the report window
itself if necessary.

Entering the Company Profile
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SA Interface Tab
This tab only appears if Adagio OrderEntry is integrated with Adagio
SalesAnalysis 9 or higher.

You may choose to define up to two of the string/text fields and two of the date
fields previously defined on the System Options tab of the Company Profile (see
page 2-39) to be used within Adagio SalesAnalysis. These fields will then be
included in the OrderEntry data that is retrieved to SalesAnalysis and seen in its Edit
Data function.

For the sent information to be seen in SalesAnalysis, the same fields
must also be set up within SalesAnalysis' Company Profile.

Select the optional fields, if any, to be included in the OrderEntry data that is
retrieved to SalesAnalysis.

Entering Salesperson Data
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Defining Default Templates
Order and invoice templates can help speed data entry. They allow you to define:

• whether default data is automatically entered into a specific field
• whether a specific field is automatically skipped during data entry

When you create templates as described in this section, you are creating the
program’s default templates. You can also define templates for each user group.
Refer to the “Defining User Groups” section in the online Help documentation for
more information.

When a user is assigned to a user security group, the security group’s
templates will override the default templates. If a new security group
is created, the template settings for that group will be set to the
default templates set up here, unless they are changed within the
security group.

Additional Order template options are available within the security
group. Please refer to the online Help documentation.

Defining Default Templates
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Defining a Customer Template
1) Select Define Order/Invoice Entry Template from the Maintenance menu. The

Order Entry and Invoice Template window appears.

2) For each field, if you want to stop at that customer information field during
creation of a new order/invoice, turn the Enter on New checkbox on. When
you’re actually entering orders/invoices and using the Tab key to run through
the fields, the cursor will stop at each field for which you’ve selected the Enter
on New option.

3) If you want the field skipped in data entry, click a checkmark in the Skip field
box. This means that the field will still appear, but when you use the Tab key to
move from field to field, this field will be skipped.

When a field is skipped, it cannot be edited. The users will be
prevented from modifying it at all. Therefore, it is important that, if a
field is skipped and it is a required field (such as Salesperson), a
Default Data Value is also set in the template.

4) If you want the user to enter all fields during the entry of customer information
on a new order/invoice, check all of the Enter on New boxes, and leave the Skip
Field checkboxes empty.

Defining Default Templates
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Defining an Order Template
1) Click the Order tab on the Order Entry and Invoice Template window to bring

it to the front.

2) For each order information field, if you want to stop at that field during creation
of a new order/invoice, turn the Enter on New checkbox on. When you’re
actually entering orders/invoices and using the Tab key to run through the
fields, the cursor will stop at each field for which you’ve selected the Enter on
New option.

3) If you want the field skipped in data entry, click a checkmark in the Skip field
box. This means that the field will still appear, but when you use the Tab key to
move from field to field, this field will be skipped.

When a field is skipped, it cannot be edited. The users will be
prevented from modifying it at all. Therefore it is important that, if a
field is skipped and it is a required field (such as Location), a Default
Data Value is also set in the template.

4) If you want the user to enter all fields during the entry of a new order/invoice,
check all of the Enter on New boxes, and leave the Skip Field checkboxes empty.
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Defining an Item Template
1) Click the Item tab on the Order Entry and Invoice Template window to bring it

to the front.

2) For each order item detail information field, if you want to stop at that field
during creation of a new order/invoice, turn the Enter on New checkbox on.
When you’re actually entering orders/invoices and using the Tab key to run
through the fields, the cursor will stop at each field for which you’ve selected the
Enter on New option.

The Unit Cost field is only ever editable on an order if the costing
method for the item is 'User Defined'. It may be edited on a credit note.
As well , if the Unit Cost field is skipped, the Extended Cost field will
be skipped also.

3) If you want the field skipped in data entry, click a checkmark in the Skip field
box. This means that the field will still appear, but when you use the Tab key to
move from field to field, this field will be skipped.

Defining Default Templates
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When a field is skipped, it cannot be edited. The users will be
prevented from modifying it at all. Therefore it is important that, if a
field is skipped and it is a required field (such as Location), a Default
Data Value is also set in the template.

If you want the user to enter all fields during the entry of a new order/invoice, check
all of the Enter on New boxes, and leave the Skip Field checkboxes empty.
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Entering Salesperson Data
Adagio allows you to enter information about each member of your sales force into a
salesperson database. This information is used throughout OrderEntry and is
required when entering orders. It is used in conjunction with item categories to
determine if commissions are paid to a salesperson and the commission rate that is
paid.

Salespersons are maintained completely within Adagio Receivables as that is where
all of your customer information is stored. Please refer to your Adagio Receivables
online Help documentation or manual for detailed information about maintaining
salesperson.

The calculations for commissions are based on either total sales or profit margin. The
sales or margin option is set in the OrderEntry Company Profile, System Options
tab. Refer to the Calculate commission on field explanation on page 2-19 for more
information.

Entering Salesperson Data
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Chapter 3
Order Entry File

Maintenance

In addition to the basic elements of database creation outlined in the previous
chapter, there are a number of ways in which you can make your OrderEntry system
more flexible and robust. These functions include:

• Entering Ship To Addresses
• Entering Ship Via Descriptions
• Defining Miscellaneous Charges
• Creating Reason Codes (available when RMA Add-on is installed)
• Using Tax Groups (required for processing orders)
• Defining Special Prices
• Updating Price Lists*
• Working with Customers
• Creating Email Cover Sheets
• Creating Text Blocks

* Some of these functions are available only if Adagio Inventory is not being used.

This chapter describes the procedures for entering each of these database categories.
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Entering Ship To Addresses
This function allows you to enter shipping addresses for all your customers. You can
enter as many Ship To addresses for each customer as you need. If you do not enter a
Ship To address for a customer, the address on the Adagio Receivables customer
record will then be automatically applied to all orders shipped to that customer.
Alternately, if you create a ship to address with a blank ship to code, this ship to
address is the default used on orders.

Please refer to the Adagio Receivables online Help or manual for
detailed information about entering Customer Contacts/ShipTo
information within customer records.

Also note that: ShipTo addresses entered in Adagio OrderEntry will
appear in the associated customer record in Adagio Receivables.

ShipTo addresses entered in Adagio Receivables will appear in
Adagio OrderEntry.

Salesperson and Territory information entered in Adagio OrderEntry
ShipTo Addresses will override that same information as stored in the
Receivables customer master record. Leave the Salesperson and
Territory fields blank in the OrderEntry ShipTo Address if you want
Adagio SalesAnalysis to track sales by BillTo rather than by ShipTo.

Entering Ship To Addresses
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Entering Ship Via Data
Adagio OrderEntry allows you to describe up to ten shipping methods. Theses
shipping method descriptions are then made available in Ship Via fields throughout
the program.

Select Edit Ship Via from the Edit menu. The Ship Via window appears. All existing
shipping methods are listed.

Enter descriptions for additional shipping methods in the next available fields. Click
OK to close the window and save your changes.

Entering Ship Via Data
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Miscellaneous Charges
Miscellaneous charges are additional charges that might be added to an invoice
depending on the specific situation. For example, these charges might include
handling, freight or packaging charges.

Adding Miscellaneous Charges
Select Miscellaneous Charges from the Edit menu. The Miscellaneous Charges
window appears. All existing miscellaneous charges are listed in this window.

You may Delete a Miscellaneous Charge that is no longer used.
However, if there are documents waiting to be Day Ended, you will be
prompt that you must first run OE Day End processing.

Miscellaneous Charges
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To create a new miscellaneous charge, click the New button. The Edit Miscellaneous
Charge window appears.

Field Description

Price list Use the Finder button to select a Price list code.

This field is optional. If a Price list code is entered,
than that miscellaneous charge can only be added
to orders for customers assigned to that price list.

If a Price list code is not entered, the
miscellaneous charge can only be added to orders
for customers who (a) have not been assigned a
Price list code or (b) have been assigned a price
list coe for which no miscellaneous charges have
been defined.

Description Type a description for the miscellaneous charge.
Up to 30 characters are allowed.

Tax status Select a tax status for the Miscellaneous charge.
For example, if it’s a shipping fee, indicate
whether that shipping fee is taxable or not based
on the tax status you select.

Charge amount Enter the amount of the Miscellaneous charge,
such as a flat shipping rate. If left blank, the
miscellaneous charge will be $0.00. Such a charge
could be used to indicate free shipping.

Miscellaneous Charges
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Field Description

Acct/dept Select the account and department to which the
revenue for the miscellaneous charge is to be
credited.

On invoice Select whether the charge will appear as a line
item or will only be included in the total.

Click OK. The new charge is now listed on the Miscellaneous Charges window, and
will be available in all Miscellaneous charges fields throughout the program.

Miscellaneous Charges
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Creating Reason Codes
Reason Codes may be used with Returned Materials Authorization documents
(RMAs). They are only seen if the RMA Add-on is installed.

Use Reason Codes to briefly describe why the materials are being returned to you.
To create Reason Codes, select Edit and Reason Codes from the menu.

To create a new Reason Code for use with this data, select the New button. The Edit
Reason Code window will appear:

Enter a unique Code of up to 6 characters for this item. The Description you enter
may be up to 60 characters in length.

If your list of Reason codes becomes quite lengthy, you can use the Find button to
help you locate a known code.

Creating Reason Codes
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Using Tax Groups
Tax groups are used to calculate tax on invoices and credit notes. Tax tables are
useful for sales that are subject to more than one taxing authority. For example, sales
in a rural area may be subject to only a state sales tax, whereas sales in a major city
may have city sales taxes or special levies added to the state tax.

Once you have set up tax tables, all this work will be done for you. When you enter
an order, Adagio OrderEntry will call up the tax group assigned to that customer.
The tax group is a set of rules and rates used for taxing the various categories of
items and vendors that may be included on your receipt.

To access this feature, select Edit | Tax Tables. The Tax Groups window lists all the
tax groups currently used in your database.

Some buttons may not be active if there are processes in OrderEntry that need to be
performed prior to you being able to make changes.

Using Tax Groups
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To add a tax group, click the New button. This will open the Edit Tax Group
window.

The first thing you have to do is enter a new Tax Group Code in the Tax group field.
The following table describes the fields on this window. You should also enter a
description for the tax group, to help in identifying it later on.

The window has one tab you must also fill out for each jurisdiction. The Jurisdiction
tab is described in the table below:

Field Description

Jurisdiction The name of the jurisdiction (taxing authority). You
can enter up to five jurisdictions for each tax group.
You may find it easier to identify jurisdictions if you
use their official names (State, Federal, New
Hampshire, Phoenix, Chicago Transport, etc.) or
some other name that is descriptive.

NOTE: The Jurisdiction field is required in Adagio
OrderEntry.

Using Tax Groups
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Field Description

Minimum Minimum tax that can be collected on an
order/invoice for the jurisdiction. If the jurisdiction
has such a minimum, enter the actual minimum in
dollars and cents, complete with a decimal point. (If
you do not enter a decimal point, the program will
assume the amount is a full dollar amount). When a
minimum is applicable and a tax calculated is less
than this limit, no tax is applied.

Maximum Maximum tax that can be collected on an
order/invoice for the jurisdiction. If the jurisdiction
has such a maximum, enter the actual maximum in
dollars and cents, complete with a decimal point. (If
you do not enter a decimal point, the program will
assume the amount is a full dollar amount). When a
maximum is applicable and a tax calculated exceeds
this limit, the maximum tax is applied.

Acct/Dept The General Ledger account and department (if your
company uses departments) to which you want to
post collected taxes.

Adagio OrderEntry requires that the account field
contain a General Ledger account number for each
item that includes an amount field, and for each
jurisdiction. If any accounts are blank, an error
occurs during posting, informing you that a blank
account exists either in the line item information or
in the tax table.

Tax base Your entry in this field determines the amount for
which the tax is calculated. You can tax the customer
based on the item's Selling price, the Standard cost
amount, the Most recent cost, or either of the two
user-defined costs. The Selling price is most
commonly used for tax purposes.

Using Tax Groups
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Field Description

Taxable The taxes levied by one jurisdiction may themselves
be taxed by another jurisdiction. Clicking this
checkbox on means that the taxes themselves are
taxable; turning this checkbox off means they are
not.

When calculating invoices for multiple jurisdictions,
one or more of which is taxable, OrderEntry
calculates taxes in the order in which the
jurisdictions occur. When it comes to a taxable
jurisdiction, it calculates the taxes for that
jurisdiction and adds them to the invoice amount to
arrive at a new tax base. Then it calculates the
remaining taxes on the new base and adds them in to
arrive at the invoice total.

For example, if a sale of $100 requires a 5% tax
applied by a jurisdiction that taxes the taxable
jurisdiction, OrderEntry calculates the total in this
manner:

$100 + (5% x $100) = $105.00

+ (7% x $105) = $112.35

Invoice amount $100.00

+ taxable tax (5%) 5.00

New tax base $105.00

+ remaining tax (7%) 7.35

Invoice total $112.35

On invoice as This field allows you to indicate where on the
invoice the tax is displayed: either as a line item in
the detail section, or as part of the total section.

Using Tax Groups
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Field Description

Inc Tax Jur By default, this option is enabled on all jurisdictions
when a new Tax Group is created. When enabled, a
taxable fee jurisdiction amount is included in the
taxable fee jurisdiction amount of the taxable
jurisdiction which follows it (i.e. is to the right of it).

Disable this option on a taxable fee jurisdiction that
should not also include the tax amount for a taxable
jurisdiction that precedes it (i.e. is to the left of it).

For example, jurisdictions are ordered FEE1, TAX1,
FEE2, TAX2. Both FEE1 and FEE2 are Taxable. Inc
Tax Jur is disabled on FEE2. The amount of FEE1 is
not included in the amount of FEE2. TAX1 and
TAX2 are charged on FEE1. TAX2 only is charged
on FEE2.

Customer Tax Rates Enter the customer tax rates for this jurisdiction.

NOTE: The name of this field is defined in the Company
Profile’s Numbering/Tax tab. See page 2-43 for more
information.

Item Tax Rates Enter the item tax rates for this jurisdiction.

NOTE: The name of this field is defined in the Company
Profile’s Numbering/Tax tab. See page 2-43 for more
information.

You can view totals for item tax rates and customer tax rates on the Item Rates and
Customer Rates tabs.

If you want to add more jurisdictions to this tax code, click the New button. A new
tab will be added to the window for the new jurisdiction.

When you are done, click OK to add the new tax group.
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Defining Special Prices
The Special Prices feature allows you to enter alternate prices for customers who may
be given special prices or discounts on particular items or for items in a specific
category. You can set these Special prices by Price Level, as a fixed price, or with a
discount percent or discount amount.

For example, you may have a customer who buys a particular item in great
quantities. You may give this customer a special price on that particular item. Or, the
customer may buy in great quantities from a particular category of items. You can
then give the customer a special discount on items in that category.

Normally, Adagio OrderEntry always selects the lowest price. However, if you have
the Always use special price? option turned on in the Company Profile, Processing
Options tab, OrderEntry will always select the special price to be used.

Adding a Special Price for an Item
To view a list of Special prices currently in your database, select Special Prices from
the Edit menu. The Special Prices window appears. All existing special prices are
listed in this window.

To add a new Special price, click the New button. The Edit Special Price window
appears. If you want to add a special price for a particular item, read the following
directions. If you want to add a special price for all items in a particular category,
skip to the next section. If your Special Price list is long, use the Find button to help
you locate a Special Price for a particular customer.

Defining Special Prices
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Creating a Special Price for an Item

Complete the fields in the window according to the following table:

Field Description

Price for Since you are creating a special price for a particular
item, select Item in this field.

Customer Use the Finder button to select a customer code from
the list. The Special price or discount will apply to this
customer.

Item number /
Description

Select the item you want to apply the special price to.
(The description field is completely automatically for
you.)

Price list If desired, you can also select an alternate price list. If
you do, an alternate price list item must already be
defined for this combination.

Defining Special Prices
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Field Description

Price type This field allows you to define the special price by
Price level, or with a Discount/markup percent or
Discount/markup amount, or as a Fixed price.

NOTE: Whether the options are “Discount percent” and
“Discount amount” or “Markup percent” and “Markup
amount” depends on what you’ve entered in the item
maintenance (see page 4-100) and category maintenance
(see page 4-86) functions.

When you select an option from this field, the field
directly below it will change so that you can enter the
appropriate price level, fixed price, discount/markup
percent or amount.

The information at the bottom of window displays the current Item Pricing
Information from the item file, for your information.

Click OK when you are finished. The new special price is added to the list.

Creating a Special Price for a Category
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To create a special price for all items in a particular category, complete the fields in
the Edit Special Price window according to the following table:

Field Description

Price for Since you are creating a special price for items in a
particular Category, select Category in this field.

Customer Use the Finder button to select a customer code from
the list. The Special price or discount will apply to this
customer.

Category Select the Category you want to apply the special
price to.

Price type This field allows you to define the special price by
Price level, as a Fixed price, or with a
Discount/markup percent or Discount/markup
amount.

When you select an option from this field, the field
directly below it will change so that you can enter the
appropriate price level, fixed price, discount/markup
percent or amount.

The information at the bottom of window displays the current Category Pricing
Information from the item file, for your information.

Click OK when you are finished. The new special price is added to the list.
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Updating Price Lists
This function can only be used if Inventory Control data is not present. If IC data is
present, OrderEntry will use alternate price list data from IC.

If the prices of many items change at the same time, in the same amounts or
percentages, you can easily update the items with the Update Price List feature,
without having to edit each item individually.

You can select a range of items by category, item number, item segment, vendor or
report group. You can update the base price by percentage, markup, amount or
margin.

If, for example, a number of items in one category were to be raised in price by 10%
to cover the rising costs of materials or manufacturing, you could select all the items
using the Update Price List function, and increase each item’s price by 10% without
having to change each one individually.

Updating a Price List
The function is similar for updating the main price list or alternate price lists. To
update your main price list, select Update Price List from the Price List menu.

Updating Price Lists
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Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Update by Indicate how you want to enter the range for the items
to update. For example, to enter the range by category
code, select Category Code in this field.

You can also select Item Number, Item Segment,
Report Group and Vendor.

Item number:
Starting / Ending

Enter the range to update using the Starting and
Ending fields. Note that these fields will change
depending on what you select in the Update by field
above.

Update Choose to update the price list based on the Base
Price of the items, on the Sale Price, or on the
Standard Cost. If you use a discount system, you will
usually want to select Base Price; if you’re using a
markup system, you’ll usually want to select
Standard Cost. However, you can select any of the
options you wish.

Use Enter the method by which you want to update the
selected price. You can update it by multiplying it by
a certain Percentage; by adding (or subtracting) a
specified dollar Amount; by using the Markup value;
or by using the item Margin.

on / of Enter the amount by which to increase or decrease the
selected price.

Sale from If you’re updating a Sale Price, enter the date ranges
for the upcoming sale.

If you’re not updating a Sale Price, this field will not
appear.

Once you’ve entered the information necessary to update your items, click the
Update button. The items will automatically be updated and the changes will be
reflected in the Item maintenance function.

Updating Price Lists
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Working with Customers
With Receivables data present, OrderEntry allows you to edit customers right in
OrderEntry just like you would if you were in Receivables itself. More detailed
information about working with customers is provided in your Adagio Receivables
online Help documentation or manual.

Customer tabs of note to OrderEntry users include, among others, the Accounting,
Transactions, Notes/Alerts, Invoicing and Contacts/ShipTo addresses tabs.

If a user does not have group security access to edit a customer, they
will still be able to display/view customers unless they have no
security access to Inquiries | Display Customers either.

Adding and Editing Customers
To open the Customer list, select Edit | Customers or click the Customers button on
the toolbar. This window lists all customers currently entered in your database.

If you select to Edit or View a customer's record and the customer has an Alert
associated with it, the Alert will display at this time. You may be required to enter
your Adagio UserID as confirmation you have read the Alert.

Working with Customers
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The tabs of customer information that display within a customer
record will vary depending on the version of Adagio Receivables in
use. Please refer to your Adagio Receivables online Help
documentation or manual for detailed information about your
Customer records.

Copying Customers
You may occasionally find it useful to copy an existing customer in order to more
quickly create a new customer file. For instance, if you need to create several unique
customer codes for the various regional offices of one large company, you might find
that copying the head office information will speed up the creation process.

The following screen will appear:

Enter the new Customer code you want to create and check each of the Additional
files to copy options you wish to copy to the new customer also. Selecting any of
these files will copy all of the these details to the appropriate tab within the new
customer record.

Searching for a Customer
In the event that you cannot locate a particular customer in the Customer List, you
can use the Find feature to search for them. To do this, click the Find button in the
Customer List window, or click F5. The window that appears and the options
available to search by will vary, depending on the version of Adagio Receivables
data in use.
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There are four different ways to search for a customer — by Customer number,
Customer name, Phone number or Document number (eg. invoice or credit note
document number if known).

To search for a customer, click the Finder button in the relevant field to select the
appropriate information or type it manually.

You can also tell Adagio OrderEntry what Action to take when it finds the customer.
It can highlight it in the Customer List or take you into View mode so you can
review the customer data but not edit the file.

If you cannot remember the code for the customer in question, you may need to use
the Smart Finder. To call up the Smart Finder, press F6 within any Finder field.
(Refer to your online Help documentation or Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information on using the Smart Finder.)

Email Cover Sheets
When you email order confirmations, invoices and credit notes to customers, the
document will be attached to the email in PDF format. However, you will also want
to include some text in the email so the customer knows what is attached and any
other information about their order confirmation, invoice and credit note as you see
fit.

Cover sheets allow you to do this, and are created through the Email Cover Sheets
function. See complete information on this and using the other email features in your
Adagio OrderEntry online Help.
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Creating Text Blocks
Text Codes allow you to predefine blocks of Comment or Instruction text.
Subsequently, each block of text may be assigned to the detail section of an order as
an Comment or Instruction. Using Text Blocks achieves the same effect as adding
multiple comments or instructions one by one to an order, yet perhaps more
efficiently as you might now have to add only one.

Creating Text Blocks
To create and edit your text codes, select Text Blocks from the Edit menu. The Text
Block Maintenance window will open. This window displays a list of the text blocks
you have already created and a description of each.
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To create a new text block, click New on the Text Maintenance window. To edit a
current text block, click the Edit button. The Edit Text Entries window will appear.

Enter the Text code you want to identify this text block. Enter the text in the
Description field below. Text blocks may be several lines long.

If you are editing a Text Block, you can only change the corresponding
Description. You cannot change the Text code itself.

Indicate whether the Text Block should be a Comment or an Instruction. (Whether a
Comment or Instruction detail or both will print on a document can be defined
within the OrderEntry Specification Designer. See your Adagio Fundamentals manual
for more information.)
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Chapter 4
Setting Up Your Price

List Information

Once you configure Adagio OrderEntry, you may need to set up the database for
your company.

If you are using Adagio Inventory, the price list and item functions should be
handled in that products. Items and alternate price lists can be handled in Adagio
OrderEntry, through a direct link to Adagio Inventory, although the initial setup is
usually done in that product.

The database includes:

• Adding Locations *
• Creating Categories *
• Adding Items
• Creating Alternate Price Lists

* These functions are available only if Adagio Inventory is not being used. The Price
List menu is not displayed when inventory data is present.

This chapter describes the procedures for entering each of these database categories.
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Adding Locations
This function can only be used if Inventory Control data is not present. If IC data is
present, OrderEntry will use location data from IC. If IC data is not present, you will
need to add locations directly in OrderEntry.

The Locations function of Adagio OrderEntry is useful to keep track of items when
you have more than one warehouse to store the items. But even if your company has
only one location, you will still need to add that location to the Location list, as all
items must be assigned a location.

To view the Locations list, select Locations from the Price List menu.
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Click the New button on the Location list to add a new location. The Edit Location
window opens.

Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Location code Enter a new location code to identify this location.
You can use up to three characters including numbers
and letters.

Name Enter a descriptive name for the location.

Address Enter the address of the warehouse. You can use up to
four lines of text for the address.

Zip/Postal Enter the zip code or postal code here.

Telephone Enter the telephone number here.

Fax Enter a fax number.

Contact Enter the name of someone to act as the main contact
for this location.

Adding Locations
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Field Description

GL dept Enter a general ledger department code for this
location. This field is optional. If you specify a
department here, Adagio OrderEntry replaces the
department code in the GL accounts specified in the
Category file: specifically, cost of goods sold, sales
revenue, and sales retainage. This allows you to
departmentalize your costs and sales by location.

Editing and Deleting Locations
If you want to make changes to a location, select the location in the list and click the
Edit button, or just double-click on the location in the list. This will open the Edit
Location window where you can make the desired changes.

Click OK when you are done, or click the Cancel button if you want to discard the
changes you made.

If you want to delete a location, highlight the location in the list and click the Delete
button. Adagio Inventory will ask you to confirm. Click Yes if you are certain that
you want to delete the location.

Copying Locations
You can copy locations to create new ones based on locations you have already set
up. To copy the details of a location to a new location code, highlight the location you
want to copy and click the Copy button. Adagio OrderEntry will ask you for a
location code for the new location. Type in a new code and click OK.

You will then want to edit the new location’s name. Highlight the new location in the
list and click the Edit button. You can make changes to any of the fields. Click OK
when you are done.
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Adding Categories
This function can only be used if Inventory Control data is not present. If IC data is
present, OrderEntry will use categories data from IC. If IC data is not present, you
will need to add categories directly in OrderEntry.

Categories are used to organize your inventory so that similar items are grouped
together. For example, if your inventory contains many different bicycles, you might
make a category for bicycles. All bicycles will then be entered as items in this
category. You could also make a category for your inventory’s “Top sellers.”

To open the Category list, select Categories from the Price List menu.

Adding Categories
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Before you begin adding categories, think of the ways in which you categorize your
inventory, so that you can use the Categories function to group similar items
together. When you are ready, click the New button on the Category list to create a
new category. The Edit Category window will open.

If Inventory Control data is not present, defaults for the pricing fields
on this screen can be created in the Company Profile on the Pricing
Options tab. See page 2-35 for more information.

Category Info Tab
Complete the fields of the Category Info tab according to the following table.

If you have already entered your Company Profile as described in
Chapter 2, you will be familiar with many of the following fields as
you will have entered default values for these fields in the Company
Profile.

Field Description

Category code Assign a category code to your new category. You
can use up to three characters using letters and
numbers.

If you want to view a list of present category codes,
click the Finder button.
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Field Description

Default tax status Enter a default tax status in this field. This tax status
will appear as the default when creating new
inventory items in this category. It can be changed in
the Edit Item window for the new item if required.

Commission paid?

Commission rate

If a commission is usually paid for items in this
category, turn this option on and enter the
commission in the Commission rate field to the right.

Pricing based on If you are using a discount pricing system for this
item, select Discount. If you are using a markup
pricing system, select Markup.

NOTE: When you select an option from this field, other
fields on this tab will change to accommodate your choice.
For example, if you select Discount, the fields below
change so that you can enter details about your discount
pricing system. The fields will be different if you choose
Markup.

If you are creating a category that uses a discount pricing system, where discounts
are based on a Base Price, complete the remaining fields according to the following
table. If you are using a Markup system for this category, where markups are based
on a Standard Cost, use the next table labeled “Markup Pricing.”

Discount Pricing
If your company uses a discount pricing system for most items, select Discount in
the first field of this tab, then follow the table below to complete the remaining fields.

Field Description
Discount On Price By Select either Percentage or Amount to indicate how

your discounts are calculated – by percentages or in
amounts.

Pricing Determined By Indicate how discount amounts are determined.
Select Customer type if discounts are awarded by
customer type, or select Qty purchased if discounts
are awarded according to how much is purchased.
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Field Description
Discount percent /
Discount amount

Indicate up to five levels of discounts by entering the
discount percentages or, if you have chosen
discounts by amounts, the discount amounts.

NOTE: If your system calculates discounts by amount
and by quantity purchased, you will have two columns
to fill out – one column for discount amounts and the other
for quantity purchased.

Markup Pricing
If your company uses a markup pricing system for most items, select Markup in the
first field of this tab, then follow the table below to complete the remaining fields.

Field Entry

Markup On Cost By Select either Percentage or Amount to indicate how
markups in this category are calculated – by
percentages or in amounts.

Pricing Determined By Select Customer type if markups in this category are
usually determined by customer type, or select Qty
purchased if your markups are determined
according to how much is purchased.

Markup percent /
Markup amount

Indicate up to five levels of markups by entering the
markup percentages or, if you have chosen discounts
by amounts, the markup amounts.

NOTE: If your system calculates markups by amount
and by quantity purchased, you will have two columns
to fill out – one column for markup amounts and the other
for quantity purchased.
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GL Accounts Tab
This tab allows you to control how Adagio OrderEntry integrates with Adagio
Ledger or other general ledger programs. Using this screen you can specify default
general ledger accounts and department codes for Cost of goods sold, Sales
revenue, and Sales return.

This tab is similar to the Numbering/Tax tab of the Company Profile,
where you entered defaults for these fields.

If you want to change any of the accounts or departments for this category, do so
now. When you are finished editing all fields, click the OK button to add this
category to the list.

Editing and Deleting Categories
If you need to edit a category in the future, select the category in the list and click the
Edit button. This opens the Edit Category window where you can make changes to
any of the fields. When you are finished, click the OK button to save the changes, or
click the Cancel button to close the window and cancel any changes you made.

If you ever need to delete a category, select the category in the list and click the
Delete button. Adagio Inventory will ask you to confirm the deletion. Click Yes if
you are certain that you want to delete the category.
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You cannot delete categories that have items assigned to it. You must
first delete all the items in the category, then you can delete the
category.

Copying Categories
You can copy categories to create new ones based on categories you have already set
up. To copy the details of a category to a new category code, highlight the category
you want to copy and click the Copy button. Adagio Inventory will ask you for a
category code for the new category. Type in a new code and click OK.

You will then want to edit the new category’s name. Highlight the new category in
the list and click the Edit button. You can make changes to any of the fields. Click
OK when you are done.
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Adding Items
If you are using Adagio OrderEntry in conjunction with Adagio Inventory, you can
edit your Adagio Inventory items right in Adagio OrderEntry.

If you are using Adagio OrderEntry as a stand-alone order entry and inventory
control system, you will need to add items to your inventory. If at some point you
create Adagio Inventory data in the same directory, Adagio Inventory will reclaim
those inventory functions from OrderEntry. This means that certain inventory
functions will be removed from OrderEntry, since you will use Adagio Inventory for
these functions. For example, if you create OrderEntry data without IC present,
OrderEntry will maintain its own items. If IC is added later, all of the items will be
converted into IC.

In the event that Inventory Control is added at a later date and the
items are converted into IC, and therefore maintained by IC, please
note that the “Account set” and “Stock item?” fields in all of the
converted items should be modified. This is because these fields are
not part of the OrderEntry item file, but do need to be maintained in
Inventory Control.

If you do not have access to edit or create item records, you will still be
able to view items unless you have not access to item inquiries either.
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Use the Edit Items function to add items to your inventory. To open the Item list,
select Items from the Edit menu, or click the Items button on the toolbar.

Click the New button on the Items list to add a new item to the list. The Edit Item
window opens, with the Item tab selected. Exactly what tabs are available to you
depends on if you are also using Inventory. If you are using OrderEntry standalone
(i.e. without Inventory), you will see the Item, Units, Pricing and Vendors tabs only.
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Item Tab
The Item tab is where you enter the general information about the item, including
the item number, description, category, and pricing and costing details. This tab has
three sections: Information, Pricing and Costing.

Information Section

The fields in the Information section of the Item tab are described in the table below:

Field Description

Item number Enter a new item number for this item.

NOTE: The format for your item numbers should be set
in the Company Profile. See Chapter 2 for more
information.

Active item? Disable this option only if the item is to be made
Inactive (eg. shouldn't be used anymore). Most
often this option will remain enabled.

NOTE: If the Active records only option is enabled
for items within the Column Editor and if a grid Filter
is not active (i.e. the Filters toggle on the grid is
disabled), an item that is Inactive will not display in the
Item Maintenance grid nor in the Item finder grid
during document entry. (For more information about
the Column Editor and grid Filters, please refer to the
online Help documentation.)

Description Enter a simple description of the item for
identification.

Category code Select a category for the item. (If this is an
Alternate Price List item and Adagio Inventory is
used, the category entered here will override the
category entered on the actual item record.)
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Field Description

Account set Select an account set for this item.

This field only appears if you have inventory data
in your data set.

NOTE: Account sets are created and maintained in
Adagio Inventory, and are used for GL distribution. The
GL accounts credited and debited when a sale/return of
this item occurs are set in the account set. See your
Adagio Inventory manual or help file for more
information.

Costing method The Costing method that displays is what was
defined in the Control Account Set previously
selected.

This field only appears if you have inventory data
in your data set.

Stocking unit Enter the smallest unit the item can be purchased
or sold by, or click the Finder button to select a
unit of measure from your Units of Measure list.

Display styles The Manual style field may be used to assign a
particular style to this item. After, it will display
in the Item Maintenance, Item Inquiry and Item
Inquiry with Sales and Costs grids with this style
at all times, regardless of any Filter criteria the
record satisfies. (For more information about
Styles and Filters, please refer to the online Help
documentation.

The Automatic style field displays the style
automatically assigned to the item by a grid Filter
created in Adagio Inventory.
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Pricing Section

The fields in the Pricing section of the Item tab are described in the table below:

Field Description

Pricing Unit Enter the unit standard for which an item is most
commonly sold. Prices will be based on this unit, but
it can be changed when you enter individual orders.

Base price The price that the item is usually sold for. Otherwise
known as the “suggested price.” This base price
should be the price per pricing unit. For example, if
five units are sold at a time, then enter the base price
for five units.

Sale price Enter the special sale price used by Order Entry. This
sale price should be the sale price per pricing unit.

Sale starts / Sale ends Enter a start and end date for when the sale price
applies.

Costing Section

The fields in the Costing section of the Item tab are described in the table below:

Field Description

Costing unit Enter the unit standard for which an item is most
commonly purchased. This is the default cost
information that will be entered for new receipts;
however, it can be changed during IC receipt entry.

NOTE: This field is useful only if you’re using Adagio
OrderEntry in conjunction with an Inventory Control
module.
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Field Description

Recent cost This field is maintained by Adagio Inventory and will
display the most recent cost for the item. This is
useful for planning and budgeting as you will know
approximately how much will be spent in future
purchases.

For OE Standalone or user-specific costing methods,
this field becomes the default cost for new orders.

Standard cost Enter the usual cost for this item. This is useful for
planning and budgeting.

Cost 1 Enter another cost here -- a cost other than the
standard or recent cost. This is useful for reports and
tax calculations.

NOTE: You can set up a tax jurisdiction to base the
calculation on the value in this field.

Cost 2 Enter another cost here -- a cost other than the
standard or recent cost. This is useful for reports and
tax calculations.

NOTE: You can set up a tax jurisdiction to base the
calculation on the value in this field.

Average cost For existing items, this field displays the Average
unit cost (calculated as Total Cost divided by
Quantity on Hand) as shown on the Costing tab
within the Item Inquiry with Sales and Cost (see
Chapter 6).
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Units Tab
The Units tab is used to indicate tax status, picking sequences, markup factors,
alternate numbers and alternate units of measure. The Units tab has two sections:
Additional Information and Units of Measure.

Additional Information Section

The following table describes the fields in the Additional Information section of the
Units tab:

Field Description

Tax status Enter the tax status for this item.

NOTE: You can define a default tax status in the
Company Profile. See Chapter 2 for more information.
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Field Description

Serial numbers Indicate how many serial numbers this item has. This
number must be between 0 and 5.

For example, a computer may have three serial
numbers, one for the monitor, one for the keyboard
and another for the system. In this case, enter 3 in this
field. When the item is shipped, the program will ask
for three serial numbers.

Report group Select a report group if you want this item included
in any of the report groups you have created.

If you do not want this item included in a report
group, or if you have no report groups, leave this
field blank.

NOTE: An item can belong to only one report group at a
time.

Stock item? Click this checkbox on if the item is stocked in your
inventory. If it is an item that is not stocked in your
inventory, turn this checkbox off.

NOTE: This field is only applicable when Inventory data is
present.

Alternate item If this item is ever out of stock, you can assign an
alternate item to be shipped in its place. Enter the
alternate item’s number in this field.

If you do not want an alternate item shipped, leave
this field blank.

UPC code This field allows you to enter a UPC code that may be
included on custom reports.

Picking sequence If you use picking sequences to help warehouse staff
quickly assemble shipments, enter the picking
sequence here.

If the item is discontinued, make the picking
sequence XXXX (or xxxx) and OrderEntry will warn
you of the discontinuation of the item during entry of
new orders.
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Field Description

Markup factor Enter the desired markup factor in this field. This is
not the markup that will necessarily be applied to the
item, it is simply the most desired markup, which
will be used in the Markup Analysis report. This
report shows the differences between desired markup
factors (from this field) and actual markups.

Unit weight Enter the weight of one unit of this item.

NOTE: You can establish the default unit of measure in
the Company Profile. See Chapter 2 for more details.

Units Of Measure Section

The table below describes the fields in the Units Of Measure section on the Units
tab:

Field Description

Stocking unit This field cannot be edited; it simply displays the
stocking unit you entered on the Item tab for your
information as you enter alternate units.

Alternate units /
Conversion factor

If the item is occasionally shipped in varying units of
measure, enter the unit of measure in the first
column, then enter a conversion factor in the second
column.

For example, if the original stocking unit is “EA
(each)”, an alternate stocking unit might be “Dozen.”
In that case, you would enter 12 as the conversion
factor.

NOTE: Conversion factors must be greater than one and
use whole numbers unless the Inventory allows Fractional
Quantities, which is an option set on the Systems Defaults
tab of the Company Profile. See page 2-22 for more
information.
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Pricing Tab
When you select a category on the Item tab, this category determines the pricing
structure for the item. However, the Pricing tab lets you edit these defaults. The
following information describes how to set up discount and markup pricing systems
using the fields on this tab.

Discount Pricing System

If this item uses a discount pricing system, select Discount in the first field of this
tab, then follow the table below to complete the remaining fields. If this item uses a
markup pricing system, skip to the next section labeled “Markup pricing system.”

Field Entry
Pricing Based On Select Discount to indicate that you are using a

discount pricing system.

NOTE: When you select an option from this field, other
fields on this tab will change to accommodate your choice.
For example, when you select Discount, the fields below
change so that you can enter details about your discount
pricing system. Discounts are based on Base Price.
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Field Entry
Discount On Cost By Select either Percentage or Amount to indicate how

your discounts are calculated – by percentages or in
amounts.

Pricing Determined By Select Customer type if your discounts are awarded
by customer type, or select Qty purchased if your
discounts are awarded according to how much is
purchased.

Discount percent /
Discount amount

Indicate up to five levels of discounts by entering the
discount percentages or, if you have chosen discounts
by amounts, the discount amounts.

NOTE: If your system calculates discounts by amount
and by quantity purchased, you will have two columns
to fill out – one column for discount amounts and the other
for quantity purchased.

Markup Pricing System

If this item uses a markup pricing system, enter Markup in the first field of this tab,
then complete the remaining fields according to the following table.

Field Entry
Pricing Based On Select Markup to indicate that you are using a

markup pricing system.

NOTE: When you select an option from this field, other
fields on this tab will change to accommodate your choice.
For example, when you select Markup, the fields below
change so that you can enter details about your markup
pricing system. Markups are based on Standard Cost.

Markup On Cost By Select either Percentage or Amount to indicate how
your markups are calculated – by percentages or in
amounts.

Pricing Determined By Select Customer type if your markups are
determined by customer type, or select Amount
purchased if your markups are determined according
to how much is purchased.
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Field Entry
Markup percent /
Markup amount

Indicate up to five levels of markups by entering the
markup percentages or, if you have chosen discounts
by amounts, the markup amounts.

NOTE: If your system calculates markups by amount and
by quantity purchased, you will have two columns to fill
out – one column for markup amounts and the other for
quantity purchased.

Vendors Tab
The Vendors tab allows you to assign up to two vendors for each item, a Primary
vendor and a Secondary vendor.

Complete each field according to the following table.

Field Description

Vendor number Click the Finder button and select a vendor from the
list if Adagio Payables is used. Otherwise, type in the
vendor code.
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Field Description

Contact Enter the name of someone who is designated as a
contact person for that vendor.

Item number Enter the item number that this vendor uses to
identify this item. This does not have to be the same
as the Item number code defined for this item.

Secondary Vendor fields Click the Finder button and select a vendor from the
list. Enter the name of someone who is designated as
a contact person for that vendor. Then, enter the item
number that this vendor uses to identify this item.

Additional information Use these fields to enter any extra information or
notes that may be needed. For example, you may
want to enter a more detailed description of the item,
including the item's dimensions.
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Notes Tab
This tab allows you to add and maintain notes, as well as an Alert, on each item. The
date and the user’s ID is recorded with each note so that you can keep track of them.

If an Alert is made Active, it will display whenever the item code is accessed.

The following table describes the fields on this tab:

Field Description

Notes/Alerts Position the radio dot beside the function you wish to
type general text for.

Additional comments This field only displays if the radio dot selects Notes.

You can use this field to enter simple additional
comments. These comments can be edited by any user
and at any time. If you want to maintain more detailed
notes, enter an Item Note using the fields below.
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Field Description

Active alert? This field only displays if the radio dot selects Alerts.

Type the text of the Alert that you want displayed
whenever this item code is used in the program.

Sort notes by You can sort the Notes list by User or by Date / time.

Notes list This box lists all the notes for this item.

Adding Item Notes

To add a new Item Note, double-click an empty line in the Notes list. The Edit Item
Notes window will open.

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

User This field displays the current user. Every note records
the current user so that you will always know who
wrote which notes. If you want to change the user ID
recorded with this note, enter the user ID in this field.

Date This field displays the current date, which is recorded
with the note. If you want the note to appear with a
different date, click the Calendar button and select the
desired date.
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Field Description

Time This field displays the current time. You can edit this
field if needed.

Notes Enter the note here.

When finished, click OK and the note will be added to the Item’s information.

Viewing Item Notes

To view a note, select the note in the Notes list on the Notes tab. Then click the Edit
button.

Spell Checker for Notes

The Notes function includes a spell checking feature. To activate it, press F7 in the
Additional comments or Notes fields. For more information on using the spell
checker, see your Adagio Fundamentals manual.

Saving the Item

Click the OK button when you are done editing the tabs described above. The new
item will be added to the Item list.

If you decide that you do not want to add the item to the Item list, click the Cancel
button.

Optional Tab
If you have entered optional fields in the Adagio Inventory Company Profile, this tab
will appear in the Edit Items function, displaying those optional fields as you entered
them in the Company Profile. This allows you the flexibility of saving additional
information about your items, in ways that are specific to your company or industry.
To activate the optional fields, you must enter field names for each optional field of
interest in the Adagio Inventory Company Profile. See the Company Profile section
for more information. Once the optional fields have been activated, you can enter
data in these fields whenever you wish for each individual item.

Image Tab
This tab allows you to associate an image with each individual item. Images entered
for each item can be printed on Crystal Reports..
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Editing and Deleting Items
If you need to edit an item in the future, select the item in the list and click the Edit
button. This opens the Edit Item window where you can make changes to any of the
fields. When you are finished, click the OK button to save the changes, or click the
Cancel button to close the window and cancel any changes you made.

If you ever need to delete an item, select the item in the list and click the Delete
button. Adagio Inventory will ask you to confirm the deletion. Click Yes if you are
certain that you want to delete the item.

Copying Items
You can copy items to create new ones based on items you have already set up. To
copy the details of an item to a new item number, highlight the item you want to
copy and click the Copy button. Adagio Inventory will ask you for an new item
number for the new item. Type in a new item number and click OK.

You will then want to edit the new items name. Highlight the new item in the list
and click the Edit button. You can make changes to any of the fields. Click OK when
you are done.
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Creating Alternate Price Lists
This function can only be used if Inventory Control data is not present. If IC data is
present, OrderEntry will use alternate price list data from IC.

The Alternate Price Lists function allows you to creating different pricing levels for
the items you sell. For example, you can set up a wholesale price list and a retail price
list, or you can create different price lists for different customers or different regions.
Alternate price lists are also very useful when you’re running time-limited sales.

There are three steps involved in creating an alternate price list. First you must create
price list codes by which to identify the different price lists. Then you can create the
alternate price list and add items to that list.

Creating Price List Codes
To create a price list code, select Alternate Price Lists | Price List Codes from the
Price List menu. The Price List Codes window will open. This window lists all your
price list codes, which are used to identify multiple price lists.
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To create a new price list code, click the New button. The Edit Price List Code
window opens. In this window you can enter a new price list code and description.
For example, you might enter the name for a region that uses special pricing, such as
BC, and then enter British Columbia in the Description field.

Click OK when you’re done. The new price list code will be added to the list.

Creating Alternate Price Lists
You can create alternate price lists by Category code, Item number, Item segment,
Report group or Vendor. To create an alternate list, select Alternate Price Lists |
Create Alternate Price Lists from the Price List menu. The following window opens:
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Complete each field in the following table:

Field Description

Create by You can choose to create an alternate price list based
on Category Code, Item Number, Item Segment,
Report Group, or Vendor.

The next fields will vary, depending on what you
select in this field. For example, if you select Category
Code, you will be given the opportunity to select a
range of categories. Similarly, if you select Vendor,
you can select a range of vendors. See the Starting /
Ending field description below for more information
on this.

Starting / Ending Enter a range of items to add to your alternate price
list.

NOTE: If you selected Category Code in the Create by
field, you would select a range of categories in this field; if
you selected Item Number, you would select a range of
item numbers; and so forth.

Price list code Enter the Price list code that you want to use for the
alternate price list. (See page 4-108 for more
information on creating price list codes.)

Select Fields Select the fields that should be affected by the
alternate price list. Select only those fields that you
want changed when you assign the alternate price
list. You can select Base price, Sale price, Markup
cost, or Disc/Markup amount.

Further down in this window, you will be asked how
you want these fields to be re-calculated for the new
price list. All fields checked here will be affected in
the same way by the increase or decrease you enter.

Sale starts / Sale ends If you want to indicate starting and ending sale dates,
do so here.

Markup factor If you want to change the markup factor, enter the
new factor by which the Standard Cost will be
multiplied.
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Field Description

Decimal places in unit
price

Indicate how many decimals to use in calculating the
unit price, if you want it to be different from your
default. This field is optional.

NOTE: The usual number of decimal places is two;
however, the number must be between two and six.

Create the selected fields
using

This option can quickly alter all the selected prices by
a certain percentage, saving you from having to edit
each one. Select whether you want to increase or
decrease the prices, and enter the percentage value
for that increase/decrease.

Click the Create button when you are ready to create the list. Adagio OrderEntry will
inform you as to how many alternate price list items it created. These items will be
added to the Alternate Price List Items window (see the next section).

Editing Alternate Price List Items
Once you have created an alternate price list, you can view and edit the alternate
price list items. Select Alternate Price List | Alternate Price List Items from the Price
List menu. The following window opens:

To view or edit an item, select it in the list and click the Edit button. The Edit
Alternate Price List Item window opens. This window has two tabs: the Item tab
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and the Units/Pricing tab. You can change any of the fields in this window as
needed.

These tabs are similar to the Item and Unit tabs of the Edit Items function. When you
sell an item from the alternate price list, the program will look to these fields for item
data. For more information on adding items, see page 4-91.
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Chapter 5
Common Tasks

Entering Orders and Invoices in Adagio OrderEntry is fast and easy. The Orders,
Invoices, RMAs and Credit Notes window shows you, at a glance, all the current
orders on one tab, and all the invoices and credit notes on following tabs. To create
an new order, all you have to do is click the New button and enter the details. You
can then easily create an invoice for that order by clicking the Ship all button. An
invoice is automatically created using the details from the order.

Returned Materials Authorizations (RMAs) are only present when the RMA add-on
is also installed.

This chapter explains how to do the common order entry tasks including:

• Entering Orders
• Entering Invoices
• Entering RMAs (present when RMA add-on is also installed)
• Entering Credit Notes
• Print Statuses
• Day End Processing
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Entering Orders - An Overview
To enter a new order, first open the Orders, Invoices and Credit Notes window by
selecting Order Entry | Edit Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes, or just click the Orders
button on the toolbar.

This window displays all orders sorted by order number or by customer number,
depending on the Company Profile setting; however, you may change the sort order
by right clicking in the column heading row and making your selection. Whether the
documents are sorted in ascending or descending order is controlled by the
Company Profile, System Defaults setting.. (See the System Defaults Tab section,
beginning on page 2-22, for more information.)

Records may display in a variety of colors and font styles. Normally, these are
records that satisfy a particular Document Filter that was run previously. If the
Filters field displays the name of a particular Filter code, the document records
displayed in the grid are those that satisfy that particular filter's criteria. If necessary,
to display all document records in the grid, check the Filters checkbox or select the
'blank' Filter in the Filters field above. (Please refer to the online Help documentation
or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information about working with Filters
and Styles.)

When highlighting a document of any type, if you see a button next to the
ExcelDirect button on these windows, it means that the document's associated PDF
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file isists in the SOFTPDF folder. You may invoke the PDF View using this button
and display the document. Refer to the online Help documentation for more detailed
information.

Notice the Complete column. This column indicates which orders are marked
complete and which are still active.

• Once an invoice has been created for an order, Yes will usually appear in this
column and you will not be able to edit the order, unless you have Edit
invoiced orders turned on in the Company Profile (see the Processing
Options tab, page 2-22). In that case, an order is always editable until it is
moved to history.

• Once all quantities have been shipped for an order and it has been fully
invoiced, it will be marked Complete, as indicated by a Yes in this column.

You can edit partially invoiced orders if the Company Profile setting “Edit invoiced
orders” is selected in the Processing Options tab. (See page 2-22 for information.)

A Note About Order Types
There are three types of orders that you can enter in Adagio OrderEntry:

• Active orders are simple orders that you wish to process immediately.
• Future orders are orders that you wish to process on a certain future date. You

can enter this date in the Order Date field and the order will become active
when Day End Processing is run on that date. It’s very important to note,
however, that you must enter the date prior to when you wish the order to be
processed as the Order Date, because Day End Processing will only pick up
orders dated on or prior to the date entered in Day End.

• Standing orders are orders that are filled on a regular basis. For example, you
may have one customer who makes the same order every month. Or you may
have two or more customers who make the same order every month. You can
create a standing order, which will act as a template for these regular orders.

More About Standing Orders
Standing orders are a very useful way to speed your data entry time. When you
create a standing order, do not enter any quantities to ship. The next time that the
order is entered, you can simply select the appropriate standing order’s Order
number, then indicate that the order is now an Active order, and make any
necessary changes to the order. The standing order will remain available for similar
orders in the future, and the new order is ready for editing and posting.
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Entering New Orders
To enter a new order, click the New button on the Orders, Invoices and Credit Notes
window. The New Order window will open, with Order selected as the Document
Type.

If you had the Invoices tab selected on the Orders, Invoices, RMAs (if
installed) and Credit Notes window, when you clicked the New
button, Invoice would automatically be selected as the Document
Type. But even if you wanted to create an order, you can simply
change this field to Order.

Seelct RMA if you have the RMA addi-on installed (otherwise the
option will not appear) and want to use the document to direct the
pickup and return of goods that are subsequently returned to
inventory (if undamaged). A credit note for the customer can be
created directly from the RMA.

You cannot create an invoice without an existing order. Orders and
invoices can be posted at the same time, but invoices must always be
posted against an existing order. You can create a credit note for a
'blank' invoice. However, if the credit note is to be applied to a
specific invoice, please enter that invoice number so the documents
may be matched in Adagio Receivables.
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The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Document type Indicate whether you are creating an Order, an
Invoice, or a Credit Note.

Order If you use the automatic order numbering system,
you will generally not want to edit this field, as an
order number will be automatically assigned.

You can override the AUTO value if needed,
except when you are posting a change to the
order.

NOTE: See the Numbering/Tax tab of the Company
Profile.

Customer Select the customer who has placed this order.

NOTE: If you access the Column Editor from the
Finder window, you will be able to tell Adagio to
display Active customers only. (Refer to the online
Help documentation for more detailed information on
using the Column Editor.) If an Inactive customer is
selected, you will receive a warning telling you this
and asking if you wish to make the customer active or
not. New documents cannot be created or posted for
Inactive customers.

If you select or enter a Customer number/code
and the customer has an Alert associated with it,
the Alert will display at this time. You may be
required to enter your Adagio UserID as
confirmation you have read the Alert.

You can also bypass this field and select the
customer via their shipping address, if they have
one. See the Ship To field below for more
information.

Name
Phone
A/R Documents

If you don't know the Customer Code but know
the Customer Name, Phone number or perhaps
(in the case of a new Invoice or Credit Note) the
Document number only, use these additional
fields to help you locate the associated document.
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Field Description

Ship To When you select a customer above, you can either
leave this field blank or click the Finder button
and select the appropriate Ship To address for this
customer. If the field is left blank, the system will
either use the address in the customer file for the
ship to address, or it will use the “default” ship to
address created for this customer. The latter is
created when a ship to address with a blank ship
to code is entered for a customer.

If you leave the Customer field blank, above, and
click the Finder in this field, you will see a
complete list of all shipping addresses on file, for
all customers. When you select a shipping address
from this Finder, the Customer field will then be
populated with the appropriate customer code.

Once you select a shipping address in the above
scenario, the Ship To finder will be restricted to
only the customer whose shipping address you
selected. If you change that customer number and
the shipping address becomes invalid, the Ship
To field will be cleared.

Refer to your Adagio Receivables online Help or
manual for more information on ship to
addresses.

NOTE: You can change or alter this address on the
Bill To/Ship To tab of the next window.

Click OK when you have completed all the fields.
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If a customer is over their credit limit, when you create the order or edit an
order/future order/standing order you will see a warning to that effect, and be
asked to decide to approve the credit amount, or to create the order but put it on
hold.

If the customer for which you are creating the order has been put on hold or has
exceeded their credit limit, you will receive a message indicating so and the Credit
Check window will appear:

If the customer's terms have the 'Skip credit check' option enabled in
Adagio Receivables, the credit approval process will be bypassed in
Adagio OrderEntry.

If a customer has been placed 'on hold' and you have the Allow order for on hold
customer? option disabled in the Company Profile, Processing Options tab (see
Chapter 2) , you will receive an error message when you click OK telling you that
"Orders for customers on hold are not permitted". If the option is turned 'on', you
will first come to a modified Credit Check window but then be able to proceed with
creating the order. However, if the customer has exceeded their credit limit, their
credit will have to be approved by a user having access to do so on the full Credit
Check window.

If you have the Display short credit check form option turned on in the Company
Profile (see page 2-15), the Customer statistics section of this window will not be
displayed. However, even if you do not have the setting turned on, the setting may
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be overridden for users having Adagio Group Security that restricts them to seeing
the Credit check short form only (refer to the online Help regarding Group Setup).

Section/Field Description

Order & Credit
Information

The top and bottom sections of this screen
provide information about the order and the
specific Customer's credit statistics, so you can
make an informed decision about whether to
approve the order or to put it on hold.

Credit approval If you have decided to go ahead with the order in
spite of the warning, you must enter a user's ID
and password that is permitted to approve credit.
Even if this order is being put On hold, you are
required to indicate who is allowing the order to
be created.

NOTE: If the customer has exceeded their credit limit
and you have not been granted permission to override
this alert, you will receive an error message when you
try to Proceed and will be unable to do so. See Group
Order Templates on page 2-46 for more information.

However, if your company is not currently using
Group Security, all you need do is enter the System
Administrator's UserID an password.

If you choose to put the order on hold until the
credit issues have been resolved, you will be
allowed to create he order and print it but not
proceed further until some payment has been
made on the account To do this, turn the On hold
check box on. To proceed as a normal order
without putting a hold on it, leave this checkbox
off.

On hold You can also choose to put the order on hold until
the credit issues have been resolved, which allows
you to create the order but not proceed until some
payment has been made on the customer's
account. To do this, turn the On hold checkbox
on. Or to proceed as a normal order without
putting a hold on the order, leave this checkbox
off.
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When you have finished, click Proceed to continue creating or editing the order.

A New Order window will open. This window allows you to enter the order details.
It has several tabs: Header, Details, Bill To / Ship To and Total, and possibly
Optional fields if they have been set in the Company Profile.

Data Entry Shortcut

When you are in the New Order window, pressing Ctrl+Insert at any time will take
you to a new Edit Detail screen.

Header Tab
The header tab is where you enter general information about the order. This tab is
divided into two sections: Order Information and Customer Information.

You can customize the way that the order information and customer
information tabs work by using the Define Order/Invoice Entry
Templates function on the Maintenance menu. See the text starting on
page 2-50 for more information.

You can also customize order and customer information templates for
individual user groups, if desired. See page 2-46 for information on
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group order templates, and 2-46 for information on group customer
templates.

Order Information
Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Order number If you use the automatic order numbering system,
you will not be able to edit this field. An order
number will be automatically assigned when the
order is posted.

NOTE: See the Numbering/Tax tab of the Company
Profile.

Order type Select Active order if this is a simple, one-off order
that you wish to process now.

Select Future order if this is an order that will be
processed in the future. You can select this future
date in the next field, Order date. The order will
become active when you run Day End Processing on
that date. It’s very important to note, however, that
you must enter the date prior to when you wish the
order to be processed as the Order Date, because
Day End Processing will only pick up orders dated
on or prior to the date entered in Day End.

Select Standing order if this is an order filled on a
regular basis. If you select this option, you cannot
enter any quantities to ship. See the note about
standing orders on page 5-115 for more details.

Order date Enter the date of the order.

If this is a future order, enter the date when the
order will be processed. The order will become
active when you run Day End Processing on that
date.
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Field Description

Expected ship If desired, enter the date that the order is expected to
ship.

NOTE: If you edit this date at a later time, you will be
prompted for if you want to apply the new date to each of
the order detail ship dates also or not.

Ship via Select a shipping method. If your preferred shipping
method isn’t listed, you can simply type in a
shipping method as well.

This field will default from the customer file. If the
customer file does not include a default for this field,
it will look to the group template; and then, if there
is no setting in the group template, it will instead
default to the value set in the OrderEntry and
Invoice template.

NOTE: Ship Via methods can be created using the Edit
Ship Via Table. See page 3-59 for more information.

FOB point If desired, enter an FOB point. A FOB point is a place
or location where the item will be shipped at no
charge to the customer. After that point, shipping
charges will apply; however, any applicable
shipping charges are not automatically calculated
based on the information in this field.

This field will default from the customer file. If the
customer file does not include a default for this field,
it will look to the group template; and then, if there
is no setting in the group template, it will instead
default to the value set in the OrderEntry and
Invoice template.
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Field Description

Location Select the location where you expect the order will
be shipped from.

This field will default from the customer file. If the
customer file does not include a default for this field,
it will look to the group template; and then, if there
is no setting in the group template, it will instead
default to the value set in the OrderEntry and
Invoice template.

NOTE: You can also select a location for each item on the
order when you enter order details. The primary location
selected in this field is merely the default location.

If you are editing an existing order and change the
Location to another valid location, OrderEntry will
prompt you to confirm you want to do this for all
details in the order.

If shipping an item from a new location will result in
the item's inventory quantity falling below zero, you
will be warned that there is insufficient quantity on
hand at that location.

NOTE: If there is insufficient stock on hand for an item
at the new location and you have the Inventory Company
Profile option to Allow inventory levels below zero
turned 'on' and the OrderEntry Company Profile option
to Warn if IC quantity below zero turned 'off', you
will not receive an insufficient stock on hand warning.

Comments If desired, enter any additional comments in these
two fields. This comment may be printed on Picking
Slips, Invoices and Credit Notes associated with this
order.

This field will default from the Order template file.
OrderEntry will look to the Group Order template;
and then, if there is no setting in the group template,
it will default to the value set in the Order/Invoice
Entry template within the Maintenance menu.
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Field Description

On hold You can put active orders on hold when required.
Just click this checkbox on to put this order on hold.

If the customer for this order has been put on hold in
their customer file, this field will default to put the
order on hold as well. You cannot post an invoice for
an on-hold customer.

NOTE: You can print a list of orders on hold using the
Order Action Report. See page 7-213 for more details.

Locked? You can choose to lock all orders until they have
been picked and come back from the warehouse.
Particularly if you use a 3rd party warehouse
management system, lock this order until it has been
picked and comes back from the WMS.

Users cannot edit and post a locked order until this
option has been turned off. When you edit a locked
order, you will be prompted for if you want to
unlock the order or not.

Invoice This field displays the last invoice number posted
against this order.

Invoices This field displays the number of invoices the
customer has been issued against this order.

Print status This field indicates the status of any print jobs run
for this order. For example, it may read Order
confirmation printed or something similar,
depending on what has been done.

Manual Use this field to assign a particular style to this
document. After, it will display in the
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes and Display History
grids with this style at all times, regardless of any
Filter criteria the record satisfies. (Refer to the online
Help documentation for more information about
Styles and Filters.
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Field Description

Automatic This field displays the style assigned the document
by a Filter that was run. At the time the filter was
run, the record satisfied the filter's criteria. This
style may be overridden by a Manual display style
setting.

Filters are automatically updated when the
document is edited.

Customer Information
You can customize the way that the order information and customer
information tabs work by using the Define Order/Invoice Entry
Templates function on the Maintenance menu. See the text starting on
page 2-50 for more information.

You can also customize order and customer information templates for
individual user groups, if desired. See page 2-46 for information on
group order templates, and 2-46 for information on group customer
templates.
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Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Customer / Name The customer number that you selected on the
first New Order window will appear here, and
the customer name will appear in the field below.

You can select a different customer, if required.
However, once the order has been posted,
whether the order has been invoiced or not, you
will not be able to change the customer number.

If an Inactive customer is selected, you will
receive a warning telling you this and be asked if
you wish to make the customer active or not.
New documents cannot be created or posted for
Inactive customers.

If you do change the customer number here or on
the BillTo / ShipTo tab, many fields will be
refreshed, drawing information from the
customer file of the new customer entered. You
will want to check all standard customer-based
fields to verify that they are right, in this event.

Price level If items on this order will be using a price level
system, select the price level for this customer.

When you select a customer in the field above, the
default price level for that customer will appear
here, but you can edit this for any particular order
using this field.

Price list Select the price list to use for this customer.

When you select a customer in the field above, the
default price list for that customer will appear
here, but you can edit this for any particular order
using this field.

NOTE: You can also define price lists for each item
when you enter order detail.
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Field Description

Terms code Select the terms for this customer.

When you select a customer in the field above, the
default terms code for that customer will appear
here, but you can edit this for any particular order
using this field.

NOTE: In Adagio Receivables , a Terms code used
might also require that this customer make a partial or
full payment when any item quantity is shipped.

Reference You can enter any reference in this field. For
example, you may use it to enter the customer’s
purchase order number.

Contact This field displays the contact name for the
customer when you select a customer in the field
above.

Territory Displays the territory code of the selected
customer. You can edit this field if required.

Salesperson Displays the default salesperson for this customer.
You can edit this field when required.

NOTE: It is important to enter the correct salesperson
here because Day End Processing will assign any
commissions from this order to the selected salesperson.

Tax status Select this customer’s tax status.

When you select a customer in the field above, the
default tax status for that customer will appear
here, but you can edit this for any particular order
using this field.

NOTE: Tax Statuses are defined on the
Numbering/Tax tab of the Company Profile. See page
2-43 for information.

Tax group This field displays the customer’s default tax
group, but you can edit this field when required.
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Field Description

Tax exempt 1
Tax exempt 2

You can use these fields to record any tax exempt
numbers for the customer. By default, the tax
exemption numbers in the customer file will
appear here.
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Details Tab
The Details tab is where you can enter the order details. The grid lists all details on
the order, with descriptions and prices.

Turn the Hide completed lines option on to display only those detail lines that have
not yet been completed. This includes Instruction and Comment lines.

You can use the Sort Detail section to specify the order the detail lines in the grid
above should sort on screen. Both Loc/Item and Loc/Pick Seq use Location as the
primary sort and either Item Code or Picking Sequence as the secondary sort.

Sort Details does not look at the Miscellaneous charges last option of the Company
Profile. That option is for printing only. See page 2-31 for more information.

The Keep Sort button appears on Order detail tabs only. If you have changed the
Sort order to something other than the default (Line) it will appear and enable you to
save the sort order for future.

Click the Keep Sort button to have OrderEntry save the selected Sort Details option
as the default for when this order is edited or viewed again.
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The Order Amount is for information only and displays the total amount of the order
(i.e. Qty Ordered x Unit Price), before taxes.

For more information about the Payment button and entering payment distributions,
please refer to page 5-150.

To add a new detail to the order, click the New button. To edit a detail line, select the
line and click the Edit button. The Edit Detail window will open.

If you have the Auto add items on documents option turned on in the
File | Workstation Options function, each time you create a new
document, a new detail window will appear automatically after each
previous detail is saved. This saves time for data entry. To exit the
detail window when you’ve completed data entry, click the Cancel
button on the window.

This also occurs when you’re editing (rather than adding) details in an
order. If the Auto edit items on documents option is turned on, the next
existing detail line on the document will be called up for editing after
the preceding one is closed.

If at any time the grid is sorted in a different way than Line (and not Kept), clicking
on an item will disable the New button and the Insert key. This is because the new
item would not be inserted where you might think/hope it would. These buttons are
only active if the grid is sorted by Line, or you choose to Keep the new sort.

If you try to post an order (by clicking OK) that contains no detail records, the
following message will display:

If you try to post an order than contains details but none are Item or Miscellaneous
Charge details, the following message will display:
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Edit Detail window
Using the first field, Detail type, there are six different detail lines you can enter:

• Select Item to add an item to the order.
• Select Miscellaneous charge to add a miscellaneous charge to the order.
• Select Comment to insert a comment line on the order.
• Select Instruction to insert a line on the order with a particular instruction for

the order.
• Select Serial numbers to enter serial numbers associated with items that

require them.
• Select Text Block to enter a pre-defined block of text, that may be multiple

lines long, as either a Comment or an Instruction.

Depending on what you select in the Detail type field, the window will change to
accommodate.

If you had previously selected to both Auto add items on documents and
Remember line type, OrderEntry will remember the Detail Type selected and
default it for the next item detail it adds. See General Options on page 2-8 for more
information.

Adding an Item to the Order

To add an item to the order, select Item in the Detail Type field. The Edit Order
Detail window will appear as it does in the picture below.
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Complete the remaining fields according to the following table:

Field Description

Item number If this is a new detail, click the Finder button and
select the item number here.

Ordered Enter the number ordered in this field.

The unit of measure is displayed to the right. You
can edit this field if required.

Unit price When you select an item above, the unit price is
automatically entered here. You can edit this unit
price if required.

If the quantity ordered is only one, you will
normally want to skip this field.

Shipped This field indicates the number of items that will
be shipped. When you enter a number in the
Ordered field, Adagio will automatically enter a
number in this field to match if the Company
Profile setting “Default shipped as ordered” is
selected in the Processing Options tab (see page
2-22).

However, if units must be back ordered, Adagio
will calculate the number to back order if the
Company Profile setting “Calculate Backorder” is
selected in the Processing Options tab (see page
2-22).

Backordered If units will have to be back ordered, Adagio will
automatically enter the number of units to back
order in this field, provided you have set the
“Calculate Backorder” option in the Company
Profile. This option appears on the Processing
Options tab (see page 2-22).

NOTE: When you edit an order and reduce the
quantity on backorder, the Total Sales Lost values
are updated on the Summary Statistics report.
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Field Description

Description The item’s description appears here automatically
when the Item number is entered. It can be
customized for individual item detail lines, if
desired.

Tax status Enter an item tax status for this item. The tax
status found in the item file is entered here by
default, but can be changed if necessary.

NOTE: Item tax statuses are set up on the
Numbering/Tax tab of the Company Profile

Category When you select an item for this detail line, the
item’s category will appear in this field. You can,
however, change the category if needed.

NOTE: If you change the category code here, the new
category will remain in effect only for the single detail
line on this order.

Location This displays the location you entered on the
Header tab, as a default. However, you can use
the information in the Qty on hand grid below to
ascertain which locations have the items on hand,
and then select a different location if needed.

NOTE: Double clicking on the Location record in the
Quantity on Hand grid below will prefill this field for
you.
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Field Description

Qty on hand When you select an item in the Item number
field, this section of the window will
automatically display locations that stock this
item, and will indicate the quantity on hand in
each location. A positive number indicates
available stock, and a negative number indicates
back-ordered stock. Information about quantity
on sales order, quantity on purchase order (if
purchase order data is used) and net quantity
available is also displayed.

NOTE: Double click on a Location record in the grid
to automatically select it for the Location field above.

The grid at the bottom of this section totals the
available items.

NOTE: If you've turned on the Include PO in
quantity available in the Company Profile (see page
2-22), an amount showing in the Qty on PO column
will be factored into the Available quantity.

The information presented here allows you to
make a selection regarding the location from
which the item should be shipped. You can
ascertain which location(s) have the item in stock,
and then enter the most appropriate location in
the Location field above.

Price list The default price list set on the Header tab of this
order will appear here, but it can be changed if
needed for each individual item on the order.

Extension This field displays the total pre-tax item amount
by multiplying the quantity shipped and the unit
price.

This field can only be edited if the “Edit Line
Extension” option is turned on in the Processing
Options tab of the Company Profile. (See page
2-22 for information on this field.)
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Field Description

Estimated weight This field calculates the estimated weight of the
item by multiple the quantity shipped and the
item’s unit weight.

This field is for your information and cannot be
edited.

Originally ordered This field displays the quantity initially ordered if
you are modifying a posted order, or zero if this is
a new order.

Shipped to date This field displays how many of this item on this
order that the customer has received to date. This
field will be zero for new orders.

Expected ship You may enter the Expected Ship Date for this
item here, or select the date using the Calendar
button.

The Item button may be used to view detailed information about the item being
entered.

The Alternate Item button can be used to choose an alternate item number, as these
alternate items are not displayed on the regular Item field finder.
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You can also click the Prices button, which will invoke the following window:

Field Description

Price level, Discount,
Price/EA grid

The Pricing grid shows you what the selected
item will be priced at for each price level. This
feature allows you to override the default unit
price for the item and can help you decide which
price level is appropriate. You can select special
sales prices when applicable.

To select an appropriate price, either double click
it, or you can highlight it and click Okay.

NOTE: The Column Editor is not available for this
grid.
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Field Description

Show/Hide History This button acts as a toggle (either Hide History
or Show History).

If the Hide History button displays, when you
click it, the lower portion of the grid which deals
with the item sales history for this customer will
disappear.

If the Show History button displays, when you
click it, the lower portion of the grid will display
and report any item sales history for this
customer.

History period Select the invoice date period for which you want
to view item sales history for this customer. If
you choose Other, you must also enter the
specific starting and ending date range for the
period to be viewed.

Load History Click this button to display the item sales history
within the History Period specified for this
customer.

Item Sales History grid Detail displays in this grid if both a valid History
period has been selected and the Load History
button activated.

The grid displays item sales detail for the
customer within the history period selected.

NOTE: The Column Editor is available for this grid.
Refer to your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information.

Excel Direct Use the Excel Direct button to export the detail
within the Item Sales History grid to Microsoft
Excel.

Click OK to add the item to the order.
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If you try to save a new item detail with all of Quantity
Ordered/Shipped/Backordered equal to zero, you will receive a
warning indicating so and asking if you wish to continue or not. If the
items should indicate some quantity ordered/shipped/backordered,
respond 'No'. You will not receive this warning if you are editing an
item detail that has been previously saved.

The following notes cover some quantity and location issues that may arise as you
are adding items to an order:

• If Adagio Inventory’s Company Profile is not set to allow items at all locations
and you select an item that is not permitted at the location selected, you will
receive an error message and you will not be able to save the detail line until
the location is corrected.

• If Adagio Inventory’s Company Profile is not set to allow inventory levels to
be below zero, when you indicate a quantity to ship that is larger than the
quantity available at your chosen location, you will receive an error message
and you will not be able to save the detail line with a non-zero value in the
quantity shipped field.

• If you allow negative quantities, you can ship any quantity you wish.
• If you allow negative quantities in Adagio Inventory, you might want to

enable the 'Warn if IC quantity below 0' option in OrderEntry's Company
Profile. If this option is turned on, you will receive a warning that 'There is
insufficient stock at location xxx'. You will not be prevented from shipping
the item however.

Adding a Miscellaneous Charge to an Order

To add a miscellaneous charge to an order, select Miscellaneous charge in the Detail
Type field. The Edit Order Detail window will appear as it does in the picture
below.

Complete the remaining fields according to the following table:
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Field Description

Misc charge Select the type of miscellaneous charge that you
want to add to this order.

NOTE: These miscellaneous charges are set up in the
Edit Miscellaneous Charges function. See page 3-60 for
more information.

Description When you select a miscellaneous charge above,
the description for that charge automatically
appears in this field. However, you can enter
whatever description you require.

Amount The default amount for the miscellaneous charge
appears in this field, but you can edit it when
required.

Tax status The default tax status for the miscellaneous
charge selected is displayed here. You can edit
this field when needed.

Click OK to add the miscellaneous charge to the order.

Adding a Comment or Instruction to an Order

To add a comment or instruction to an order, select either Comment or Instruction in
the Detail Type field. The Edit Order Detail window will appear as it does in the
picture below.

Enter the comment in the Description field, then click OK.

You May use F7 Spell Check to check the spelling within Comments/Instructions
and Text Blocks
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Adding a Serial Number to an Invoice

If an item requires serial numbers for tracking purposes, you can enter those serial
numbers here.

Before you can add a serial number detail to an invoice, the items that require serial
numbers must first be set up in Item maintenance (see page 4-91). There is a serial
number field on the Units tab during item entry, where you can enter 1-5 on an item
to indicate that one or more serial numbers is required during order processing. Once
you’ve edited the item to require a serial number, when you add that item to an
order with a quantity shipped, a serial number detail line will automatically be
added to the order. (Serial number detail lines will not be automatically added if the
quantity shipped is zero.) You must simply edit the detail line to insert the
appropriate serial number.

If you try to enter serial numbers for an item that does not require serial numbers,
you will receive a warning that this is not permitted.

Determining whether serial lines will be entered automatically, not at all or you will
be prompted to have them added or not when an Inventory item requires them can
be defined in the Company Profile, System Defaults tab. See page 2-22 for more
information.

Serial numbers can be up to 15 characters in length.

Adagio OrderEntry does not determine whether you have entered the
correct serial numbers.
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Adding Text Blocks to an Order

When you are adding a detail line to an order from the Details tab, and you select
Text Block as the detail type, the following window appears, allowing you to enter
multiple lines of Description for the Text Block. You can use F7 Spell check to check
the spelling of Text Blocks.

Select the Text code from the dropdown field.

Indicate whether the Text Block should be a Comment or an Instruction. (Whether a
Comment or Instruction detail or both will print on a document can be defined
within the OrderEntry Specification Designer. See your Adagio Fundamentals
manual for more information.)

Each line (including blank lines) will appear as separate Comment or
Instruction lines on the New Order window: details window.
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Bill To / Ship To Tab
The Bill To / Ship To tab displays, in detail, the Bill To and Ship To addresses for
this order.

The Bill To address is taken from the customer file. If there is a permanent change in
the customer’s Bill To address, you’ll want to edit the customer file. If you only need
to change it in rare circumstances, you can edit the address as needed. You can view
and edit the customer file by clicking the Customer button. Initially, when you enter
the customer file this way, you will be in View mode and the customer fields will be
grayed out and cannot be edited. However, you can click the Edit button to change
to the edit mode and will be able to make the changes desired.

The ability to edit customer files may depend on your user group
rights. If you cannot click an Edit button, you may not have the right
to change a customer file.

Changes made to the customer file will not be activated for this order; they will only
appear on subsequent orders.

If you are using an Order/Invoice Entry Template (see page 2-46) and the Ship to
code or Ship to name have been set to Skip field, you will be unable to edit the Ship
To information. This can be affected by Security Groups also (refer to the online
Help).

The Ship To address defaults to either the customer’s Bill To address, or, if there is a
Ship To address on file for this customer, with a blank Ship To code, that is assumed
to be the default Ship To address. (Refer to your Adagio Receivables online Help
documentation or manual for more information on creating Ship To addresses for
customers, and creating a default Ship To address for each customer.)

You can change the Ship To address using the Finder button, if you have additional
Ship To addresses on file for this customer. Or, you can manually edit the address as
needed.

If an Inactive customer is selected, you will receive a warning telling
you this and asking if you wish to make the customer active or not.
New documents cannot be created or posted for Inactive customers.

If you belong to an Adagio Security Group that is allowed to create new ShipTo
addresses on-the-fly, you may do this by entering the new ShipTo code on this
screen, responding 'yes' to the prompt and filling in all of the necessary fields on the
ShipTo Address window that appears.

If you select a different ShipTo code from the dropdown, you will also want to verify
that the new information on the order Header tab is correct before saving the order.
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If you edit one of the addresses, this change will only affect this order.
If you want to permanently change a Bill To address, use the Edit
Customer function. If you want to permanently change a Ship To
address, use the Edit Ship To addresses function.

Optional Tab
This tab displays any optional fields that have been set up in the Company Profile
(System Options tab). Enter the values for your optional fields as needed for each
order.

Additionally, for String fields 1 thru 3 (Optional Text fields), you may create certain
rules for validating the information entered into these fields. If this has already been
done, you will have to enter text that meets the validation rules for the particular
field. Please refer to the online Help documentation for information on Optional
Fields validation.

Total Tab
The Total tab displays totals for the order you have created, including discounts,
taxes and payments.
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This window provides a synopsis of information on the order. Most of these fields
cannot be edited, as they are automatically calculated. However, a discussion of the
fields that can be modified on this window appears in the table below.

Field Description

Estimated weight This field will display the total estimated weight
of the order. This number is calculated by taking
the Unit weight information from all of the items
in the detail lines and adding them together.

Weight information can be modified in the item
file.

Actual ship date Use this field to enter the date that the items on
the order were (or will be) shipped.

Invoice date Enter the date for the invoice in this field.
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Field Description

Number of labels Enter the number of shipping labels required for
this order. This will be carried over to the Print
Order Confirmation function when the order is
processed.

This field will be used when Print Labels function
is used.

Subtotal This field displays the pre-tax subtotal of all detail
lines, before any applicable discounts are
deducted. Only items that have been shipped
are included in this and all total / discount
fields.

Miscellaneous charges may or may not be
included in this subtotal. See the Misc charges
field description below for details on this.

Discount
(percentage / amount)

Use this field to indicate a discount that should be
applied to the invoice or a credit note. If you want
the discount to be a percentage of the total, enter
that percentage in the first field. If you prefer to
assign a flat dollar value for the discount, skip the
first field and enter the dollar value in the second
field.

Discounts are applied to all item details that have
a non-zero amount of quantity shipped. If you
choose to discount miscellaneous charges (see the
information on the Company Profile System
Defaults tab beginning on page 2-35 for more
information on setting this option), those detail
lines are also discounted. The discount percentage
or amount you enter here gets “divided” among
all applicable detail lines, to add up to the total
percentage or dollar amount entered.

Miscellaneous charges may or may not be
included in this discount. See the Misc charges
field description below for details on this.
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Field Description

Misc charges The total amount of the miscellaneous charges for
the invoice will appear here.

However, this field is only visible of the Discount
misc charge field is turned off in the Company
Profile. See the information on the Transaction
Options in the Company Profile, page 2-22, for
more information on this field.

If the Discount misc charge field is turned on,
then the miscellaneous charges are incorporated
into the above values (Subtotal and Discount)
and are hidden here.

Total before tax This field displays the total of the invoice, after
discounts and miscellaneous charges have been
factored in, but before taxes have been added.

Tax The total value of taxes to be applied to this
invoice will be displayed here.

Net amount This field displays the net amount due for the
invoice, after taxes have been added in.

Less payment If payments have been applied to this invoice, the
total amount of those payments will be listed
here.

Less payment disc If the customer has terms and has made a
payment in time to get a terms discount, that
amount will be shown here.

(The values of the Less payment and Less
payment disc will always add up to the Net
amount field.)

Amount due This field displays the amount due on the order. If
no payments have been applied, it will be for the
entire amount of the invoice. If payments have
been applied, it will be the amount of the invoice
less any payments and discounts.
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Field Description

Number of lines The total number of detail lines on the order is
entered here.

Order amount This field displays the amount on order or the
amount remaining on order: that is, it displays the
total amount of the order, without discounts
(other than payment discounts), miscellaneous
charge, and taxes added in.

Terms code By default, this field displays the terms entered in
the Header tab of this order, but may be
overridden if necessary.

This field can also be blank, if terms are not
applicable either to the customer or to this specific
order. However, a Terms description is required
if the Terms code is blank.

NOTE: A Terms code used might also require that
this customer make a partial or full payment when any
item quantity is shipped.

Discount date
(and percentage)

These fields are automatically calculated by
OrderEntry based on your entry in the Terms
code field above. These fields can be entered if
you override the preset terms with a blank code.

Due date This field is automatically calculated based on the
Order date you specified in the Header tab and
the Terms code selected; or, you can manually set
the due date if you’ve left the Terms code field
blank.

Discount base This field displays the amount of the invoice upon
which a terms discount (such as 2%, net 10) will
be based.

This field will either be the total invoice amount
or the pre-tax invoice amount, depending on your
selection on the System Options tab of the
Company Profile. The field that affects this is the
Term disc base with tax field. See page 2-15 for
more information.
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Field Description

Tax The fields here are for your information only, and
cannot be edited. They display the breakdown of
taxes for the order, so that if you have multiple
tax jurisdictions you can quickly see the amount
of state vs. federal tax, for example.

When you’re finished editing the tabs for a new order, click OK to save that order. If
all quantities on the order are back-ordered, the order will be saved automatically. If
some quantities have been shipped, then you will have the choice to create an invoice
for those shipped quantities at the same time that the order is saved. If you choose to
save the order only, and create the invoice later, click the Order radio button in the
dialog that appears. Only an order will be created. If you want to create the invoice
for the shipped quantities immediately, click the Invoice radio button instead. In this
case, both an order and an invoice will be created at the same time.

If you partially invoice an order, comment and instruction lines will only appear on
the first invoice posted against an order.

Invoicing an Order
When you’re finished editing an order, if you wish to create an invoice and ship all
unshipped quantities on the order, you can click the Ship all button. If Quantity
shipped on orders is turned on in the Company Profile (see the Processing Options
tab page 2-22), you can invoice and post an order change. If you only wish to ship a
portion of the order at this time, do not click the Ship all button.

Clicking the Ship all button will set the back-ordered items to zero
and move all quantity to the shipped category, so if you are not
prepared to ship the entire order immediately, do not click Invoice.

If you do use the Ship all button, you’ll be asked to confirm the invoicing. When you
click Yes and then click OK to close the order entry window, an Invoice Order
dialog appears, indicating that both an invoice and an order will be created.

When all quantities ordered have been shipped, the order will show as being
“Complete” on the Orders tab of the Edit Orders, Invoices and Credit Notes
window. While back-ordered items remain on the order, the invoice will not be
complete. Instead, each time additional items are shipped on the order, a new invoice
is created for those items, until the order is completely filled.
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An invoice must be created to activate the Payment button. For more
information on processing payments, see the next section.

Editing Payment Distributions
Payments are not processed unless an invoice or credit note is posted.

If you have “Quantity shipped on orders” enabled in the Company Profile and an
order (or a change to an order) is posted instead of an invoice, the Payment details
are retained until the invoice is posted.

You can control how a payment for an order/invoice is distributed to your general
ledger using the Payment button on the Edit Order window. You must also record
Check numbers for a payment of any method.

Similarly, you can use this button to create Refund Payments from within credit
notes, whether they are created with the RMA add-on or not. One difference from
Payments on invoices is that Refund payments will be sent to Adagio Receivables as
a Cash Batch. Whereas invoice Payments are sent with the invoice to an Invoice
Batch.

When you click the Payment button, the Edit Payment Distribution window opens.

If you enter a payment for an item that has not yet been shipped, the
payment details must all be manually entered.
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Edit the fields on this screen according to the table below:

Field Description

Payment method Payment methods are set up in Adagio
Receivables, and allow you to select the method
by which the customer is making the payment,
such as VISA if you have entered a payment
method for customers using a Visa credit card.
The default displayed comes from the customer
record.

NOTE: If a Ship To code is used that has a matching
Payment method to the one used, the Credit card
information from the Ship To code will be used.

Select the appropriate payment method using the
Finder button. By default, the payment method
will be taken from the customer file.

Check number Enter the check number for the payment in this
field.

IMPORTANT NOTE: You must enter a value in this
field. The payment will not be saved is this field is left
blank. If this is a credit card payment, you should
enter a unique code here or use the Auto-Generate
option.

Auto-Generate If you'd like Adagio OrderEntry to automatically
generate a Check number (also required for credit
card payment transactions), turn this option 'on'.
OrderEntry will assign the Invoice document
number as the Check number.

Payment Enter the amount of the payment received in this
field.

Discount This field displays the discount the customer
receives, based on the terms specified. It can be
overwritten if necessary, however.
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Field Description

Account set To change the General Ledger distribution, select
an account set in the Account Set field by clicking
the Finder button.

NOTE: Account sets are created and maintained in
Adagio Receivables. They are assigned to customers in
their customer files, but can be changed when
necessary.

Acct/Dept These fields are displayed for your information
only. They are taken from the Account set, and
indicate the G/L account and department (if
applicable) to which the payment will be applied.

If the Account set field is blank, you can manually
select the account and department here.

Credit card /
Name on card

If you select a credit card payment method for
this customer, which you have assigned to the
customer in their customer file, Adagio
OrderEntry will automatically complete the credit
card information for you.

If this information is not in the customer file, you
can enter it manually.

Additionally, if you want to override the
information in the customer file, such as with a
temporary credit card number that they don’t
normally use, you can enter it here.

Click OK when you are done.

If you are using both Adagio BankRec, your payment can be sent
directly from Receivables to BankRec.
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Printing Order Confirmations
There are two ways to print confirmations.

• Print them by selecting the Print Order Confirmations command from the
Order Entry menu.

• Print them directly from the Edit Orders, Invoices, RMAs (if present) and
Credit Notes window by selecting Order Entry | Enter
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes. In this case, you must first select the order you
want to print the confirmation for, then click the Confirmations button. As
well, an additional read only field, the Cust. send method field, will display
showing the print preferences as set in the Customer's record.

The Order Entry Printing window will open.
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The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Starting order number /
Ending order number

If you are printing orders via the Print Order
Confirmations command on the Order Entry
menu, these fields can be edited, allowing you to
select ranges of orders.

If, on the other hand, you are printing via the Edit
Orders, Invoices, and Credit Notes window,
these fields are automatically completed for you,
based on the order you highlighted in the list
before clicking the Confirmations button.

NOTE: Standing orders are automatically excluded
from the print range.

Reprint orders already
printed

Turn this option on if you want to be able to print
order confirmations that have already been
printed. Otherwise, OrderEntry will not print any
orders in the above range that have already been
printed.

Are shipping labels
required

Turn this option on if labels are required for later
printing.

Customer preference This field only displays if you are printing from
the Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes grid.
The options to print to Print (printer), Fax and
Email are read from the settings on the Invoicing
tab of the Customer record.

Sort lines by You can sort the lines on the order confirmation
by location/picking sequence, location/item
number or line number.

NOTE: Misc Charges printed as line items will not
have a location so unless sorted by Line number, they
will print at the top or bottom depending on the
Company Profile option for ‘Miscellaneous charges
last’. Comments entered after Miscellaneous charges
will stay with the misc charges.
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Field Description

Specification option Indicate whether you wish to specify a particular
specification for this document, or use the
document specification defined in the Company
Profile for this document type, or whether you
want to use the customer-defined specification for
this document type. Initially, whatever has been
defined in the customer record will be the default
for a new document.

If you select to use the Customer-defined
Specification, OrderEntry will look at the
Customer file and choose the specification listed
in the Invoicing tab for this document type. This is
done even if the user changes the actual
specification shown on the print screen. If the
customer has no specifications on file, then
OrderEntry will use the specification selected. If
it is blank, Order Entry will use the default
specifications listed in the Workstation Options.
If nothing has been defined in the Workstation
Options within the File menu, OrderEntry will
use the default specifications in the Company
Profile.

If you choose to use Selected Specification,
OrderEntry will initially look to what has been
defined in the Workstation Options. However,
you can still choose whatever specification you
want to use from the list.

If you choose to use Document Specification,
OrderEntry will initially look to what was saved
with the document when it was created. This will
be whatever was stored in the customer record at
the time the document was created - even though
what is stored in the customer record now may
have changed since then.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer. See your
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.
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Field Description

Specification What prefills, if anything, in this field is
dependant on the Specification option selected in
the previous field.

What type of specifications display in the
dropdown list can be controlled with the Order
Designer.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Order Specification designer. The
Adagio Fundamentals manual has more information
on using Adagio Specifications Designer.

Email cover If you are emailing documents via the Email
button, choose a cover letter for your emails here.

Additional PDF attachment
in

You may select a file to be automatically attached
to all documents in this print run. The default for
the folder the attachment is selected from is
specified in the Company Profile (see page 2-39).

NOTE: Additional manual (user selected)
attachments may be added to select customer emails
within the email queue (refer to the online Help
documentation).

Match preferred send
method

This option works with the Preferred send
method dropdown option you set on the
customer's Invoicing tab.

When enabled, only customers having the same
Preferred send method set in their record as the
button you use for this print run (eg. Print, Email
or Fax button) will be sent the document.

When disabled, OrderEntry will create documents
for customers based on their Send method option
setting(s) on the customer's Invoicing tab.

Click Print to print the order confirmations, or click Preview to preview the
confirmations on your screen.
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After selecting the Print button, whether or not you receive a prompt
asking if Everything printed OK? depends solely on whether the Ask
Print OK after forms print? option has been enabled or not within
your User Preferences. As well, within your User Preferences, you will
find an option that will determine whether or not the system should
Close the forms dialog after the print. (Refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about User Preferences.)

You can also use the Fax or Email buttons to electronically send these documents.
Please refer to the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual
for more information.
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Printing Picking Slips
There are two ways to print picking slips.

• Print them by selecting the Print Picking Slips command from the Order
Entry menu.

• Print them directly from the Edit Orders, Invoices, RMAs (if present) and
Credit Notes window by selecting Order Entry | Enter
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes. In this case, you must first select the order you
want to print the picking slips for, then click the Picking Slip button.

The Order Entry Printing window will open.
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The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Order number If you are printing orders via the Print Picking
Slips command on the Order Entry menu, these
range fields can be edited, allowing you to select
ranges of orders.

If, on the other hand, you are printing via the Edit
Orders, Invoices, and Credit Notes window,
these fields are automatically completed for you,
based on the order you highlighted in the list
before clicking the Picking Slip button.

Order location If you are printing orders via the Print Picking
Slips command on the Order Entry menu, these
range fields can be edited, allowing you to select
the order locations for which you wish to print
picking slips.

If, on the other hand, you are printing via the Edit
Orders, Invoices, and Credit Notes window,
these fields are automatically completed for you,
based on the order you highlighted in the list
before clicking the Picking Slip button.

Reprint orders already
printed

Turn this option on if you want to be able to print
order confirmations that have already been
printed. Otherwise, Adagio will not print selected
orders that have already been printed.

Only orders that have been
confirmed

Turn this option on if you want to print picking
slips only for orders that have been confirmed
through the Print Order Confirmations function.
If you do not care about order confirmations, turn
this option off.

Are shipping labels
required

Turn this option on if shipping labels are required
for later printing.

Sort lines by You can sort the lines on the Picking Slip by
Location/Picking sequence, Location/Item
number, or Line number.
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Field Description

Specification option Indicate whether you wish to specify a particular
specification for this document, or use the
document specification defined in the Company
Profile for this document type.

If you select to use the Current Customer-defined
specification, OrderEntry will try to look at the
Customer file and choose the specification listed
in the Invoicing tab for this document type. If the
customer has no specifications on file, then
OrderEntry will use the specification selected. If
it is blank, Order Entry will use the default
specifications listed in the Workstation Options. If
nothing has been defined in the Workstation
Options within the File menu, OrderEntry will
use the default specifications in the Company
Profile.

NOTE: Picking Slip specifications can be predefined in
the Company Profile or Workstation Options only.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer.

Specification What prefills, if anything, in this field is
dependant on the Specification option selected in
the previous field.

What type of specifications display in the
dropdown list can be controlled with the Order
Designer.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer. The Adagio
Fundamentals manual has more information on using
Adagio's Specifications Designer.

Email cover If you are emailing documents via the Email
button, choose a cover letter for your emails here.
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Field Description

Additional PDF attachment
in

You may select a file to be automatically attached
to all documents in this print run. The default for
the folder the attachment is selected from is
specified in the Company Profile (see page 2-39).

NOTE: Additional manual (user selected)
attachments may be added to select customer emails
within the email queue (refer to the online Help
documentation).

Click Print to print the picking slips, or click Preview to preview the picking slips on
your screen.

After selecting the Print button, whether or not you receive a prompt
asking if Everything printed OK? depends solely on whether the Ask
Print OK after forms print? option has been enabled or not within
your User Preferences. As well, within your User Preferences, you will
find an option that will determine whether or not the system should
Close the forms dialog after the print. (Refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about User Preferences.)

You can also use the Fax or Email buttons to electronically send these documents. See
the online Help documentation for more information.
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Invoicing Orders
Once you have created an order, creating an invoice is easy. Adagio OrderEntry can
create invoices for you based on the orders you have entered.

You must have the Edit Orders, Invoices and Credit Notes window open. Just select
Order Entry | Orders and Invoices, or click the Order button on the toolbar.

Creating Invoices from Orders
1) Click the Invoices tab to bring it to the front. This tab lists all invoices.
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2) Then click the New button to create a new invoice. The New Invoice window
will open.

Select Invoice as the Document type, if it is not already selected.

3) In the Invoice field, select the order that this invoice will be based on. The
customer and Ship to address will be displayed in the following fields.

If you inadvertently select a completed order, the word Complete will appear to
the right of the Order field, alerting you to the fact that you’ve selected the
wrong order. In that event, select the order again.

4) Click OK and the Edit Order window will open. This window allows you to
make any last changes to the order, if needed.

5) If you want to ship everything on an order, click the Ship all button. This will
cause all unshipped quantities to be moved to the Shipped field.

If you do not wish to ship everything on an order, go to the Details tab and edit
each item to set the quantities that have been ordered and shipped.

Comment and instruction lines that precede items will be printed on
all documents.

However, if the comment and instruction lines appear after an item in
the Details window, then they will only appear at the time the order is
invoiced the first time (eg. as in the case of partially invoicing orders).
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6) Click the Total tab so that you can view the totals for the invoice. Click OK to
exit this window and a new dialog will open to tell you that an invoice was
created.

If you are posting an Invoice or Credit Note which has a date that falls within a
closed Adagio Ledger 9.0A or higher fiscal period, depending on your setting to
Validate closed periods in the Company Profile, System Options tab (see
Chapter 2), you may receive a warning that the date falls within a closed Ledger
fiscal period or be prevented from posting the document until the date is
changed to one within an open period.

If you are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A or higher and the customer's terms
require that a partial or full payment is required, you will be unable to post the
Invoice until the partial or full payment is entered using the Payment button.

There is an alternate method to invoice an order: You can select an
order from the Order tab, and open it by clicking the Edit button.
Next, click the Ship all button to ship all quantities. You will be taken
to the Totals tab to okay the invoice.

Marking Orders “Complete”
When you fully invoice an order, you will notice on the Order tab that the order is
now marked complete – you will see a Yes in the Complete column next to the order.
If some quantity is still unshipped when an invoice is generated, the order is not yet
complete.

Printing Invoices
Invoices are generally printed through the OrderEntry | Print Invoices function. For
more information, see page 7-229.

You can also print invoices directly from the Enter Orders/Invoices/RMAs (if
present) Credit Notes window, by selecting an invoice from the list and clicking
Print. An additional read only field, the Cust. send method field, will display
showing the print preferences as set in the Customer's record.
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After selecting the Print button, whether or not you receive a prompt
asking if Everything printed OK? depends solely on whether the Ask
Print OK after forms print? option has been enabled or not within
your User Preferences. As well, within your User Preferences, you will
find an option that will determine whether or not the system should
Close the forms dialog after the print. (Refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about User Preferences.)

Note that in either case, you can print a hard copy of the document, but you can also
use the Fax or Email buttons to electronically send these documents. See your Adagio
Fundamentals manual for more information.

You may select a file to be automatically attached to all documents in this print run
within the Additional PDF attachment in field. The default for the folder the
attachment is selected from is specified in the Company Profile (see page 2-39).
Additional manual (user selected) attachments may be added to select customer
emails within the email queue (refer to the online Help documentation).

And, you may select that the Preferred send method within the customers' record
must match the method you are selecting (eg. Print, Email or Fax) to have documents
produced for those customers.
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Entering RMAs
Having the facility to produce Returned Materials Authorizations (RMAs) in Adagio
OrderEntry occurs when the RMA Add-on module is installed. RMA's are used to
direct the pickup and return of goods that are subsequently returned to inventory (if
they are undamaged). The customer is credited for the return at that time. They
provide an effective means to track the inventory to be returned (Qty on RMA)

Creating RMAs from Invoices
Click the RMAs tab to bring it to the front. This tab lists all current RMAs issued.

Select the New button to create a new RMA. The following window appears:
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Select RMA as the Document type if it isn't already selected. In the Invoice field,
either select the Invoice that this RMA will be applied and matched to or tab to the
next field. When you an Invoice is selected, the Customer and Ship to address fields
display the information from that invoice; however, this information may be
changed.

You can create an RMA without selecting an existing invoice and may prefer to
manually enter an Invoice number in the Invoice field or even leave the field blank.

Select the OK button and athe New RMA window will open.

Some of the fields presented here cannot be edited. The following table describes the
fields on this window that can be modified:

Field Description

Order number If this document is being created from an existing
invoice, the original order code displays here.
Otherwise, 'No Order' will display.

Order type Displays Active Order.
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Field Description

RMAdate This defaults to the current session date; however,
it can be modified if needed.

Expected rtn Enter the date (or select it from the calendar
button) you expect the materials to physically be
returned.

If left blank and the RMA was created from an
existing invoice, the Expected Rtn Date for Item
Details will remain teh Expected Ship Date from
the original invoice.

If there is a date in this Header field and you
change it, you will be prompted for whether or
not you want this new date applied to the
document's item details' Expected Rtn Date.

Ship via This field should display the Ship Via code for the
shipping method used to send this RMA out. If it
needs to be changed, you can do so now.

FOB point This field should display the FOB point used in
the original order, if any. You can change this
information if desired.

NOTE: An FOB point is a place or location where the
item will be shipped at no charge to the customer. After
that point, shipping charges will apply.

Location This field should display the Location code for the
location from which the invoice was sent out. If it
needs to be changed, you can do so now.

NOTE: This location may also have been defaulted
within the Company Profile, Processing Options tab
(see page 2-22).

Comments If desired, enter any additional comments in these
two fields. This comment can be printed on the
document

On hold This field is not active.
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Field Description

Reason code Select an appropriate Reason Code from the
dropdown to explain why the materials are being
returned by the customer.

Invoice If you don't want the RMA/credit note to be
applied to this invoice in Adagio Receivables, you
may delete the invoice number in this field.

CN Displays the number of credit notes issued on the
document originally selected

Print status This field indicates the status of any print jobs run
for this document.

Manual Use this field to assign a particular style to this
document. After, it will display in the
Orders/Invoices/RMAs/Credit Notes and
Display History grids with this style at all times,
regardless of any Filter criteria the record satisfies.

Refer to the online Help documentation for more
information about filters and styles.

Automatic This field displays the style assigned the
document by a Filter that was run. At the time
the filter was run, the record satisfied the filter's
criteria. Filters are automatically updated when
the document is edited.

NOTE: This style may be overridden by a Manual
display style setting.

Customer Whether or not you create an RMA against an
invoice that’s on file (by selecting an existing
invoice from the Finder in the Invoice field), this
field will not be editable, as you will always want
to issue an RMA for a particular customer.

You are able to modify the Name used by the
customer.
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Field Description

Price level If items on the original order used a price level
system, the price level for this customer should be
displayed here. This information can be changed
if desired.

Price list By default, this field displays the price list used
for this customer on the original order. This
information can be changed if desired.

Reference You can enter any reference in this field that may
be useful to you. It may already contain reference
information from the original order; that
information can be retained or changed, as
desired.

Contact This field displays the contact name for the
customer whose invoice is affected by this credit
note. If there’s a different contact for the credit
note, you can change this information.

Territory This field displays the territory code of the
selected customer. You can edit this field if
required.

Salesperson This field displays the salesperson responsible for
the original order. You can edit this field if
required.

Tax status This field will display the tax status that was used
for the original invoice.

Tax group This field displays the customer’s tax group that
was used on the original invoice, but you can edit
this field when required.

Tax exempt 1
Tax exempt 2

You can use these fields to record any tax exempt
numbers for the customer.
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When you add/edit item details to an RMA, the fields are very similar to those of
other documents. However, you will find:

• An RMA Quantity field wherein you will enter only the quantity of this item
to be returned to you. This will often not be the same as the quantity
originally invoiced.

• A Returned (rather than Shipped) field wherein you will enter the quantity of
the item actually returned and received.

• A Return to IC field which, if there is a non-zero value in the Returned field,
you will ensure is enabled in the materials are undamaged and will be
returned to inventory.

• An Expected rtn date field (rather than an Expected ship date) wherein you
may enter the date you expect to receive the returned materials. The Expected
rtn date field will initially prefill with the Expected ship date from the original
invoice.

Payments (refunds) may be processed on RMA/CreditNotes. Just as with Payments
on Orders or Invoices, the payment information will be sent to Adagio Receivables in
a batch; however, these will be in a Cash Batch. Refer to page 5-150 for more
information.

Use the Credit All button if you all items quantities are being returned. Otherwise,
edit the individual item from the Details tab and enter the appropriate information.

Printing RMAs
RMAs may be printed through the OrderEntry | Print RMAs function. For more
information, see page 7-233.

You can also print RMAs directly from the Enter Orders/Invoices/RMAs/Credit
Notes window, by selecting an RMA in the grid and clicking Print. An additional
read only field, the Cust. send method field, will display showing the print
preferences as set in the Customer's record.

After selecting the Print button, whether or not you receive a prompt
asking if Everything printed OK? depends solely on whether the Ask
Print OK after forms print? option has been enabled or not within
your User Preferences. As well, within your User Preferences, you will
find an option that will determine whether or not the system should
Close the forms dialog after the print. (Refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about User Preferences.)

Note that in either case, you can print a hard copy of the document, but you can also
use the Fax or Email buttons to electronically send these documents. Refer to the
online Help for more information.

You may select a file to be automatically attached to all documents in this print run
within the Additional PDF attachment in field. The default for the folder the
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attachment is selected from is specified in the Company Profile (see page 2-39).
Additional manual (user selected) attachments may be added to select customer
emails within the email queue (refer to the online Help documentation).

And, you may select that the Preferred send method within the customers' record
must match the method you are selecting (eg. Print, Email or Fax) to have documents
produced for those customers.
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Entering Credit Notes
Entering credit notes is a similar process to invoicing orders. In this case, you select
the invoice that you want to create the credit note for.

You must have the Edit Orders, Invoices and Credit Notes window open. Just select
Order Entry | Edit Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes, or click the Order button on the
toolbar.

Creating Credit Notes from Invoices
1) Click the Credit Notes tab to bring it to the front. This tab lists all credit notes.
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2) Then click the New button to create a new credit note. The following window
appears:

3) Select Credit Note as the Document type, if it is not already selected. In the
Invoice field, select the invoice that this credit note will be based on. The
customer and Ship to address will be displayed in the following fields.

You can create a credit note without selecting an existing invoice number, so you
may prefer to manually enter a number in the Invoice field or even leave the
field blank.

4) Click OK and the New Credit Note window will open.
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Many of the fields presented here cannot be edited. The following table describes
the fields on this window that can be modified:

Field Description

Order date This defaults to the current session date; however,
it can be modified if needed.

Expected ship This date defaults from the order; if you need to
change it now, you can do so.

Ship via This field should display the Ship Via code for the
shipping method used to send this order out. If it
needs to be changed, you can do so now.

FOB point This field should display the FOB point used in
the original order, if any. You can change this
information if desired.

NOTE: An FOB point is a place or location where the
item will be shipped at no charge to the customer. After
that point, shipping charges will apply.

Location This field should display the Location code for the
location from which the order was sent out. If it
needs to be changed, you can do so now.

Comments If desired, enter any additional comments in these
two fields. This comment can be printed on the
credit note.

On hold This field is not active.

Locked? This field is not active.

Invoice If you don't want the credit note to be applied to
this invoice in Adagio Receivables, you may
delete the invoice number in this field.

Invoices Displays the number of invoices issued on the
document originally selected

Print status This field indicates the status of any print jobs run
for this document.
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Field Description

Manual Use this field to assign a particular style to this
document. After, it will display in the
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes and Display
History grids with this style at all times,
regardless of any Filter criteria the record satisfies.

Refer to the online Help documentation for more
information about filters and styles.

Automatic This field displays the style assigned the
document by a Filter that was run. At the time
the filter was run, the record satisfied the filter's
criteria. Filters are automatically updated when
the document is edited.

NOTE: This style may be overridden by a Manual
display style setting.

Customer When you create a credit note against an invoice
that’s on file (by selecting an existing invoice from
the Finder in the Invoice field), this field will not
be editable, as you will always want to issue a
credit note for the same customer against an
existing invoice for that customer.

Price level If items on the original order used a price level
system, the price level for this customer should be
displayed here. This information can be changed
if desired.

Price list By default, this field displays the price list used
for this customer on the original order. This
information can be changed if desired.

Reference You can enter any reference in this field that may
be useful to you. It may already contain reference
information from the original order; that
information can be retained or changed, as
desired.
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Field Description

Contact This field displays the contact name for the
customer whose invoice is affected by this credit
note. If there’s a different contact for the credit
note, you can change this information.

Territory This field displays the territory code of the
selected customer. You can edit this field if
required.

Salesperson This field displays the salesperson responsible for
the original order. You can edit this field if
required.

Tax status This field will display the tax status that was used
for the original invoice.

Tax group This field displays the customer’s tax group that
was used on the original invoice, but you can edit
this field when required.

Tax exempt 1
Tax exempt 2

You can use these fields to record any tax exempt
numbers for the customer.
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5) When you’re finished verifying or editing the information on the Header tab,
click the Details tab.

6) The Details tab can be used to record product returns. To indicate a product
return, double-click the line item in the list, and then put a checkmark in the
Return to IC checkbox, if it is not already turned on. A default for this field may
be set in the Company Profile and in an Adagio Security Group (refer to the
online Help)

If a product is damaged in transit, defective, or something along those
lines, it could not be re-sold. In that case, you would leave the Return
to IC checkbox off, so that the product would not be returned to Adagio
Inventory and considered available for resale again.

The Price, Description, Tax Status, Category, and Unit cost fields can also be
modified as needed. In addition, the Location field can be edited if you are
returning the item to a different location than it was taken from.

If you have very small Unit Costs, you may want to override the calculated
Extended Cost in order to avoid possible rounding errors.
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When you’re ready to proceed, click the Bill To / Ship To tab. On this window,
the billing address can be edited, which allows you to send the credit note to a
different address than originally used on the invoice, if necessary.

If you select a different ShipTo code from the dropdown, you will also
want to verify that the new information on the credit note Header tab
is correct before saving the credit note.

1) If you use optional fields (as set in your Company Profile), click the Optional tab
and enter your optional field values for this credit note here.

2) Click the Total tab when you’re ready to proceed. The following window
appears:

3)

4) Payments (refunds) may be processed on CreditNotes. Just as with Payments on
Orders or Invoices, the payment information will be sent to Adagio Receivables
in a batch; however, these will be in a Cash Batch. Refer to page 5-150 for more
information.
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Many of the fields presented here cannot be edited. The following table describes
the fields on this window that can be modified:

Field Description

Actual return date Use this field to indicate the date the items were
returned.

Credit date Enter the date the credit note will be issued in this
field. This is the date the credit will be applied to
the customer’s account.

Discount
(percentage / amount)

Use either the percentage or flat dollar amount
field to indicate whether a discount should be
applied to this credit note. A discount would
lessen the amount of the credit applied to the
customer’s account.

5) When you’ve finished editing all of the tabs on this credit note as needed, click
OK. A Post Order window will appear.

This window indicates that you will be posting a credit note, gives the order
number and invoice that this credit relates to, and asks you for a credit note
number or, if you’ve set the Company Profile to automatically number your
documents, it will say AUTO by default.

If you are posting an Invoice or Credit Note which has a date that falls within a
closed Adagio Ledger 9.0A or higher fiscal period, depending on your setting to
Validate closed periods in the Company Profile, System Options tab (see
Chapter 2), you may receive a warning that the date falls within a closed Ledger
fiscal period or be prevented from posting the document until the date is
changed to one within an open period.
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6) To go ahead and post the credit note, click OK. If you want to make further
changes to the credit note, click Cancel

Printing Credit Notes
Credit notes are generally printed through the OrderEntry | Print Credit Notes
function. For more information, see page 7-237.

You can also print credit notes directly from the Enter Orders/Invoices/RMAs (if
present) Credit Notes window, by selecting a credit note from the list and clicking
Print. An additional read only field, the Cust. send method field, will display
showing the print preferences as set in the Customer's record.

After selecting the Print button, whether or not you receive a
prompt asking if Everything printed OK? depends solely on
whether the Ask Print OK after forms print? option has been
enabled or not within your User Preferences. As well, within your
User Preferences, you will find an option that will determine
whether or not the system should Close the forms dialog after the
print. (Refer to the online Help documentation for more
information about User Preferences.)

Note that in either case, you can print a hard copy of the document, but you can
also use the Fax or Email buttons to electronically send these documents. See your
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.

You may select a file to be automatically attached to all documents in this print
run within the Additional PDF attachment in field. The default for the folder the
attachment is selected from is specified in the Company Profile (see page 2-39).
Additional manual (user selected) attachments may be added to select customer
emails within the email queue (refer to the online Help documentation).

And, you may select that the Preferred send method within the customers' record
must match the method you are selecting (eg. Print, Email or Fax) to have
documents produced for those customers.
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Print Statuses
If you have access to use the column Editor, you may add the Print Status field to the
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes grid. This field stores a number that represents the
different combinations of print statuses for a given document. On the grid and
within the document this number is translated and displays in words such as
'Picking Slip/Rq Label' or 'Not printed', etc..

For example, for invoices, if the status is 0-3, then this indicates that the order may or
However, within Adagio GridView, the document's print status is shown as a
number (unless the 'Translate coded fields' option is turned on in the view's
definition). For example, for invoices, if the status is 0-3, then this indicates that the
ordermay not have had something printed. The invoice, however, has definitely not
been printed. If the status is from 4-7, then this indicates that the invoice definitely
was printed.

Following are how the print statuses are calculated:

0 - no documents have been printed at all

+1 - the Order Confirmation has been printed

+2 - the Picking Slip was printed (so, if the Print Status = 3, both the Order
confirmation and Picking Slip were printed but the Invoice was not)

+4 - the Invoice was printed

+8 - Shipping Labels were printed (so, if the Print Status = 11, both the Order
confirmation and Picking slip were printed, plus labels were also printed)

+16 - a Credit Note was printed, and finally

+256 - if Require Labels is turned on (therefore, a status of 257 indicates that the
Order Confirmation was printed with the Require Labels option turned on; however
an Invoice has not been printed).
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Day End Processing
The Day End Processing function can process invoice and credit note data, delete
completed data, print and clear audit lists, activate future orders, generate GL
transactions and update Adagio Inventory transaction history file. Day End
Processing updates tax tracking and tax summary data, and also creates
Receivables batches. When you run this function, data is also gathered which is
used for printing reports and maintaining history.

Invoices are processed before Credit Notes. Items are fully costed at Day End.

As well, if the Adagio BoM (Build of Material) add-on is present, running Day
End will trigger Adagio Inventory to do the assembly if there isn't already
sufficient quantity of the BoM on hand. Day End also updates transaction history
in Adagio Inventory.

Day End Processing makes some major changes to your data. We
highly recommend that you make a backup copy of your data
before running this function.

To run Day End Processing, select Order Entry | Day End Processing. The
Adagio OrderEntry Day End window will open.

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Process all documents on or
before

Enter a date to specify which documents to
process. Whatever day you select, all documents
entered on or before the date will be processed.
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Field Description

Purge from Current If you want documents purged from current,
depending on your selection in the Company
Profile, Numbering/Tax tab, select which type of
documents by clicking a checkmark beside each
box. Indicate the age of documents you wish to
purge, either by entering a number of days (in
which case it will calculate back from your session
date), or by selecting a date from the calendar for
each document type. Whatever day you select, all
printed and completed documents entered on or
before the date will be processed.

Print Invoice/Credit Note
audit list

If you want Day End Processing to print the
Invoice/Credit Note Audit list for you, turn this
option on.

Future orders are activated during the Day End process. However,
they must have an Order date that is the same as or earlier than the
processing date; otherwise, they will not be activated for the next day.

Click the Day End button when you are ready to run the function. All selected
documents will be processed and the Audit Lists will be printed, if you have selected
that option. A pop-up window will let you know when the processing is complete.

Day End Processing
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Chapter 6
Inquiry Functions

The Inquiry functions allow you to view information in your database without the
ability to edit the information. If you simply want to view information, you should
use the Inquiry functions because these will prevent any data from being accidentally
changed.

There are six Inquiry functions:

• View Orders/Invoices/RMAs/Credit Notes
• View History
• View Items
• View Items with Cost
• View Customers
• View Special Prices

All inquiry functions can be accessed from the Inquiries menu.
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View Orders
The Orders Inquiry function allows you to view orders, invoices, credit notes and
RMAs (requires the RMA Add-on also be installed). Select Inquiries |
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes to open the Inquiry window.

Select an order in the list, then click the View button. This will open a window which
looks exactly the same as the Edit Order window, except this window will not allow
you to change any of the information. See Chapter 5 for more information on the Edit
Order window.

You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next order in the list. Click the Previous
button if you want to move backward in the list.

To view an invoice or a credit note, click the Invoice tab or the Credit Note tab to
bring it to the front. Then select the invoice or credit note and click the View button.
Again, these windows will not allow you to edit the information, but they are the
same as the Edit Invoice window and the Edit Credit Note window, as described in
Chapter 5.

View Orders
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View History
Like the Order Inquiry function, the History Inquiry function allows you to view
orders, invoices and credit notes. Select Inquiries | Historical Orders/Invoices/
Credit Notes to open the Inquiry window ore click on the History button in the
toolbar.

This function has several important differences from the Order Inquiry function,
however. It lets you:

• restore posted documents;
• print posted documents;
• create credit notes from invoice documents;
• create RMAs from invoice documents (requires RMA-Add-on)
• delete posted documents out of history; and
• view documents sorted by reference information
• display historic sales information for items.

Restoring Documents
The History Inquiry function gives you the opportunity to restore processed and
posted documents.

The Restore option allows you to make a posted order, invoice, or credit note active
again, for editing. You can restore right from the document list of a tab, as above, by

View History
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selecting the document in the list and clicking Restore. Or, you can open the
document to verify that it’s the document you wish to restore, and then click Restore
from within the document window itself.

When you click the Restore button in either case, the following window appears:

The fields on this screen are described below:

Field Description

Order This field displays the document number being
restored.

Customer By default, this field displays the customer code
assigned to the original document. If you want to
restore this document because it contains a very
similar order to one a new customer just made,
you may wish to change the customer code. If you
are restoring this document because the original
customer placed an identical order, you can leave
this number as is. Use the Find Cust button to
help you seach for the custom er you want using
different criteria (see page 3-76).

NOTE: When you Restore or Copy an Order and
change the Customer code, the order Header
fields are updated as if it were a new Order (eg.
Ship via, FOB, Location) and the Detail location is
also updated.
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Field Description

Ship to When you select a customer above, you can either
leave this field blank or click the Finder button
and select the appropriate Ship To address for this
customer. If the field is left blank, the system will
either use the address in the customer file for the
ship to address, or it will use the “default” ship to
address created for this customer. The latter is
created when a ship to address with a blank ship
to code is entered for a customer.

See page for more information on ship to
addresses.

NOTE: You can change or alter this address on the
Bill To/Ship To tab of the next window.

Update item information
and pricing

Turn this checkbox on if you want to make sure
that the restored document uses the latest item
and pricing information.

If you leave this box unchecked and restore an old
document, that document will contain the original
item and pricing information; it will not reflect
any changes in that data since the original
document was posted.

Set quantity ordered to
original order

Turn this checkbox on if you wish to use the same
quantity for the restored document that the
original order used. Otherwise, leave this
checkbox on and edit the quantities after the
document is restored.

Set quantity shipped to
quantity ordered

If you intend to ship the full order right away,
turn this checkbox on. This will wipe out any
back-order data from the original document.

Use the Find Cust button to help you search for the customer you want using
different criteria (refer to page 3-76).

Once you’ve restored the document, you can edit it via the Orders function, as you
would any new document you create.
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Printing Documents
As with the Restore button, you can print documents from history, either right from
the document list or from within the document itself, by selecting the Print button.
This may be useful when the customer needs a copy of a posted invoice, for example.

Creating Credit Notes from Invoice Documents
The Credit Note option allows you to create a credit note from the highlighted
historical invoice. Or, you can open the document to confirm it is the document you
want to apply the credit to, then click the Credit Note button from within the
document window.

If the total of the credits being created exceed the total of the invoice, when you try to
post, you will receive a warning that notifies you of the amount by which the credit
note would exceed the invoiced total. You must select whether to continue issuing
the credit note as is, or to revise the credit note before posting.

Creating RMAs from Invoice Documents
The Create RMA option (seen when the RMA Add-on is also installed) allows you to
create an RMA from the highlighted historical invoice. Or, you can open the
document to confirm it is the document you want to apply the RMA to, then click the
Create RMA button from within the document window.

If you are creating an RMA for which a credit note(s) has already been posted, you
will be warned of this and may choose to revise the RMA before posting.

Deleting Documents
The Purge option allows you to remove documents from history separate from the
Day End function. You can remove historical documents by specifying an
appropriate document age (i.e. all orders that are more than 90 days old might be
deleted all at once). In the History function, you can specify single documents to be
deleted.

Documents can be deleted right from the document list, as described in the “Restoring
documents” section above. To do this, you must select the document in the list and
clicking Delete.

View History
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Using the Reference Tab
The History Inquiry function includes an additional Reference tab, which sorts
historical documents by their reference number.

This allows you to search for historical documents based on their reference
information. The Reference field is often used to store the purchase order number for
the order.

Scrolling Through the Document List
You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next order in the list. Click the Previous
button if you want to move backward in the list.

View History
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Using the Items Tab
The Items tab lets you display historic sales information for items, customers and
invoices.

Fill out the Items tab selection criteria as per the following table:

Field Description

Show Documents Check which document types you want to report
in the grid.

The RMA option only displays if the Returned
Materials Authorization (RMA) Add-on is also
installed.

Sort by Select your primary, secondary and tertiary sort
order.

As well, you may select a Starting and/or Ending
value from which results should be selected.

Period Select the fiscal period for which results should be
reported in the grid.
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After you have entered your selection criteria, click on the Load History button to
display matching results.

You may click on the Excel Direct button to print the results in the grid to an Excel
spreadsheet.

You may use the Column Editor to customize the columns displayed
in the grid. See your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information.

You may also highlight a record in the grid and click on the View button to display
the particular document details. After reviewing the document, you may wish to
restore it by clicking the Restore button.

When highlighting a document of any type, if you see a button next to the
ExcelDirect button on this window, it means that the document's associated PDF file
isists in the SOFTPDF folder. You may invoke the PDF View using this button and
display the document. Refer to the online Help documentation for more detailed
information.

View History
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Inquire on Items
The Item Inquiry feature in Adagio OrderEntry allows you to view information
about items without being able to edit the information. The Inquiry function gathers
all information about the selected items and places it in one window – on several tabs
– so that you can quickly find the information you need.

Selecting Inquiries | Items displays all information about items except the cost and
sales data. Selecting Inquiries | Items With Cost displays information that is not
available in the Edit Items function, including more tabs to allow for the cost and
sales data.

Exactly what tabs are available to you in this window depends on if you are also
using Inventory. You will see fewer tabs if you are not using Inventory with
OrderEntry.

Item Inquiry
To view items without displaying the cost and sales totals, select Items from the
Inquiries menu. The Items list opens. This window lists all items currently in your
database.
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Select the item in the list that you want to view, then click the View button. The Item
Inquiry window opens.

You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next item in the Item list. Click the Previous
button if you want to move backward in the Item list.

Remember that the fields in this window cannot be edited. The Inquiry
function is used only to view items. If you need to edit an item, use the
Edit Items feature, which is described starting on page 4-91.

Most of the information displayed in the Items Inquiry window was created when
you added the item to your inventory using the Edit Items function (see page 4-91).
The Item Inquiry window has seven tabs, which are described below.

Profile Tab
The Profile tab (see picture above) displays general information about the item,
including the item number, category code, unit weight, tax status and additional
information. This tab is used primarily for identifying the item.

Inquire on Items
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Units/Pricing Tab
The Units/Pricing tab displays information about stocking units, pricing units,
costing units and alternative units.

It also includes the pricing system for the item, with details on the item’s discount or
markup pricing system.

Sales/Shipping Tab
The Sales/Shipping tab contains sales information including pricing units, base
price, previous price and sale price.

It also includes shipping information, with last shipment date, last receipt date,
average shipping days and average units shipped.

Quantities Tab
This tab displays all locations allowed for the selected item, with quantity on hand,
picking sequences and other data, for each location. Grand totals for the item are
displayed at the bottom.

This tab will not display if IC data is not present.

Vendors Tab
The Vendors tab displays the primary and secondary vendors for the selected item.

Alt Prices Units Tab
This tab displays alternate units and alternate pricing for the selected item.

Alt Items Tab
This tab displays all alternate items, which are shipped in replace of “out of stock”
items.

Notes Tab
This tab displays all notes that have been saved for this item.
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Optional Tab
This tab displays if Optional fields have been defined in the Company Profile.
Optional

fields provide areas for you to store additional information.

Image Tab
This tab provides an area for you to display a previously created image of the item.

Inquire on Items
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Inquiry on Items with Sales and Cost
This function is similar to the Item Inquiry function, but includes four more tabs with
sales and cost totals. These extra tabs are described below.

Exactly what tabs are available to you in this window depends on if you are also
using Inventory. You will see fewer tabs if you are not using Inventory with
OrderEntry.

Sales History Tab
This tab lists the sales history for the selected item, including quantities sold, sales
amounts and actual costs for each financial period.
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Costing Tab
The Costing tab gives details on costing for the selected item, including costing unit,
standard cost, recent cost and costing method.

The Lot/Quantity and Cost grid only displays for items using FIFO or LIFO costing
methods.

Inquire on Items
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Reorder Data Tab
This tab lists all the reorder data for the selected item including minimum and
maximum levels, reorder quantities and projected sales.

This tab will not display if IC data is not present.
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Alt Prices/Cost Tab
The Alt Prices/Cost tab gives alternate price list data, including pricing and costing.

Inquire on Items
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Purchase Orders Tab
This tab only displays if Purchase Orders for Adagio data exists. The tab allows you
to view purchasing document transactions sorted by document type and code within
type. The documents must exist in either the Current or Archived (History)
document grid in PO.
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View Customers
This inquiry function is a pared down version of the Edit | Customers feature. (Refer
to your online Adagio Receivables Help documentation or manual for more
information.) In this function, you can view customer information, search for
customers, and scroll through a list of customers, without having the ability to create
or edit customers.

This allows you to use the security features to prevent some users from being able to
modify customers or add new customers, and yet still be able to view customer data
and search on customer information. (Refer to the online Help documentation for
more information.)

To use the customer inquiry function, go to the Inquiries menu and select
Customers. From the Customer List that appears, select the customer of interest, or
use the Find function to find a particular customer. You can also scroll through the
customers by opening a customer record and using the Previous and Next buttons.

Even though you are unable to edit customer information, if within
Adagio Receivables group security you have been granted access to
create and edit Customer Notes, you will still be able to do this within
the Customer Inquiry function in Adagio OrderEntry. While on the
View Customer List window, highlight the appropriate customer and
click the Edit Notes button.

View Customers
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View Special Prices
The Inquiry Special Prices function allows you to view special prices without the
ability to edit the information. To access this function, select Inquiries | Special
Prices.

Viewing a Special Price
To view a special price, select it in the list, then click the View button. The Display
Special Price window will open. This window is the same as the Edit Special Price
window, as described in the Creating New Special Prices topic.

Scrolling Through the Special Prices List
You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next special price in the list. Click the
Previous button if you want to move backward in the list.
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Adagio GridView
Users of Adagio GridView 8.0 or higher and Adagio OrderEntry 8.0 or higher can
add custom views created in Adagio GridView to the Inquiry menu in OrderEntry.

To use this feature, create a Workspace in GridView containing one or more views
and save the Workspace (.gvs file) and the Views (.gv files) it uses to
m:\Softrak\OEWIN\Views (where, in a network situation, m: would be the drive
mapped to the server where the Adagio software is installed.

Adagio GridView
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Chapter 7
Printing Reports

Adagio OrderEntry has many different reports you can print to find out information
about your inventory and order status, and to maintain information for your records.
There are 21 standard reports available, each are outlined in this Chapter.

If Adagio ePrint is installed and you see any of the EP button, EP Options button, EP
Print button, EP Email button or Report Type field, please refer to the online Help
documentation for more information on using these print options.

Without ever printing the report, you may set up the print window with your
preferences and then save the report as a Favorite to be printed at a later time or
within a Report Set. Please refer to the online Help documentation for more
information.

Reports for OrderEntry Standalone
In addition, there are several more reports available if you’re running a standalone
version of Adagio OrderEntry, in which there is no Inventory data present. These
additional reports appear under a special Price List Reports option on the Reports
menu, which only appears when no IC data is present. The reports on this menu are:

• Item List
• Alternate Items
• Locations
• Categories
• Serial Numbers
• Price List Codes
• Alternate Price Lists
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Printing Reports
When you select a report from the Reports menu, a report window will appear
giving you different options for printing the selected report. Aside from the usual
Close and Cancel buttons, each report window also has the following buttons:

Button Description

Print Click Print after you have adjusted the options for the
selected report. The document will print to the selected
destination.

Preview Click Preview to view the document on your screen
prior to printing a hard copy.

Setup The Setup button allows you to change your printer’s
setup, or select a different printer.

NOTE: The Setup feature is a function of Windows and
your Windows manual should be consulted if you want more
information about changing your printer setup.

Comment Click the Comment button if you want to add a
comment to the footer of your printed report. A dialog
will open where you can enter the comment. Click OK
on this dialog when you are done.

NOTE: You must have Show footers turned on in the
Report Options window of your User Preferences.
Otherwise, you will not see the comment on your report.

Print Destination
Each report window also contains a Destination Options section. This section allows
you to select where you want to print the document – to Screen, Printer or File.

You can select a file format for the print file in the Format field. The default file
format is set in the User Preferences - Report Options tab, but can be changed here if
desired. (Please refer to the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals
manual for more information about User Preferences.)

If you choose to print a report to file, you must enter a file name in the field that
appears below the Destination field.
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If you choose to print a specification document to file, the file name the document
will use is determined by the Export name code in the Company Profile (see page
2-39).

The name of the selected default printer is also displayed here. If you want to change
the printer, click the Setup button and select a different printer.

Printing Reports
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Report Options
Adagio OrderEntry gives you control over the format of all reports. The Report
Options within User Preferences allow you to set date and time formats, toggle
headers and footers, and add shading to your reports, control print to file defaults,
etc..

For more information about User Preferences, see the online Help documentation or
your Adagio Fundamentals manual which describes this feature in detail..

Previewing Reports
Whenever you want to print orders, invoices, credit notes or reports in Adagio
OrderEntry, you are given an opportunity to preview that document.

When you select the Preview option, the report will be printed to your screen, and
displayed for you in the Preview window.

• The arrow keys allow you to scroll through pages of the document. The
number of pages is also displayed here, such as 1 of 2, etc..

• The Page Size button allows you to change the page magnification.
• The smallest of three sizes will display the entire page in the window; the

middle size will display the entire width of the page in the window; the
largest size will display the document at full size. Click this button until
you’ve reached the desired page size.

• Click the Print button to print the document.
• You can refresh/update the data reported on the screen by clicking the

Refresh Data button in the toolbar.

• Export the report by clicking the Export button and selecting your desired file
format to export the report to.

• The Search box in the toolbar can be very useful to help search the report for
specific text. To be effective, you must type the text exactly as it appears on the
report. To locate any and all instances of amount, type all of the characters
printed in the report, eg. 1,025.34. As this is a text field, it is necessary that you
type both the comma and decimal place; they are not assumed.

Report Preview defaults are set in the Workstation Options from the
File menu. See page 2-8 for more information.
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Order Reports
This group of reports will print orders, order action, order logs and aged orders. All
of these reports are available from the Reports | Order Reports menu.

Order/Invoice/Credit Note List
This report will print selected orders, invoices, credit notes or RMAs (if the RMA
Add-on has also been installed, otherwise option is unseen). It allows you to print
active, future or standing orders and additional information such as customer
addresses and detail lines.

To print this report, select Order Reports | Order/Invoice/Credit Note List from the
Reports menu. The following report dialog will appear:

Order Reports
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The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Transaction type Select the transaction type that you want to print,
first based on document type (Orders, Invoices,
Credit Notes or RMAs, if the RMA Add-on is also
installed) and also based on whether the
documents are in the Current documents window
or Historical. You also have the option to print
Both active and historical documents.

Sort by Select a sorting sequence for your report. You can
also narrow your report by selecting a range of
transactions using the Starting and Ending fields.

Current order type If you have selected to print Orders, select the
type of order you want to print: Active orders,
Future orders or Standing orders.

NOTE: This field will only appear if you have selected
Orders in the Transaction type field above.

Current order status If you have selected to print Current Orders or
RMAs (requires the RMA Add-on be installed),
this window allows you to select documents with
a particular status. The statuses shown will vary
depending if the Transaction type is Order or
RMA. For example, if you wanted to print only
Orders that have never been invoiced or only
partially invoiced, select only Never invoiced and
Partially invoiced.

NOTE: This field will only appear if you have selected
Orders or RMAs in the Transaction type field above,
and the Orders or RMAs type is set to Current or
Both.

Additional information Select any additional information you want
included in the report: Customer information,
Addresses, or Details.
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Order Action Report
This report will print information about the action that has been taken on orders. The
report includes numerous options which allow you to be very specific about what
information you want included.

Templates
Across the top of this window, you are given the opportunity to use existing
templates for this report, save new or revised templates, delete existing templates, or
create new templates. The templates feature is valuable in a report of this complexity,
as it allows you to create multiple templates for the different ways in which you can
use this report. Once a template is created, you can call it up any time and use the
same parameters to print the Order Action report on a daily, weekly, or monthly
basis, as needed.

• If you have existing templates on file, use the Finder button to the left of the
Template field to view your list of templates and call up the one you wish to
use.

• To save a new template, click the Save button and assign a name to the
template.

• To save an existing template, make sure that the template name is in the
Template field, make your changes, and then click the Save button.

• To delete an existing template, select that template name in the Template field
and then click the Delete button.

• To save a template under a new name, click the Save as button.
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• To create a new template, click the New button, assign the template a name,
and then use the two tabs below the template fields to modify the template to
fit your needs.

Sort By / Ranges Tab
This is one of the two tabs you will use to create or modify templates. It allows you to
specify the fields you want included on the report.

At the top of this tab, you will see two grids: one entitled Selected Fields and one
entitled Available Fields. The Selected Fields are those fields that will be included
on the Order Action report, while the Available Fields are all of the fields that can be
included on the report.

The Available Fields are all order data fields, with the exception of the
final field on the list, “Underline column”. Use this field to place an
underline beneath the column headings of the report. Note that when
you edit this field’s properties (see the table below for details), you
can edit its width to match the report width displayed to the left of the
Selected Fields heading.

For new templates, you must first decide which fields you want to include on the
report. Then, highlight each field you want to include in the Available Fields list and
click the right arrow button to move them to the Selected Fields grid.

Fields can be moved back and forth between the two lists by using the left and right
arrow buttons. The left button takes a highlighted field in the Selected Fields list and
moves it to the Available Fields list. The right button does the reverse. You can also
drag and drop fields from one list to the other.
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The order of the fields on your report can also be modified in the Selected Fields list.
To move a field to a different position on the report, highlight it in the list and then
click the up or down arrow buttons as necessary.

Finally, the properties of the fields can be edited for the report. Once you’ve included
a field on the Selected Fields list, you can double-click that field and then use the
options in the Field Properties section of this window to modify the field’s
properties for the purposes of this report.

The Field Properties options are discussed in the following table. Changes to these
fields will affect the currently highlighted field in the Selected Fields list.

Field Description

Starting range /
Ending range

Use these fields to specify the range of data you
wish to include on the report for the selected field.

For example, if you’re creating an Order Action
report for a particular salesperson, you might
select that salesperson’s code in both the starting
and ending range fields, to include only his/her
orders on the report.

Width In some cases, the width of a field cannot be
edited. However, if this field is not grayed out,
you can modify the width of the displayed field.

For example, if you are including a comment field
on the report, but only want to see the beginning
of each comment, you might set that field to a
width of 20.

Position This is an offset field, which allows you to print
only a portion of the characters of a field. For
example, if you entered a value of 10 here for a
field which is 30 characters in width, only the last
20 characters would be printed on the report.

Offsets can only be done on text fields; for all
other field types, Position is grayed out and
cannot be edited.
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Field Description

Space to next This field allows you to specify how much space
will be left between this field and the next field on
the report. If your report is quite wide and you’re
tight on space, you could select a small number,
such as the default of 2; however, if you want to
space the report data out a little more, you can
increase this number.

Adding additional space between columns allows
you to spell out a heading that might otherwise
have to be abbreviated due to lack of space.

Ascending direction Turn this checkbox on if you want the data to be
sorted in an ascending direction.

Heading This field can be edited if you wish to change the
field’s default heading to something else for the
report.

Select Criteria Tab
This is the second of the two tabs you will use to create or modify templates. This tab
allows you to indicate how the data you selected for inclusion on the report in the
Sort By / Ranges tab will be formatted, and which criteria will be used in selecting
that data.
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The following table describes the options presented to you on this tab:

Field Description

Report format Select Detail for a more comprehensive report, or
Summary for a shorter report with less detail.

Select orders with status Use this section of the window to indicate the
kinds of orders you want included on the report.
You can include All orders, or you can choose
Never invoiced orders, orders that have only
been Partially invoiced (for example, orders
where a backorder situation has occurred), or
orders that are On hold.

Print Status This section allows you to select orders that have
been Entered but not printed, orders that have
had a Confirmation printed, or orders that have
had a Picking slip printed. If an order meets any
one of the criteria you check, it will be included
on the report.

You can also select All to include all orders on the
report, regardless of print status.

Item selection Use the checkboxes in this section to include the
types of items that should be included on the
report. You can click All to select all types of
items, or you can select only particular items.

Your options are:

� To be shipped: includes all orders in which
nothing on the order has yet been shipped;

� Unshipped: includes orders in which some or
all items have not yet been shipped;

� Partially shippable: includes orders
containing items for which you have some
stock to fill part of an item’s quantity ordered;

� Totally shippable: includes orders for which
you have the necessary stock to fill the entire
amount ordered for a particular item; or

� Out of stock: includes orders that contain
items that are completely out of stock and
cannot be partially or wholly filled.
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Field Description

Include all locations The Order Action report determines whether
active orders with unshipped quantities can be
completed by looking at the location set for each
line item and determining whether the quantity
ordered is available at that location, or at any of
the locations.

If you turn the Include all locations checkbox on,
the report will look at all locations to determine if
unshipped quantities on an order can be filled
from any location, whether it’s the one you set for
the line item or not.

If you turn the Include all locations checkbox off,
the report will only look at the location set for the
line item itself, and determine whether the
unshipped quantities can be filled from that
location only.

Once you’ve indicated whether the report should
look at only the specified location or all locations,
you can indicate what other information you want
the report to include, such as whether a line item
is Partially shippable because some of the
back-ordered quantity is available. If you only
wanted to list Totally shippable items, for
example, you would select that option. If you
wanted to specify all possibilities, you would turn
the All checkbox on.

When you’ve finished editing the fields and options on both tabs, you can save them
options and print the report.
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Order Log
This report will print the Order Log. Select Order Reports | Order Log from the
Reports menu to open this report dialog.

Select a sorting sequence using the Sort by fields. You can narrow the scope of your
report by using the Starting and Ending fields.

If you've used the Print button, when the report is finished printing, you will be
asked if you want to purge completed transactions from the Order Log. Click Yes to
do no or No to leave the report as is.

Before you can purge transactions from the Order Log report, they
must be complete. Completed transactions are those that have been
invoiced, Day Ended and purged from current.
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Aged Order Report
This report will print a list of all outstanding orders by their aged status. The report
will include current orders, and reports in the three aging categories.

The following table describes your options for this report.

Field Description

Age as of Indicate the date you want to use for calculating
the aging periods.

Sort by Select your sort preferences in these fields. You
can use Order number as the primary sort field,
or Customer number, depending on your
preferences.

Starting / Ending Use these fields to narrow the range of the report.

Print subtotals for If you are sorting the report by customer, this
field will display a checkbox giving you the
option to print the subtotals for each customer on
the report.
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Field Description

Insert page breaks after If you are sorting the report by customer and have
also chosen to print subtotals for each customer,
this field will display a checkbox allowing you to
start each customer’s data on a new page of the
report. It will insert a page break after each
customer / subtotal.

Select aging periods By default, the values here will be the same as the
aging values set in the Company Profile, on the
System Options tab settings. (See page 2-15 for
more information on setting the aging periods.)

You can override the defaults for the purposes of
this report by typing different aging periods in
these fields.
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Transaction Reports
This group of reports will print information about the invoices and credit notes that
have been generated from the orders. All of these reports are available from the
Reports | Transaction Reports menu.

Sales Report
This report prints the sales information that was collected during Day End
Processing. It includes all sales information for the current period, dating back to the
last time the report was printed and cleared.

The report cannot be cleared unless it was printed to the printer or to a
file.

The options for this report are discussed in the following table.

Field Description

Report format You can either print the report in a more
comprehensive Detail format, or in a more terse
Summary format.
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Field Description

Sort by Select your sort preferences in these fields. The
first of the four Sort by fields will be your
primary sorting field.

Starting / Ending Use these fields to narrow the range of the report.

Print subtotals for These fields allow you to specify the subtotals you
want included on the report. If you don’t want
subtotals at all, turn all of these checkboxes off; if
you want subtotals on your primary sort field
only, select it and leave the other checkboxes
empty. Or, add additional subtotals as desired.

NOTE: The checkbox order will change depending on
your Sort by selections, and by default the primary
sort field will always be selected for subtotals.

Insert page breaks after If you want to have the report insert page breaks
after all sales for a particular salesperson,
territory, location, or customer, turn the checkbox
on.

The checkbox presented here will always be the
name of your primary sort field.

NOTE: This field is only available if you have chosen
to print subtotals.

Salesperson Commission Report
This report prints the commission data that was collected during Day End
Processing. It includes all sales commissions for the current period, dating back to the
last time the report was printed and cleared.

Category Sales are those paid to a salesperson for items belonging to Inventory
categories that have the Commission Paid? option turned on as well as a
Commission rate specified that is greater than 0.00.

General Sales are those paid to a salesperson for items belonging to Inventory
categories that have the Commission Paid? option turned on and a Commission rate
entered equal to 0.00. Additionally, the Salesperson record must have a
Commission rate(s) set to greater than 0.00 and sales must meet the Minimum sales
criteria.
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The Salesperson Commission report can be printed in a comprehensive Detail or in a
Summary format.

Summary Statistics Report
This report prints statistical order data for the current period, dating back to the last
time the report was printed and cleared.

Tax Summary Report
This report prints tax information on invoices and credit notes in the current period,
dating back to the last time the report was printed and cleared. The tax data is sorted
by tax group.

You can narrow the scope of the report by selecting only specific tax groups for
inclusion on the report.

Also, you are given the option to Print jurisdiction totals over all groups, which
adds an additional one-page report on the jurisdiction totals to the end of the main
report. This report provides totals by jurisdiction, which is different from the
standard summary, which provides totals only by tax group.

Tax Tracking Report
This report prints tax information on invoices and credit notes. This report’s focus is
on tax data that would be used for tax reporting purposes.
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The options for this report are discussed in the following table.

Field Description

Report as of Select a date for the report. Tax tracking data
included on the report will be based on invoices
and credit notes on file working backwards from
the date selected.

Report format You can either print the report in a more
comprehensive Detail format, or in a more terse
Summary format.

Sort by Select your sort preference in this fields. You can
either sort the report by Tax group or
Jurisdiction, whichever makes the most sense for
your tax reporting needs.

Starting / Ending Use these fields to narrow the range of the report.

Include tax status summary Turn this checkbox on if you want a summary of
the tax amounts for each tax status printed at the
end of the report.

Print/Consolidate G/L Transactions Report
This report prints details of the General Ledger transactions that were created from
the invoices and credit notes posted in Adagio OrderEntry.

The report can be printed either in a Detail format, which provides a more
comprehensive report; or in a Summary format. You can also indicate how you want
the report to be sorted: by Account, Journal entry, or Transaction date.

Once you have printed this report, you can choose to consolidate the G/L
transactions. For example, you may wish to consolidate all entries for a particular
G/L account into one G/L entry. If you do this, when you retrieve the data into G/L
you will have one entry instead of multiple entries for each account.

There are several different consolidate options, allowing for consolidation based on
date, fiscal period, and so forth. Select your preferred consolidation method, and,
where applicable, the date as well.

Alternatively, you can bypass the consolidate option and instead simply clear the
G/L transaction data so that it’s not included on subsequent G/L Transactions
reports.
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If your organization prefers to never consolidate transactions, in your
Company Profile, System Options (see page 2-15), turn off the Prompt
to consolidate? option. You will never be prompted to consolidate.

RMA Listing Report
This report is only seen if the Returned Materials Authorization (RMA) Add-on is
also installed.

The report prints a range of items on a range of RMA documents. It prints the
Expected Return Date and custom making the reutrn for each of the items reported.

Select Transaction Reports | RMA Listing from the Reportsmenu to open this
report dialog.

The options for this report are discussed in the following table.

Field Description

Current / History / Both You have the option to print RMA documents
found only in the Current Orders/Invoices/
RMAs/CreditNotes window, RMAs found in the
History inquiry, or Both current and historical
documents.
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Field Description

Sort by Select up to three fields that you wish to have the
report sorted by, in order of priority. Leaving the
Starting field 'blank' and the Ending field filled
with as many z's as possible or a date of
12/31/2025 will print all documents meeting that
criteria for that field. Or, you can choose to enter
a value or select it from the Finder or Date button
if you wish to restrict the results on the report.
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Order Entry File Reports
This group of reports will print information that doesn’t specifically pertain to orders
and transactions. All of these reports are available from the Reports | OrderEntry
File Reports menu.

Special Prices Report
Use this report to print any special prices that have been created for your customers.
You can narrow the report to include only the special prices created for a range of
customers or for a particular customer, by using the range fields provided.

Tax Groups Report
This report will print information about the tax groups you’ve defined for this
database. Print all tax groups on the report, or use the Starting and Ending range
fields to narrow the report’s scope to include only selected tax groups.

Miscellaneous Charges Report
This report will print the miscellaneous charges you’ve set up. You can print all of
the miscellaneous charges on file, or you can limit the report to only a range of
charges using the Starting and Ending range fields provided.

Company Profile Report
This report will print all of your Company Profile settings. It may be useful to print
and file this report for reference purposes.

Text Blocks Report
This report will print each of the text blocks you've set up for use within documents.
You can print one, all or a range of text blocks.

Reason Codes Report
This report is only present if the Returned Materials Authorization (RMA) Add-on is
also installed. It prints the codes you've set up to be used within RMA documents.
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Other Common Reports
This group of reports appears on the Order Entry menu. These are reports used to fill
orders and create customer documents, such as invoices and credit notes.

Order Confirmations
Information on printing Order Confirmations is available starting on page 5-153.

Picking Slips
Information on printing Picking Slips is available starting on page 5-158.

Invoices
This function allows you to print customer invoices based on your specifications.
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Your printing options are described in the following table.

Field Description

Starting invoice number /
Ending invoice number

Use these fields to specify which invoices you
want to print. If you want to print all invoices,
leave the Starting field blank and enter zzzzzzzz
in the Ending field. Or, use the Finder buttons to
select a range of invoices.

You can print a single invoice by selecting the
same invoice number in both fields.

Reprint invoices already
printed

Turn this checkbox on if you want to reprint
invoices that you’ve previously printed. If you
want to skip those invoices, leave this checkbox
off.

Are shipping labels
required

Turn this option on if shipping labels are required
for later printing.

Customer preference This field will only display if you are printing
from within the Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit
Notes window. The information displayed is
read from within the Customer record.

Sort lines by You can sort the lines on the invoice by
location/picking sequence, location/item number
or line number.

NOTE: Misc Charges printed as line items will not
have a location so unless sorted by Line number, they
will print at the top or bottom depending on the
Company Profile option for ‘Miscellaneous charges
last’. Comments entered after Miscellaneous charges
will stay with the misc charges.
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Field Description

Specification option Indicate whether you wish to specify a particular
specification for this document, or use the
document specification defined in the Company
Profile for this document type, or whether you
want to use the customer-defined specification for
this document type.

If you select a customer-defined specification,
OrderEntry will look at the Customer file and
choose the specification listed in the Invoicing tab
for this document type. If the customer has no
specifications on file, then OrderEntry will use the
specification selected. If it is blank, Order Entry
will use the default specifications listed in the
Program Options. If nothing has been defined in
the General Options within the File menu,
OrderEntry will use the default specifications in
the Company Profile.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer.
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Field Description

Specification What prefills, if anything, in this field is
dependant on the Specification option selected in
the previous field.

If you selected to Use selected specification and
have previously defined a default in the
Workstation Options within the File menu, this
default will be used unless you select another
specification from the dropdown in the print
window.

If you selected to Use document specification
and nothing has been defined as a default in
either the Workstation Options within the File
menu or the Company Profile, you can still select
an appropriate specification from the dropdown
to use. Otherwise, if you leave the Specification
field blank, you will receive a message indicating
OrderEntry is ‘Unable to load the selected
specification’.

If you selected to Use current customer
specification, OrderEntry will look at the
Customer file and choose the specification listed
in the Invoicing tab for this document type. If the
customer has no specifications on file, then
OrderEntry will use the specification selected. If
it is blank, Order Entry will use the default
specifications listed in the Workstation Options
within the File menu or alternatively in the
Company Profile. If a specification has not been
specified in any of the three locations and the
Specification field is left blank, you will receive a
message indicating there is ‘Nothing in range to
print’. You are still able to select an appropriate
specification file from the dropdown field.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer. The Adagio
Fundamentals manual has more information on using
Adagio Specifications Designer.
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Field Description

Email cover If you are emailing documents via the Email
button, choose a cover letter for your emails here.

You can also print invoices directly from the Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes
window, by selecting an invoice from the list and clicking Print.

RMAs (if present)
This function allows you to print a range of one or more RMA documents to a
particular specification.
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Your printing options are described in the following table:

Field Description

Starting RMA number /
Ending RMA number

Use these fields to specify which RMAs you want
to print. If you want to print all RMAs, leave the
Starting field blank and enter zzzzzzzz in the
Ending field. Or, use the Finder buttons to select a
range of credit notes.

You can print a single RMA document by
selecting the same credit note number in both
fields.

Reprint RMAs already
printed

Enable this option if you want to reprint RMAs
that you’ve previously printed. If you want to
skip those RMAs, leave this disabled.

Customer preference This field will only display if you are printing
from within the Enter Orders/Invoices/RMAs
/Credit Notes window. The information
displayed is read from within the Customer
record.

Sort lines by You can sort the lines on the RMAs by
Location/Picking sequence, Location/Item
number, or Line number.

NOTE: Misc Charges printed as line items will not
have a location so unless sorted by Line number, they
will print at the top or bottom depending on the
Company Profile option for ‘Miscellaneous charges
last’. Comments entered after Miscellaneous charges
will stay with the misc charges.
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Field Description

Specification option Indicate whether you wish to specify a particular
specification for this document, or use the
document specification defined in the Company
Profile for this document type, or whether you
want to use the customer-defined specification for
this document type.

If you select a customer-defined specification,
OrderEntry will look at the Customer file and
choose the specification listed in the Invoicing tab
for this document type. If the customer has no
specifications on file, then OrderEntry will use the
specification selected. If it is blank, Order Entry
will use the default specifications listed in the
Workstation Options. If nothing has been defined
in the Workstation Options within the File menu,
OrderEntry will use the default specifications in
the Company Profile.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer.
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Field Description

Specification What prefills, if anything, in this field is
dependant on the Specification option selected in
the previous field.

If you selected to Use selected specification and
have previously defined a default in the
Workstation Options within the File menu, this
default will be used unless you select another
specification from the dropdown in the print
window.

If you selected to Use document specification
and nothing has been defined as a default in
either the Workstation Options within the File
menu or the Company Profile, you can still select
an appropriate specification from the dropdown
to use. Otherwise, if you leave the Specification
field blank, you will receive a message indicating
OrderEntry is ‘Unable to load the selected
specification’.

If you selected to Use current customer
specification, OrderEntry will look at the
Customer file and choose the specification listed
in the Invoicing tab for this document type. If the
customer has no specifications on file, then
OrderEntry will use the specification selected. If
it is blank, Order Entry will use the default
specifications listed in the Workstation Options
within the File menu or alternatively in the
Company Profile. If a specification has not been
specified in any of the three locations and the
Specification field is left blank, you will receive a
message indicating there is ‘Nothing in range to
print’. You are still able to select an appropriate
specification file from the dropdown field.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer. See your
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.

Email cover If you are emailing documents via the Email
button, choose a cover letter for your emails here.
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Credit Notes
This function allows you to print credit notes.

Field Description

Starting credit note number
/ Ending credit note
number

Use these fields to specify which credit notes you
want to print. If you want to print all credit notes,
leave the Starting field blank and enter zzzzzzzz
in the Ending field. Or, use the Finder buttons to
select a range of credit notes.

You can print a single credit note by selecting the
same credit note number in both fields.

Reprint credit notes already
printed

Turn this checkbox on if you want to reprint
credit notes that you’ve previously printed. If you
want to skip those credit notes, leave this
checkbox off.

Customer preference This field will only display if you are printing
from within the Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit
Notes window. The information displayed is
read from within the Customer record.
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Field Description

Sort lines by You can sort the lines on the Credit Notes by
Location/Picking sequence, Location/Item
number, or Line number.

NOTE: Misc Charges printed as line items will not
have a location so unless sorted by Line number, they
will print at the top or bottom depending on the
Company Profile option for ‘Miscellaneous charges
last’. Comments entered after Miscellaneous charges
will stay with the misc charges.

Specification option Indicate whether you wish to specify a particular
specification for this document, or use the
document specification defined in the Company
Profile for this document type, or whether you
want to use the customer-defined specification for
this document type.

If you select a customer-defined specification,
OrderEntry will look at the Customer file and
choose the specification listed in the Invoicing tab
for this document type. If the customer has no
specifications on file, then OrderEntry will use the
specification selected. If it is blank, Order Entry
will use the default specifications listed in the
Workstation Options. If nothing has been defined
in the Workstation Options within the File menu,
OrderEntry will use the default specifications in
the Company Profile.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer.
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Field Description

Specification What prefills, if anything, in this field is
dependant on the Specification option selected in
the previous field.

If you selected to Use selected specification and
have previously defined a default in the
Workstation Options within the File menu, this
default will be used unless you select another
specification from the dropdown in the print
window.

If you selected to Use document specification
and nothing has been defined as a default in
either the Workstation Options within the File
menu or the Company Profile, you can still select
an appropriate specification from the dropdown
to use. Otherwise, if you leave the Specification
field blank, you will receive a message indicating
OrderEntry is ‘Unable to load the selected
specification’.

If you selected to Use current customer
specification, OrderEntry will look at the
Customer file and choose the specification listed
in the Invoicing tab for this document type. If the
customer has no specifications on file, then
OrderEntry will use the specification selected. If
it is blank, Order Entry will use the default
specifications listed in the Workstation Options
within the File menu or alternatively in the
Company Profile. If a specification has not been
specified in any of the three locations and the
Specification field is left blank, you will receive a
message indicating there is ‘Nothing in range to
print’. You are still able to select an appropriate
specification file from the dropdown field.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited using
the OrderEntry Specification designer. See your
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.

Email cover If you are emailing documents via the Email
button, choose a cover letter for your emails here.
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You can also print credit notes directly from the Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes
window, by selecting a credit note from the list and clicking Print.

Shipping Labels
There are three ways to print shipping labels:

• Print them by selecting the Print Shipping Labels function from the Order
Entry menu.

• Print them directly from the Orders or Invoice tab of the Edit Orders, Invoices
and Credit Notes window. In this case, you must first select the document
you want to print shipping labels for, then either click the Print Labels button
or right click and select Print Labels.

• Print them when you print an individual or range of order confirmations,
picking slips or invoices by checking the Are shipping labels required box.

The Printing Shipping Labels window will open.
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Field Description

Document range Use these three fields to specify which invoices or
orders you want to print shipping labels for. If
you want to print labels for all invoices or orders,
select the appropriate document type from the
dropdown, leave the Starting field blank and
enter zzzzzzzz in the Ending field. Or, use the
Finder buttons to select a range of documents to
print labels for.

You can print labels for a single order or invoice
by selecting the document type and the same
document number in both fields.

NOTE: If you have accessed this screen from the
Orders or Invoices grid, these three fields will be
inactive as you have already select to print labels
for the highlighted order or invoice only.

Reprint labels already
printed

Turn this checkbox on if you want to reprint
labels that have been previously printed. If you
want to skip those labels, leave this option off.

Number of labels This field is only active if a single order or invoice
is specified in the range fields. When active, use
this field to override the number of labels
specified.

Print only labels marked as
required

Turn this checkbox on if you only want to print
labels that you've specified as being required (i.e.
this can be indicated when printing
confirmations, picking slips or invoices). If you
don't want to skip printing unnecessary labels,
leave this checkbox off.

Specification Select the specification you use to print shipping
labels. The default specification is set up in the
File | Options function.

NOTE: Specifications can be created and edited
using the OrderEntry Specification designer
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Invoice / Credit Note Audit List
This audit report prints details about the invoices and credit notes processed by the
Day End Processing function. If payments have been applied to invoices, these will
be summarized by payment type at the end of this report.

If you want to include a summary of the totals applied to G/L accounts affected by
the invoices and credit notes, turn the Print G/L distribution summary option on.
This summary will print at the end of the report.

This report can be cleared after printing, to prevent the same data from appearing on
multiple audit lists. However, you must print the report to a printer or a file using
the Print button before you can clear it; printing to a screen (Preview) will not suffice.
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Price List Reports
These reports apply only to databases in which no Inventory data is present. These
reports deal with pricing information set up for an Adagio OrderEntry standalone
system. All of these reports are available from the Reports | Price List Reports
menu.

Item List Report
This report prints a list of the items in this database.

The following table provides an explanation of this report’s options.

Field Description

Sort by Indicate how you want this item data to be sorted.
Your options are to sort by Item number, Item
segment, Report group, or Category code.

Starting / Ending Use these fields to narrow the range of the report,
if desired.
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Field Description

Print these items This section allows you to specify which data you
want included on the report. You can select All, to
print all of the data listed in this box, or you can
select:

� Profile: prints the basic item information, such
as the Item number, Description, Category
code, and Stocking unit.

� Pricing policy: prints the pricing information
found on the Item tab of the item file.

� Costs: prints the costing information found on
the Item tab of the item file.

� Units of measure: prints the information on
the units of measure used for this item, as
found on the Units tab of the item file.

� Additional information: includes the
information included on the Info tab of the
item.

For more information on the above-mentioned
tabs in the item file, see page 4-91.

Alternate Items Report
This report prints a list of the alternate items on file. You can sort the report by Item
number, Item segment, Report group, or Category code, and can specify the scope
of the report by modifying the Starting and Ending range fields.

Locations Report
This report prints a list of all locations in your database, with contact information and
general ledger codes. You can narrow your report criteria by entering a range of
locations using the Starting location and Ending location fields.

Categories Report
This report will print a list of all categories in your database, with discounts,
markups, quantities, and general ledger accounts. The scope of the report can be
narrowed by entering a range of categories using the Starting category and Ending
category fields.
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Serial Numbers Report
This report prints a list of the serial numbers of items you’ve entered on orders, for
items that require serial numbers.

This report allows you to select the sort order for the data on the report, using several
sort fields. The first of these fields will be the primary sort field.

You are also given the option to narrow the scope of the report by using the Starting
and Ending range fields for each Sort by field selected.

When this report is done printing, you are asked if you want to purge the printed
serial numbers. This deletes the serial number data collected for the items printed on
the report.

Price List Codes Report
This report will print a list of price list codes. If you have many price list codes and
only want to print a specific selection of them, you can select a range to include on
the report using the Starting price list code and Ending price list code fields.
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Alternate Price Lists Report
This report prints a list of the alternate price lists you’ve created. It includes base
prices, sales dates, and discount and markup types.

The following table describes the fields on this report window:

Field Description

Sort by Select a sorting sequence for this report. The first
of the two Sort by fields will be the primary sort
order.

Starting / Ending Use these fields to narrow the range of the report,
if desired.
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Field Description

Select for printing If you want to print a summary of each item on
the list, select Pricing summary only. If you
prefer to specify the information to be included
for each item, select User specified sections and
select the sections you want to include using the
checkboxes that appear below.

Section checklist This section allows you to specify which data you
want included on the report. You can select All, to
print all of the data listed in this box, or you can
select:

� Profile: prints the basic item information, such
as the Item number, Description, Category
code, and Stocking unit.

� Pricing policy: prints the pricing information
found on the Item tab of the item file.

� Costs: prints the costing information found on
the Item tab of the item file.

� Units of measure: prints the information on
the units of measure used for this item, as
found on the Units tab of the item file.

� Additional information: includes the
information included on the Info tab of the
item.

For more information on the above-mentioned
tabs in the item file, see page 4-91.
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Custom Reports
Users of SAP's Crystal Reports 2011 or higher can create custom reports and have
them appear on the Reports menu in Adagio OrderEntry. This allows users to print,
preview and export custom reports without needing to run Crystal Reports. This
saves you from having to start Crystal Reports, find the desired report, and use the
Set Location or Verify database functions if the report is printed for multiple
companies.

This feature requires that the site have a copy of SAP's Crystal Reports 2011 or higher
installed in order to access the designer and write the custom report.

Run-time parameters can be used for ranges and dates. They are usually required
because in most cases you want to select data rather than print all information in the
file. You will be prompted for the parameters when you print a custom report that
uses Run-time parameters.

Custom reports do not have to be limited to reports for Adagio OrderEntry. They can
be for any Adagio application, although you may want to separate your custom
reports by application.

Security Groups in Adagio are supported, allowing you to restrict certain users from
printing custom reports. Refer to the online Help documentation for more detailed
information.

Custom Reports
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Chapter 8
Tutorial

The Lessons in this tutorial will teach you how to do some of the most common tasks
in Adagio OrderEntry. We will use the sample data set that is included with the
program. Lesson 1 shows you how to open this sample data set.

Lesson 1: Opening the Sample Data Set

Lesson 2: Entering an Order

Lesson 3: Restoring an Order

Lesson 4: Running Day End

Lesson 5: Issuing a Credit Note for an Invoice
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Lesson 1: Data Sets

Opening the Sample Data Set
1) Run Adagio OrderEntry from the icon in the Windows Start menu.

The Open Adagio OrderEntry Data dialog automatically opens.

Enter your user ID and password. The default user ID is “SYS” and the default
password is “SYS.” If these do not work, ask your system administrator if a
different user ID and password are required.

2) For this tutorial, you will use a sample data set that is included with all Adagio
products. To open this data, click the Folder button. The Data Selection dialog
will open.
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In the window labeled “Folders,” select the Adagio OrderEntry sample data
folder, which is SOFTRAK\OEWIN\SAMDATA by default.

In the window labeled “Files,” select the file OEGLOB.SAM.

3) Click OK. The following prompt appears:

This window appears whenever you open or create a new database, asking you
to specify where your currency and tasks files are. Use the Folder button to the
right of both fields here to select C:\SOFTRAK\SYSTEM, where C:\ is the
directory to which you installed Adagio OrderEntry.

4) Click OK. The sample data set will open.

This sample data set includes a company profile and inventory already set up for
you. In Lesson two, you will learn how to enter an order.
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Lesson 2: Entering Orders
In this lesson, we will be entering an order for Greenleaf Park Services. They have
placed an order for several thousand dollars worth of Montega and Peugeot bikes
through salesperson Rachel Doyle.

1) Click on the Orders button in the main window of Adagio OrderEntry, to call up
the Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window. The Orders tab is selected.

2) To create our new order, click the New button. A prompt appears for some basic
information about the order:

We are creating an order, so you can bypass the Document type field, as Order
will already be selected.
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The order number will be assigned later, as per your settings in the Company
Profile Numbering/Tax tab (page 2-43), so the Order field is grayed out and
cannot be edited.

In the Customer field, click the Finder button and locate Greenleaf Park
Services, with customer number GRE01. Select them by double-clicking on their
line in the Finder window.

If Greenleaf Park Services required shipping to an address other than their
billing address, they may have a Ship To address on file. In this case, they don’t,
so you can leave this field blank. Otherwise, you could select the desired
shipping address from the Ship To field.

Click OK to create the order.

3) When the new order is created, the following window appears, with the Header
tab selected:

You will notice that some fields are grayed out on this screen, such as the Order
type field. This will usually be due to your selections in the Maintenance |
Define Order/Invoice Entry function, where you can specify which fields to visit
or skip, and where you can indicate defaults for most fields. See the section on
Default Templates for more information, starting on page 2-50.
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4) In this window, there are several fields to edit.

• Since this is an active order, we will leave the Order date field as the default
system date.

• In the Expected ship field, enter a date one week in the future.
• In the Ship via field, select Federal Deliveries as the shipping method.
• The Location field indicates where we expect to get the ordered items from.

The options are the retail store or the warehouse. Select WHS to indicate that
the ordered bikes will be taken from the warehouse to fulfill the order.

• The basic customer information (customer code and name) is already entered,
based on what we chose in the New Order window earlier, so these fields can
be skipped.

• In the Price list field, select RETAIL to indicate that the standard retail price
list should be used for this order.

• Greenleaf Park Services has been granted terms of a two percent discount if
the invoice is paid within 10 days. This default terms information is entered in
their customer file. Leave this field as is, to grant them their default terms. (See
page 3-75 for more information on setting such defaults in the customer file.)

• In the Salesperson field, use the Finder button to select Rachel Doyle as their
salesperson.

• Greenleaf has a default Tax status of Non-Taxable. In this case, we will
override that default and enter Taxable instead.

• Leave the Tax group field as is, to have state taxes applied to Greenleaf’s
order.
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When you’re finished working with the Header tab, your screen should look like
this:
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5) Next, the detail lines of the order need to be added. To do this, click the Details
tab. The following window appears:
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6) Double-click on the blank line in the main part of the window to add a new
detail line, or click the New button. An Edit Detail window appears:

As with the Header tab, you will notice that some fields are grayed out on this
screen. This will usually be due to your selections in the Maintenance | Define
Order/Invoice Entry function, where you can specify which fields to visit or
skip, and where you can indicate defaults for most fields. See the section on
Default Templates for more information, starting on page 2-50.

7) In this window, we will need to modify most of the fields. Use the table below as
a guide for this process.

Field Description

Detail type We’ll begin by entering items, so select Item here.

Item number The first item Greenleaf ordered was 10 Women’s
Via Montega hybrid bikes, item number
BKH.UNI-001. Use the Finder to select this item.

Ordered Greenleaf ordered ten of these bikes. Enter 10
here.
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Field Description

Unit price The unit price for these bikes, $404.46, is
automatically entered here, based on the retail
price list we selected for Greenleaf in the Header
tab. Leave this price as is.

Shipped If you look down to the Qty on hand portion of
this window, you will see that the WHS
(warehouse) location has 2 bikes backordered.

Change the Location field to RET. This location
has six of these bikes available. Enter 6 as the
Shipped value.

NOTE: This assumes that you are using fresh sample
data. If not, the quantity on hand values may be
different.

Backordered When the Shipped field is set to 6, this field will
automatically display 4, to indicate that the
remaining units (10 - 6) are on back-order.

Description Leave the item description as it is displayed here.

Tax status Enter Taxable as the tax status for this item.

The remaining fields on this screen do not need to be modified.

8) When you click OK to save that detail line, another Edit Detail window will
automatically appear, if you have the Auto add items on documents option
turned on in the File | Options function. (See page 2-8 for more information.)

In this new window, enter the second item ordered. Specifically, the order was
for:

• Item: PEUGEOT Biarritz AL, road bikes, item number BKR.PEU-001
• Ordered: 1
• Shipped: 1.
• Location: Since we’re shipping other merchandise from the RET location now,

change this location to RET also. The retail location has enough bikes on hand
to cover this order.

• Tax status: Taxable
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The detail window should look like this when you’re done:

Click OK to save this detail line.

9) If another Edit Detail window pops up automatically, click Cancel to exit that
window and return to the detail list.
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10) Your detail list should look like this:

11) Next, move to the BillTo / ShipTo tab. This is where you would make any
order-specific modifications to the bill-to information, and either select a
shipping address on file from the Ship To finder field or enter an order-specific
shipping address.

Changing the billing information here will not affect the information
in the customer file. If you want to permanently change the billing
address and contact information, you must enter the customer file by
clicking the Customer button and then clicking the Edit button when
the customer file appears.

Similarly, you can enter a one-time shipping address here, but it will
not be added to the Ship To Addresses available for that customer for
future orders.

We do not need to change any billing or shipping information, so click on the
Totals tab next.
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12) The Totals tab provides information about the order, including totals before tax,
tax amounts, and so forth.

If needed, you can modify the shipping and invoice dates, and you also have an
opportunity here to change the Terms code and discount information. (See page
5-144 for more detailed information on the information and options presented to
you on this screen.) We don’t need to do modify anything here, so we’ll just click
OK to save the order.
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13) When you click OK, the following prompt appears:

Because this order had some quantities shipping, an order and an invoice are
automatically created. The AUTO entries in the Order and Invoice fields
indicate that the document numbers will be assigned automatically, as per your
entry in the Company Profile Numbering/Tax tab (page 2-43). Accept those
defaults and click OK. You will see the following message:

The message indicates that invoice 4125 was created, and that an invoice for the
shipped quantities was also created, for $4,521.85. Click OK to accept this
information.

14) When you click OK you are returned to the main Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit
Notes windows, and you’ll see order 1125 at the bottom of the list of orders. If
you look at the Complete column, you’ll note that this order is not considered
complete yet, as there are back-ordered quantities still to be shipped.

15) When quantities of the back-ordered items become available you can re-enter the
order and can complete the order. Assume that the back-ordered items are
available for shipping a week past the original order date. At that time, you
would enter the Orders function and double-click on order 1125 to edit it.
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To complete the order, go to the Details tab and select the item line(s) that have
back-ordered quantities. Edit those lines to change the quantity from
back-ordered to shipped. When you click OK on the order again after you’ve
done this, you’ll get another message:

You’ll notice that the balance of the order has now been invoiced. There will be
two invoices for this order: invoices 4125 and 4126. And now, when you return
to the main Edit Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window, the order will be shown
as being complete.

16) To confirm that the order has been invoiced, click on the Invoice tab in the main
Edit Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window and you will see the two invoices,
#4125 and #4126, for Greenleaf Park Services.

This completes the lesson on entering an order. More information on order entry is
available starting on page 5-114.

Lesson three will teach you how to restore an order from history.
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Lesson 3: Restoring an Order
This lesson will take you through the process of restoring an order from history.

For this example, let’s assume that Ables Cables called and said they wanted to order
the same items they did in January of 2001, but in different quantities. We’ll go
through the process of finding the order and then restoring it as a new, active order.

1) First, we want to find the order that the customer is referring to. To do so, click
the History button on your toolbar to call up the History function. The following
window appears:

While the list of orders in History is short in the sample data and you can
immediately spot the order to which Ables Cables referred, this won’t often be
the case. So instead, we’ll use the Find button to search for orders for this
customer.
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2) Click the Find button to conduct a search through the orders on file. The
following window appears:

Edit the fields as follows:

• You want to search for an order here, so in the What to find section, click
Order.

• In the Customer field, use the Finder to select Ables Cables, customer number
ABL01.

• Once you select a Customer, the Order field’s Finder will display all orders for
that customer. Click the Finder and you will see that there’s an order 1001
with a January 2001 date in the list. This is the order to which the customer
referred, so select it.

• In the Where to go section, select Order. This indicates that you want to call
up the order itself, not the invoice(s) that were created against that order.

• In the What to do section, select View document, so that the order will be
opened for you.
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Click OK. The document opens for you.

3) The very first button on this window is the Restore button, which allows you to
restore this order as a new, active order. Click Restore. The following window
appears:

Complete the fields on this window according to the following:

• The Order field already contains the original order number, so do not change
this. If you were to change this, the order number selected would be restored,
rather than this order 1001 for Ables Cables.

• Similarly, the Customer field already has Ables Cables selected. You could
change this to a different customer number, if someone else called in and
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wanted to order the same thing that another customer ordered; but for the
purposes of this example, we’ll leave it as Ables Cables.

• If the original order had a Ship to address selected, it would appear here. In
this case, the field is blank. A Ship to address can be added or changed for the
restored document. For example, if Ables Cables previously only had one
location but now has multiple locations, you could add a Ship to address here,
which would be used for the new order. However, that’s not the case for our
example, so leave this field blank.

• Make sure that the Update item information and pricing checkbox is turned
on. This will cause OrderEntry to check the item information and current
prices against the original order, and update that information if needed.

• If the customer wants to order the same quantity of the item as before, you can
save yourself some time by turning the Set quantity ordered to original order
option on. That is not the case with Ables Cables, so turn this option off
instead. All quantities will be set to zero.

• If you plan to ship the order in its entirety right away, you can also save some
data entry time by turning the Set quantity shipped to quantity ordered
checkbox on. This option has no useful purpose if the Set quantity ordered to
original order option is not selected, so we can leave it on or off in this case: it
doesn’t matter.
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When you’re done editing these fields, click OK to restore the order. A new Edit
Order window appears with today’s date, the appropriate customer information,
and the detail lines from the original order.

The Header tab can be edited in the same manner as described in Lesson 2, when
we created a new order.

4) Click the Details tab to edit the quantities. Remember that we set the quantity
ordered back to zero for all of the detail lines, so we will need to edit the
quantities.

• Open up the first detail line for the Women’s Via Montega hybrid bike. Enter 2
as the quantity ordered. Note that neither location has sufficient quantities to
meet this order, so these items will be back-ordered. Click OK.

• The next detail line should open automatically, if you have Auto edit items set
in the program Options (see page 2-8). With this item, the Mojave Gulch bike,
enter a quantity of 5. The WHS location has insufficient quantities, so enter 5
as the quantity Shipped and make sure that the WHS location is selected in
the Location field.

• The Gorilla Grip Footstraps item will open. Enter 3 as the quantity ordered. In
this case, the RET (retail store) location has plenty of quantity on hand, so
enter 3 as the quantity shipped, and make sure RET is selected in the Location
field. Click OK.
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5) The order can be processed now in the same manner as any other new order.
Refer back to Lesson 2 for more information on the remaining order tabs and
saving and processing the order.

You can also restore an invoice in the same manner described above. Simply select
the invoice for restoration, and then indicate your preferences regarding the
customer, the order quantities, and so forth. When the Edit Order window appears,
it can be modified as described in Lesson 2. New invoices will be created when the
order has shipped quantities and is saved.

This completes the lesson on restoring an order. If you’d like more information, you
can read additional information about restoring documents from history beginning
on page 6-187.

Lesson four will teach you how to run day end processing.
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Lesson 4: Day End Processing
In this lesson you will learn how to run the Day End Processing function. You should
run this function at the end of each day, after all orders, invoices and credit notes
have been entered.

This function processes invoice and credit note data. It deletes completed
transactions, prints and clears audit lists, and activates future orders. When you run
this function, data is also gathered which is used for printing reports and
maintaining history.

Day End Processing makes some major changes to your data. We
highly recommend that you make a backup copy of your data before
running this function.

1) Select Order Entry | Day End Processing. The OrderEntry Day End window
will open.

2) The Process all documents on or before field displays a date. All documents on
or before this date will be processed when you run the function. Generally, you
will want to use the current system date, but you can change this date if
necessary.

You can select today’s date by clicking the Calendar button, then click on today’s
date in the Calendar window.

3) The Move to history section of the window displays the type of documents that
will be moved to the history file when the function is run. Make certain that each
document type is selected.

Typically your Company Profile will be set up to move documents older than 30
days to history, or another value set by the user. (See the System Defaults tab for
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more information on these settings, beginning on page 2-22.) In the sample data,
these values were not set. For the purposes of this tutorial, you can enter any
value you wish.

The sample data’s Company Profile is set to retain history. If your
Company Profile is not set up to retain history, but simply purge
documents, this “Move to history” section would be called “Purge”,
and documents prior to the dates specified would be deleted instead of
moved into the history function. See the “Day End Processing” topic
beginning on page 5-183 for more information.

4) You can print and consolidate the Invoice/Credit Note audit list when you run
this function. To do this, click a checkmark in the Print Invoice/Credit Note
audit list box.

5) Click the Day End button to run the Day End function. A pop-up window will
inform you when the processing is complete. Click OK to close the window.

This completes lesson four. You can read more about Day End Processing beginning
on page 5-183.

In lesson five, you’ll learn how to issue a credit note.
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Lesson 5: Issuing a Credit Note
In this lesson, we are going to create a credit note against invoice 4126, which we
created in Lesson two. Because the items invoiced were back-ordered and Greenleaf
Park Services needed those bikes more quickly than we could ship them out, they
went elsewhere and did not need all bikes on the invoice.. As a result, we are issuing
a credit note for three returned bikes. This lesson shows you how to do that.

1) To begin, go to the main Enter Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes function by
clicking on the Orders button on the toolbar. When the window appears, click
the Credit Notes tab.
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2) Create a new credit note by clicking the New button. The following prompt
appears:

Complete the following fields:

• In the Document type field, Credit Note should be selected.
• Use the Finder button in the Invoice field to locate invoice 4126.
• The Customer and Ship To fields are filled in automatically, based on the

information found in invoice 4520.

Click OK to create the credit note.

3) The Header and BillTo / ShipTo tabs of the New Credit Note window
essentially displays the same information as the order created in Lesson two.
You can modify the information on those tabs, but in most cases you will not
want to do so.

The Details and Totals tabs are different, to reflect the fact that this is a product
return, so we’ll look at each of those in turn.
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4) The Detail tab lists all items invoiced on invoice 4520.
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5) Smythe returned the bike, so we want to edit the detail line to reflect this.

In the Quantity field, change the value from 4 to 3.

The Return checkbox is turned on, indicating that these items are in fact being
returned.

The other fields can be left as is. Generally, you don’t want to change things like
Unit price because you want the credit note to reflect the same price as the
original invoice. However, several fields can be edited if necessary, and those
that cannot be changed are grayed out. One field that is often changed is the
Location field. For example, if a particular location is low on stock for that item
or has that item on back-order, you can return the units to a different location
than they were shipped from.

If the credit note is issued before the items are actually removed from
inventory, however, the items will be returned to the same location as
you specified on the original order.

Click OK to save the quantity change.
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6) Click on the Total tab to complete the credit note.

The following fields can be modified:

• Enter the expected date that the items will be returned to your inventory in the
Actual return date field. For the purposes of this tutorial, accept today’s date.

• The Credit date would typically be the same as the return date, so accept
today’s date here as well.

• In the Discount fields, you can enter a discount percentage or amount if one
was applied to the original invoice and should be reversed. Remember, a
discount would lessen the amount of the credit. For this tutorial, we want to
leave the discount at zero, so ignore these fields.
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7) Click OK to post the credit note. You’ll see the following prompt:

The Order field displays the original order number that this credit note is based
on, and the Invoice field displays the invoice number that the credit note is
issued against.

The Credit note field will be assigned later, as per your settings in the Company
Profile Numbering/Tax tab (page 2-43).

8) Click OK to post the credit note. You’re given the following information,
indicating that the credit note was posted against the invoice we originally
selected, invoice 4126. It also tells you the amount of the credit note, as seen on
the Totals tab earlier.

The customer’s account will be credit the amount specified when the batches are
retrieved into Adagio Receivables.

This completes lesson five and the tutorial. More information on working with credit
notes can be found beginning on page 5-173.

For instructions on other common tasks, please see chapter 5.
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Appendix A
Importing &

Exporting

Adagio OrderEntry allows you to import Orders and Special prices. If you are
running OrderEntry standalone (i.e. without Inventory), you may also import Items
and Alternative Price Lists. Import errors are written to the OEIMPERR.xxx data file
(where 'xxx' is the 3-character data extension being used).

Adagio OrderEntry also allows users to export Special Prices and Shipping Labels.
However, if it is being run without Adagio Inventory, Items and Alternate Price List
Items may also be exported. If Adagio Inventory is used, Items and Alternate Price
List Items are exported in that program.

Contact/ShipTo information would be imported and exported within Adagio
Receivables.

Adagio OrderEntry 'standalone' users can also import and export Items and
Alternate price lists. Otherwise, they are handled within Adagio Inventory.

This chapter explains how to use the Import and Export functions. Detailed Import
Orders Notes and Import Special Prices Notes will be found in the online Help
documentation.
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Importing to OrderEntry
This feature allows you to take information from other sources and bring that data
into Adagio OrderEntry, saving you the step of re-entering the data manually. It is
always recommended you do a backup of your data before importing data. The
import function is basically the same no matter which type of import you have
selected.

Import errors are written to the OEIMPERR.xxx file in the data folder (where 'xxx' is
the 3-character data extension being used).

Importing Orders
Select Import | Orders from the File menu to open the Import Orders window.

The top of this window displays a Template option which allows you to save your
import choices in a template. This is useful if you use the import function for more
than one purpose.
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To create a new template, select New and enter a template name. This will save you
time in running future imports. Templates can also be deleted or saved under other
names using the buttons to the right of the Template field.

Import Template Notes:

• There are six templates predefined to match the Softline Order
Import product. If you've used that order import product, you can
now use Adagio OrderEntry to import files using those templates.
This also allows Adagio OrderEntry to import from any third party
program producing files of this format.

• Included in the sample data are six template samples in CSV and six
in fixed form (.TXT)

• The import template functionality allows you to define your own
templates to match files produced by third party products

• Default templates cannot be modified and saved. If you want to
make changes to the default template, you can instead use the Save
As button and save the template under a new name, then make your
modifications.

Once you have entered a template name, or have selected a template to use or
modify from the Template field drop-down list, use the following table to complete
the fields on the File Information tabbed portion of this window.

Field Details

File type Orders can be imported from numerous file types and
from records exported from Adagio OrderEntry files.
Click on the dropdown arrow and select the appropriate
type for the file you are importing.

File name Select the default file location and name or drill down
through the Windows Explorer using the folder button.
This is the file containing the records you wish to import.

Use extended
character set?

If your import file contains characters in the extended
character set, such as French accented characters, be sure
to turn this option on. When this option is activated, those
characters will be imported properly. When the option is
turned off. These characters will be considered to be an
error in the import file.
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Field Details

Delete import file
on success?

Check this option if you want the import file to be deleted
once all records have been successfully imported. If you
turn this option on, then the file will automatically be
deleted after the successful import is completed. This
reduces the possibility of accidentally importing the same
file again.

Validate before
importing?

Turn this option on if you wish to perform a validity check
of all imported records. If selected, the system checks for
existing (duplicate) records, checks the validity of all
coded values, and checks that all imported data is valid
(dates, numbers in ranges, etc.). If any errors are found in
the import file, the entire import process will be halted,
and you will have a chance to repair the problems in the
import file.

If you don’t select this checkbox, a check for valid codes is
still carried out, but it occurs during the import process
itself, and when invalid entries are found the import
process is stopped and you are asked if you want to
continue. Any successfully imported records to that point
will be left in OrderEntry and should be removed from the
import file before attempting another import.

Validating records prior to importing is a safer and easier
way to conduct the import process.

Note that if you select the option to perform validity
checks the import process will be slower.

Separator Enter the separator required to separate fields for the
software you are exporting to. The default is a comma,
which means data can be read correctly by most database
programs, including Excel.

Header included? Check this box if the first line of the Import file should be
ignored (as it is a column heading that describes the fields
of information below it).

NOTE: This option is not available when Importing Orders.
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Field Details

Implied decimal
point

Turn this option on if the import data contains no decimal
points and you want Adagio OrderEntry to import all
whole number values as though the last two characters are
the decimal places (eg. OrderEntry will import 12345 as
123.45).

Auto-import on
startup

To successfully user this feature, you must:

� create an Import Template that has the feature turned
on, and

� turn on the On Start up … Process Imports feature in
your User Preferences. (Refer to the online Help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for
more information.)

Neither Overwrite records? (overwrite existing records in you data) or Add records?
(add new records to your data) are used with Import Orders.

After you have completed this screen, click the Import Field Selection tab.

This tab allows you to select which fields you want included in the import. Fields on
the left have not been selected for importing, while fields on the right have been
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selected for importing. Use the arrow buttons to add or remove fields to your import.
If the program that you are importing from has extra fields not maintained in Adagio
OrderEntry, you can use the Filler button to add a filler field and skip the field on
import. Use the up and down arrows to reorder the fields in your import.

In the import orders function, there are header and detail sections that can be
imported. Header sections must precede detail sections in the import file.

Field Defaults Tab
The Import Orders window also has a Field Defaults tab that allows you to change
the default values for any fields that you have not yet selected to import on the
Import Field Selection tab.

Add the fields using the arrow buttons, then select the field in the Defaulted Fields
list and change the name, type, value or width using the fields at the bottom of the
window. Defaulted Field Properties you are unable to change will be prefilled and
inactive.

Click the Import button when you are ready to import.
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Import Notes
The import function handles data in very specific ways that you will want to note.

Fields

• The justification of key fields is handled automatically. Right-justified key
fields, like customer number, do not have to be preceded with leading blanks.
Trailing blanks are also allowed. Some examples of acceptable field formats
for customer number 100 would be:

• " 100"
• "100"
• "100 "
• " 100 "

• The last field on a line in the import file can be blank if you're importing the
data using ASCII Fixed Length format; however, this is not true of CSV
format. For example, if the price is the last field on a detail line, it can be blank,
and the import will look up the price from item in this case.

• In the import orders function, there are header and detail sections that can be
imported. Header sections must precede detail sections in an order; thus, the
header fields must appear first in the import file and be listed first in the
import field list. Header section fields are preceded by the prefix "Hdr-" in the
Import Field Selection tab, and detail section fields are preceded by the prefix
"Det".

• Fields not included in the import file are assigned default values. How the
default values are chosen depends on what the fields are.

• Some fields may be completed if you specify that field with a default
value in the Field Defaults tab.

• Some fields may pull information from other records on file. For instance,
the import function may look at the orders template

• Some detail fields may revert back to the information found in the header
section of the imported record, such as the location field.

Quantities

• Quantity values in the import file can have a decimal point or not. For
example, to import 100, you could have 10000 or 100.00.

• Quantities on import are always to two decimal places, even if the fractional
quantity option is not on. If the fractional quantity option is not on, the last
two characters of a quantity field must be 00.

• Quantity fields are 12 characters for fixed format imports. In fixed format, the
quantity can be left or right justified within the 12 characters. For example, the
following are both acceptable formats:

• ,100 ,
• , 100,
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Amounts

• Amounts in the import file can have a decimal point or not. For example, to
import $1.00, you could have 100 or 1.00.

• Amount fields are 15 characters in fixed format imports. In fixed format, the
amount can be left or right justified within the 15 characters. For example, the
following are both acceptable formats:

• ,100 ,
• , 100,

• The currency symbol "$" should not be included in the import file.

The general information about amounts is not true for Importing
Orders as it uses the Implied decimal point function. You would turn
this option on if the import data contains no decimal points and you
want Adagio OrderEntry to import all whole number values as
though the last two characters are the decimal places (eg. OrderEntry
will import 12345 as 123.45).

Miscellaneous

• If the order number in the import files is blank, the next available order
number will be assigned when the order is imported. If the order contains an
order number, it must be unique.

• Item numbers in the import file must not contain the segment separator
characters such as ". / \ ( ) - #". However, spacing within segments must be
maintained. For example, an item number such as "ABC - 1/ XYZ" must be in
the form "ABC 1 XYZ".

• The justification of single segment item numbers is handled automatically.
• All imported orders must be edited and invoiced by the user. Additional

verification occurs at that time. For example, the credit limit and on hold
status is checked at that time. Additional, the quantity is checked to ensure
there is enough stock of each item at the specified location to complete the
order.
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Importing ShipTo Addresses, Items, and Alternate Price
Lists

Import and export of Contact/ShipTo Addresses is done within Adagio Receivables
as that is where the customer data is stored.

If Adagio Inventory is used, importing of Items and Alternate Price Lists is handled
within that module. The overall process is very similar to importing Orders or any
other import. For purposes of providing an overview of importing, we will use the
Alternate Price Lists import.

Import Special Prices is a function of Adagio OrderEntry only. Again, the overall
import process is very like importing Order.
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Exporting from OrderEntry
The export feature works similarly to the import feature, but allows you to export
records from Adagio OrderEntry for use in another program.

The process for exporting Special Prices, Shipping Labels, Items, and Alternate Prices
is the same. We will use Special Prices as an example of how this export process
works, and the fields/options presented to you during export. If Adagio Inventory
is also used, Items and Alternate Prices are exported within that program.

Import and export of Contact/ShipTo Addresses is done within
Adagio Receivables. the customer information is stored within that
module.

When you select the Export | Special Prices function from the File menu, the Export
Special Prices window appears.

The top of this window displays a Template option which allows you to save your
export choices in a template. This is useful if you use the export function for more
than one purpose, or on a regular basis.
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To create a new template, select New and enter a template name. This will save you
time in running future exports. Templates can also be deleted or saved under other
names using the buttons to the right of the Template field.

Default templates cannot be modified and saved. If you want to make
changes to the default template, you can instead use the Save As
button and save the template under a new name, then make your
modifications.

In the File Information tab displayed above, you have the following options for the
setup of your templates:

Field Details

File format Adagio OrderEntry records can be exported and read by
spreadsheet and database programs, and other Adagio
programs. The following file formats are the export menu
options:

� Excel
� ASCII CSV (Delimited)
� ASCII Fixed Length
� PSV delimited file

File name Select the default location or indicate a new location for
the file. This is the file the exported records will be written
to.

Header included? Select this option if you want to export the field names.

Overwriting
existing file?

Select this option if a previously exported file is to be
overwritten.

Separator Enter the separator required to separate fields for the
software you are exporting to. The default is a comma,
which means data can be read correctly by most database
programs, including Excel.

After you have completed this screen, select the Field Selections tab. This tab allows
you to select which fields you want included in the export.
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Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Special Prices
fields

Select the fields you want included in the export by
clicking on the right arrow button. You can also remove
fields using the left arrow button.

Export file fields Fields on the left indicate which fields are available for
exporting. Fields on the right indicate fields that have been
selected for exporting.

Double-headed arrows allow you to add or remove all
fields at once. The Filler button allows you to insert filler
fields if, for example, the program you are exporting to
requires that all records be a specific length.

Fields can be reordered by the up and down arrows to the
right of the Export file fields box.

Name Displays the name of the field currently selected in the
Export file fields section.
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Field Description

Field number Displays a number which indicates the field’s position in
the export fields order. To change the order of the fields,
click on a field name in the Export file fields section and
use the up and down arrows to move that field to the
appropriate spot for the field order you desire.

Type Indicates the type of data that is used in the selected field.
Adagio OrderEntry will select a data type for you but this
can be changed if necessary.

Width Enter the width of the selected field. This may be useful if
you know that the program you are exporting to requires a
certain field length.

After you have made your export selections, click the Export button to export the
data. You are then given the opportunity to select a range of records for exporting:

To export all ship-to addresses, accept the defaults and click Export.

To restrict the export, modify the Starting and Ending fields. You can restrict the
export either by specifying a range of shipping addresses or by customer range. If
you use the Finder button in the Ship To Addresses fields to select a range that way,
the Finder will display all shipping addresses on file, for all customers. If you prefer
to restrict by customer number instead, using the Client fields, then all shipping
addresses for the customers selected in that range will be included.

Enter your desired range(s) using the Starting and Ending fields, then click the
Export button. The export will be carried out as per your specifications.
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Appendix B
User Defined Codes

Adagio OrderEntry has the facility to pass customizable information to the
Description field in Adagio Ledger when OrderEntry batches are retrieved into
Adagio Ledger. This is accomplished using User Defined codes.

Depending on the version of Adagio Ledger being used, OrderEntry will populate
either one or two Ledger description fields with User Defined codes. If Ledger v9.x
exists, the System Defaults tab of OrderEntry's Company Profile will allow passing
User Defined codes to two description fields.
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User Defined Codes
On the System Defaults tab of the Company Profile, select User defined from the
dropdown for Send to G/L Description. The screen will change, depending on the
version of Adagio Ledger being used, and look similar to the following:

There are two (or four depending on the version of Adagio Ledger used) new user
defined fields available.

You may enter one or more User defined codes in the User defined format field(s),
along with any additional characters you choose to enter as information separators.
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The following table defines each of the available User Defined codes that may be
passed from Adagio OrderEntry to Adagio Ledger's description field(s).

Code Field Description

%cst Customer code

%cnm Customer name

%ref Reference

%dno Document number

%des Description

NOTE: Not valid as Export name code when printing
specifications to file.

%cm1 Comment 1

%cm2 Comment 2

%odn Order document number

%os1 Optional string 1

%os2 Optional string 2

%os3 Optional string 3

%od1 Optional date 1

%od2 Optional date 2

%oa1 Optional amount 1

%oa2 Optional amount 2

%ou1 Optional unit 1

%ou2 Optional unit 2

%cs1 Customer optional string 1
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%cs2 Customer optional string 2

%cs3 Customer optional string 3

%cd1 Customer optional date 1

%cd2 Customer optional date 2

%ca1 Customer optional amount 1

%ca2 Customer optional amount 2

%cu1 Customer optional unit 1

%cu2 Customer optional unit 2

You may enter more than one User defined code in a field. For example, you might
want to pass both the Document number and the Customer number to the Ledger
description field. Typing %dno, %cst would pass the up to 16 character Document
number, a comma and the up to six character customer number for a total of 23
possible characters. The comma is optional but may be used as a separator. You
could enter any combination of characters as separators, or enter none at all. Be
aware that each additional character adds to the total possible characters being
passed from OrderEntry to Ledger's description field. If multiple codes are used,
long fields need be last.
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setting default in the Company Profile
2-37

Sales revenue account

setting default in the Company Profile
2-37

Sales/Shipping tab

in item inquiry 6-196

SalesAnalysis Interface tab 2-49

Salesperson

setting for an order 5-128

Salesperson commission report 7-223

Salespersons 2-49, 2-55

Sample item number 2-36

Segments

of the item number 2-36

Select criteria options

on order action report 7-216

Selling price

used for tax base 3-66

Selling price base

setting preferences 2-41

Separator

used for imports and exports A-282,
A-289

Serial entry mode 2-28

Serial numbers

adding to an order 5-141

using with items 4-98

Serial numbers report 7-245

Ship to address

setting for an order 5-118

Ship to addresses 3-58

importing A-287

Ship Via codes 3-59

Ship via method

modifying on a credit note 5-168, 5-175

setting for an order 5-123

Shipping addresses

See Ship to addresses

Shipping labels

are labels required 5-154

number required on an order 5-146

print only labels marked as required
7-241
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Shipping methods

setting up 3-59

Sort order

on reports 7-212

Spec Printing options

setting in the Company Profile 2-31

Special prices 3-69 - 3-72

adding for an item 3-69

always use special price 3-69

assigning to customers 3-70

inquiry function 6-204

setting for categories 3-71

Special prices report 7-228

Specification defaults

setting 2-9

Standalone

reports for 7-207

running OE without IC 2-7

Standard cost

setting for items 4-96

used for tax base 3-66

using for updating price lists 3-74

Standing orders 5-115, 5-122

Stock item 4-98

Stocking unit

setting for items 4-94, 4-99

Store locations

setting up 4-82 - 4-84

Summary statistics report 7-224

System Options

setting in the Company Profile 2-15

T
Tax base 3-66

Tax exemption number

setting for an order 5-129

Tax group

setting for an order 5-128

Tax groups 3-64 - 3-68

Tax groups report 7-228

Tax rates

for customers 3-68

for items 3-68

Tax status

setting for a misc. charge on an order
5-140

setting for a miscellaneous charge 3-61

setting for an item detail on an order
5-134

setting for an order 5-128

setting for categories 4-87

setting for items 4-97

Tax summary report 7-224

Tax tables

See Tax groups

Tax tracking report 7-224

Taxing on tax 3-67

Templates

creating 2-50 - 2-54

for exporting A-288

for order action report 7-213

Terms

setting for an order 5-128, 5-148

Text Blocks

creating/editing 3-78 - 3-79

Total tab

on orders 5-144

Transaction reports 7-222 - 7-227

Transaction types

as report criteria 7-212

Tutorial 8-249, 8-251, 8-253, 8-255, 8-257,
8-259, 8-261, 8-263, 8-265, 8-267, 8-269, 8-271,
8-273, 8-275, 8-277
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U
Unit price

for an item line on an order 5-133

Unit weight

setting for an item 4-99

Units of measure

setting for items 4-94, 4-99

Units/Pricing tab

in item inquiry 6-196

Updating item information

when restoring documents 6-189

Updating price lists 3-73 - 3-74

User-defined cost fields 2-40

setting for items 4-96

V
Validate closed periods 2-17, 5-164, 5-180

Validate records

during import A-282

Vendor information

setting for items 4-102

Vendors tab

in item inquiry 6-196

View history 6-187 - 6-193

View orders 6-186

W
Warehouse locations

setting up 4-82 - 4-84

Warn if

IC quantity below 0 2-29

Weight

estimate of item weight on an order
5-136

estimate of total order 5-145

setting for an item 4-99

Workstation Options 2-8 - 2-9
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